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Abstract
Achieving worldwide dependable alternatives to GPS is a challenging engineering
problem. Current GPS alternatives often suffer from limitations such as where and
when the systems can operate. Navigation using the Earth’s magnetic anomaly field,
which is globally available at all times, shows promise to overcome many of these
limitations. We present a navigation filter which uses the Earth’s magnetic anomaly
field as a navigation signal to aid an inertial navigation system (INS) in an aircraft.
The filter utilizes highly-accurate optically pumped cesium (OPC) magnetometers to
make scalar intensity measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field and compare them
to a map using a marginalized particle filter approach. The accuracy of these mea-
surements allows observability of not only the INS errors, but also long-wavelength
errors in the measurements. We demonstrate navigation accuracy of 13 meters DRMS
with a high quality magnetic anomaly map at low altitudes with real flight data. We
identify altitude and map quality as the two largest variables which effect naviga-
tion accuracy. We further demonstrate navigation accuracies of several kilometers
over a cross-country flight at 3000 meters altitude with a continental-sized magnetic
anomaly map. We demonstrate that the majority of this error is caused by poor map
quality. We predict navigation accuracies of a high altitude cross-country flight with
an improved continental-sized map through simulation and show a range of accuracies
from tens of meters to hundreds of meters, depending on altitude. We then conduct
a simulation over the continental United States to predict accuracies with respect to
variables like location, altitude, and velocity. Finally, we address the problem of map
availability by presenting a method for a self-building world magnetic anomaly map
which uses Gaussian process regression to model the error in existing large-scale mag-
iv
netic anomaly maps. We use real data to demonstrate the benefit in map accuracy
that a few flight lines can provide to a large area.
v
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ABSOLUTE POSTIONING USING
THE EARTH’S MAGNETIC ANOMALY FIELD
I. Introduction
There is currently a desire to develop a backup aerial navigation system when the
Global Positioning System (GPS) is unavailable. These backup navigation systems
are often referred to as alternative navigation systems. In the context of aerial navi-
gation, these alternative navigation systems do not typically attempt to replace GPS,
but rather augment it. If GPS is being disrupted an alternative navigation system
can provide positioning information. There are currently a wide variety of alterna-
tive navigation systems, ranging from older radio-based navigation techniques [62]
to newer computer-vision based approaches [71]. Additional navigation techniques
include star-trackers [35], terrain height matching [28], and gravity gradiometry [54].
In a testament to the usefulness of GPS, none of these technologies are adequate as
an overall replacements for GPS. Each of these alternative technologies tends to work
best in a certain environment or under specific conditions. For example, star trackers
do not work well during the day or in cloudy conditions. Vision-aided navigation re-
quires unique features, making oceans, deserts, and forests problematic. Radio-based
communications can be limited by altitude. While GPS is exceptionally accurate,
its world-wide availability at all times may be the most difficult attribute to replace.
Developing alternative navigation systems which better match the world-wide avail-
ability of GPS is an important step in addressing the vulnerabilities of GPS.
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1.1 Technical Motivation
Aerial navigation using magnetic anomaly fields can overcome many of the draw-
backs of current alternative navigation systems. The Earth’s magnetic anomaly field
is available world-wide, including over oceans, forests, and deserts. This availability
is an attribute that vision-based and terrain height alternative navigation systems
do not have. Furthermore, the magnetic anomaly signal is available at all times of
the day and under all weather conditions. The general availability of the magnetic
anomaly field is better than most of the previously discussed navigation systems. The
magnetic anomaly field is also very difficult to jam. The power from the magnetic
field of a dipole decays with distance at the rate of d−5 while radio signals decay with
distance at the rate of d−2. This indicates that it would take much more energy to
disrupt a magnetic dipole source field at distance d than it would to disrupt a radio-
based signal. In addition to being difficult to disrupt, the magnetic anomaly field
is measured with a completely passive instrument, emitting no signal of its own. In
contrast, terrain-height navigation must emit radar or laser signals to measure terrain
height, making it an active system. It is clear that magnetic anomaly navigation is
able to address many of the availability obstacles of a robust alternative navigation
system. This research attempts to determine if the accuracy of magnetic anomaly
navigation is sufficient for practical use onboard aircraft. An alternative navigation
system which was both widely-available and sufficiently accurate for a given situation
would overcome many of the drawbacks of current alternative navigation systems.
1.2 Claimed Contributions
The main contribution of this research is a proven navigation system which uses
the Earth’s magnetic anomaly field to navigate. The navigation system functions by
matching measurements from a scalar magnetometer to a magnetic anomaly map to
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correct the drift in a navigation grade Inertial Navigation System (INS). This navi-
gation system was tested on real flight data with real magnetic anomaly maps. Low
altitude magnetic anomaly navigation with a high quality map provided positioning
information to tens of meters accuracy. High altitude navigation with high quality
maps is shown in simulation to provide positioning information on the order of 10’s
to 100’s meters of accuracy, depending on spatial frequency content of the magnetic
field as well as altitude. Achieving this level of accuracy is a two order of magnitude
improvement over current published navigation systems using the magnetic anomaly
field for airborne navigation [79].
A detailed analysis of the measurement equation for magnetic anomaly navigation
was performed in order to remove the various corrupting sources in a magnetometer
measurement. The current literature on magnetic anomaly navigation does not pro-
vide a detailed analysis of these corrupting components. These corrupting sources,
in the context of magnetic anomaly navigation, include the aircraft field, temporal
variations, and the Earth’s core field. By fully developing methods to remove each
of these components, a magnetic anomaly navigation system can reach its highest
potential accuracy.
Finally, a method for creating a self-building world map is presented. This
method allows a small number of aircraft flights making measurements of the mag-
netic anomaly field to make large regional corrections to the poor-quality magnetic
anomaly maps which are widely available. A self-building world model addresses the
important concern of map availability.
3
1.3 Literature Review
Absolute navigation using geophysical fields is an active research area. The
prospect of passive navigation systems using naturally occurring environmental sig-
nals is understandably appealing. There are two major categories to consider when
discussing navigation using geophysical fields: the platform environment, and the
specific geophysical fields or signals being used for navigation. There are five major
platform environments seen in the literature for geophysical field navigation: ground
[56], air [79], sea [67], space based platforms [59], and indoor platforms [61]. Each
of these platforms presents unique challenges to geophysical navigation. There are
three main types of geophysical fields or signals commonly explored for navigation:
magnetic fields [79], gravity fields [17], and terrain elevation [28]. Perhaps the most
extensively explored topic in the overall field of absolute navigation using geophys-
ical fields is terrain-elevation navigation for aircraft. Terrain-elevation navigation is
a mature technology, with fielded military systems being deployed decades ago [28].
The use of such systems is restricted to aerial use over land. Current research into
geophysical field navigation shows promise to expand the availability and accuracy
of geophysical field navigation past the proven success of terrain-elevation navigation
systems.
Aerial Magnetic Navigation.
Magnetic navigation has been implemented on a large variety of platforms. This
research is focused on aerial navigation, but can benefit from research in other envi-
ronments such as ground, indoor, underwater, and space. Research on magnetic nav-
igation using these environments is especially important considering there is limited
experimental results for aerial magnetic navigation, while a larger body of research
exists on indoor navigation.
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Absolute positioning for aircraft using magnetic fields has been experimentally
demonstrated. A fair amount of research has been conducted on the theoretical as-
pects of aerial magnetic navigation systems, including computer simulations, which
will be discussed shortly. Limited experimental results are available in the literature.
The most applicable experimental results found were in a paper by Wilson and Kline-
Schoder [79]. Wilson and Kline-Schoder designed a navigation filter which compared
measurements from a 3-axis magnetometer to a magnetic anomaly map obtained
from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) over Vermont. The navigation fil-
ter used the magnetic measurements to aid a simple airspeed dead-reckoning system.
The magnetic measurements were matched to the map through a batch process which
matched a sequence of measurements to a location on the map as well as an estimate
of wind speed—the primary source of drift in the dead-reckoning system. Wilson and
Kline-Schoder demonstrated accuracies of around 1–2 kilometers with post-processed
data from a flight test.
Goldenberg discusses absolute positioning on aircraft using magnetic fields in [24].
This paper presents useful discussion on many aspects of a magnetic navigation sys-
tem. Goldenberg identifies mapping as one of the primary limitations of magnetic
anomaly navigation. There currently does not exist high accuracy magnetic maps over
the entire world, but rather a patchwork of maps. He suggests the World Magnetic
Model may address this concern. Goldenberg addresses the mathematics of upward
continuation for map data. Because magnetic maps exist in three dimensions, maps
need to be continued upward when flying at higher altitudes. Goldenberg states that
above 30 kilometer scalar measurements are more useful for magnetic navigation, and
below 30 kilometer gradient measurements would be most useful. Finally, he gives
a background of the corrupting effects of an aircraft’s magnetic field and addresses
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placement and calibration of magnetometers.
There are many papers on geomagnetic aerial navigation in the literature which
approach the problem from a theoretical standpoint, with results obtained via sim-
ulation. The majority of these papers present various algorithms for matching a
sequence of measurements to a magnetic map. The algorithms can be placed into
two major groups: batch algorithms and sequential algorithms. The focus of listing
these algorithms is to demonstrate the wide availability of possible approaches to the
map-matching problem, not to choose a best approach.
Caifa et al. compare a sequential Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) approach with
a batch mean absolute difference (MAD) approach [12]. They conclude the sequen-
tial filter approach is more robust in areas of limited magnetic variability. Liu et
al. present a batch Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm as a method to choose
an update location for a Kalman Filter, with the complete algorithm being called a
Nearest Point Kalman Filter (NPKF) [38]. They conclude that the algorithm suc-
cessfully constrains the drift of an INS. Ming-ming et al. presented an unscented
particle filter (UPF) approach which used the position solution as an update to a
Kalman Filter to obtain the remaining kinematic states [47]. They conclude that the
algorithm constrains the drift of an INS. Xu et al. present the results of a batch
map-matching differential evolution algorithm [80]. The algorithm uses the differen-
tial evolution technique to quickly search through a map grid for a likely location
based on a sequence of measurements. They conclude that the algorithm is a faster
way to search through a large grid. Dai and Kang present the results of using the
Sandia inertial terrain-aided navigation (SITAN) algorithm with magnetic field mea-
surements [16]. The SITAN algorithm is the experimentally proven terrain following
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system developed by Sandia National Laboratories. They conclude that the algo-
rithm, developed for terrain maps, also works with magnetic data to constrain the
drift of an INS. Wang uses principal component analysis to implement a batch map-
matching algorithm [76]. He describes sequences of measurements by several factors
such as standard deviation, roughness, gradient deviation, information entropy, and
Fisher information content to describe a sequence of measurements. He then uses
this unique label to find possible matching map locations to predict position. He
concludes that the technique improves matching probability over more simple batch
map-matching techniques. Liu explores the use of a particle filter for geomagnetic
aerial navigation [37]. He concludes that the particle filter works better than the EKF
for geomagnetic navigation. Feng analyzes the use of the Iterative Closest Contour
Point algorithm and concludes that it has better accuracy than the traditional con-
tour matching algorithm [18].
Magnetic Ground Navigation.
Shockley successfully implemented ground vehicle navigation using only magnetic
field measurements [56]. He experimentally demonstrated the ability to get near
meter-level position fixes on an intermittent basis. He found that areas like highways
had less magnetic variation and led to degraded filter performance. Shockley created
his own maps and demonstrated that the measurements had enough repeatability to
implement a correlation type filter with a sequence of magnetic measurements. Kauff-
man and Raquet followed Shockley’s work by integrating an INS with the magnetic
measurement filter [32]. Kauffman showed improved performance especially over ar-
eas of low magnetic features when the INS allowed the filter to coast to an area of
better magnetic feature availability.
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Magnetic Space Navigation.
Shorshi and Bar-Itzhack successfully demonstrated satellite navigation using mag-
netic measurements [59]. Shorshi and Bar-Itzhack used real satellite magnetometer
measurements and related them to the International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(IGRF) using an Extended Kalman Filter. The algorithm achieved performance on
the order of 1–10 kilometers. Shorshi and Bar-Itzhack also compared the performance
of using just the magnetic intensity sensor with the magnetic vector sensor. Using
the magnetic vector sensor required knowledge of the satellite attitude and improved
performance due to the filter bringing in three separate measurements instead of one.
Psiaki et al. designed a similar system which also matched measurements from real
satellite data to the IGRF [50]. They found performance to be on the order of 4–8
kilometers, which agrees with Shorshi and Bar-Itzhack’s work.
Magnetic Underwater Navigation.
Tyren proposed one of the first magnetic navigation systems, specifically for use
on submarines [67]. He presented actual recorded data from two separate magne-
tometers separated by a fixed distance to calculate ground speed. While his proposed
method was a velocity aiding system and not an absolute positioning system, his
work is still widely cited as one of the first papers to discuss using magnetic anoma-
lies for navigation. Tyren also identified the problem of separating vehicle and Earth
magnetic fields and discussed methods for separating the two signals. Jie discusses
underwater geomagnetic navigation using a Kalman Filter [30]. Jie’s paper discusses
removing the diurnal variations that are inherent in magnetometer measurements.
He concludes that the navigation solution is more accurate when removing the mean
diurnal variation. Zhang discusses using the previously mentioned ICP algorithm for
underwater navigation with magnetometer measurements [81]. He concludes that the
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algorithm is able to restrict the drift of an INS. May and Meisinger discuss naval
testing of a magnetic anomaly navigation system aboard naval platforms [46]. May
and Meisinger describe repeatability tests in which the magnetic measurements over
repeat ground tracks have standard deviations of just 1.8 nano-Teslas. They describe
this as impressive with respect to the fact that magnetic field gradients existed in
the testing area as high as 350 nano-Teslas/mile. They also note that the standard
deviation of the differences between measurements and a magnetic anomaly map vary
between 5 and 30 nano-Teslas. These experimental results help motivate the poten-
tial accuracy of magnetic anomaly navigation, indicating that a large signal to noise
ratio potentially exists in a magnetic anomaly field measurement.
Magnetic Indoor Navigation.
Storms et al. experimentally demonstrated magnetic positioning indoors [61].
They showed obtainable accuracies at the decimeter level when navigating through
previously mapped areas as well as successful navigation in a leader/follower scenario
without a map. Storms et al. used a Kalman filter based on principles from a terrain
height navigation system developed in [48]. They identify magnetometer calibration
as one of the biggest difficulties in high accuracy navigation. They also discuss the
stability of the magnetic map. The stability of magnetic maps is also of concern
in aerial navigation. A static map assumption is seen almost universally across the
literature, when this in fact is not a correct assumption. Haverinen and Kemppainen
used a particle filter to implement one dimensional navigation inside building corri-
dors [26]. They specifically demonstrated the stability of the magnetic field inside
buildings over time (40 days) and conclude the fields are relatively stable. Havernin
and Kemppainen also achieved performance on the order of 1 meter. Vallivaara et
al. developed a Simultaneous Location and Mapping (SLAM) robot which navigated
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and mapped the three dimensional magnetic field inside a building to an accuracy
of less than a meter [70]. Judd and Vu demonstrate using the magnetic vector field
as a fingerprint which can aid a dead-reckoning system when revisiting a location
[31]. Gozick et al. used the magnetometers available on mobile phones to identify
magnetic landmarks and create magnetic maps used for navigation [25].
Gravity Navigation.
Navigation using the Earth’s gravity field has a fundamental difference from mag-
netic and terrain navigation in that the gravity vector is not directly measurable with
current instruments. Accelerometers can measure specific force, but cannot separate
the effects of aircraft movement from gravity. This necessitates the need for grav-
ity gradient measurements to implement a gravity map-matching navigation system.
Richeson describes key aspects of a gravity gradiometry map-matching navigation
system [54]. Richeson concludes that current gravity gradiometry systems of the re-
quired accuracy either do not exist or are too large for most applications. DeGregoria
also found that current technology is not at the appropriate level to implement gravity
gradiometry navigation [17]. Both authors predict promising navigation accuracies
under the assumption of much more accurate future instruments.
Cramer-Rao Lower Bound For Map-Matching Algorithms.
The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is a lower limit on the covariance of an
unbiased estimator. The CRLB allows the performance of a specific filter to be com-
pared to the best possible performance with the given information. Niclas Bergman
derives the CRLB for a terrain aided navigation system which aids an INS with ter-
rain height measurements matched to a map in [8]. The derivation of this CRLB
is not trivial, although the final result states that the CRLB is equivalent to the
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error covariance in the discrete time Extended Kalman Filter where the non-linear
measurement function h has been replaced by its gradient evaluated at the true state
value at time k [8]. This is an extremely useful result, since the EKF equations are
well understood and easily implemented. The extension of this derivation to magnetic
anomaly maps is not difficult. Bergman further validates this result in a separate pa-
per in which he shows a Terrain-Aided navigation system achieving the CRLB after
convergence [9].
Literature Review Conclusion.
This section has provided a literature review for magnetic anomaly navigation. It
is clear that minimal research has been done in the specific area of aerial magnetic
field navigation. The only experimental results in the literature achieved accuracies
of approximately 2 kilometers. There is a large deal of theoretical papers on the
topic, however. These papers almost all concern themselves with the method of
matching measurements to a spatial map, and include limited discussion of the unique
problems encountered in aerial magnetic field navigation, such as navigating in a
three dimensional field. The navigation techniques for indoor, ground, and space
magnetic navigation provide useful insights to aerial magnetic navigation, but are
a very different problem than aerial magnetic anomaly navigation. Finally, gravity
and terrain navigation provide additional analogous approaches to aerial magnetic
field navigation, but have major differences from the type of navigation system this
research plans to implement.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter II presents a
thorough geo-physical background on magnetic anomaly fields and Rao-Blackwellized
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(marginalized) particle filtering. Chapter III details the design of the navigation
filter used for magnetic anomaly navigation. Chapter IV provides the results and
analysis from our flight tests. Chapter V presents a continental simulation over
the United States to explore magnetic anomaly navigation accuracy with respect
to location, altitude, and velocity. Chapter VI presents a method for a self-building
world magnetic anomaly map. Chapter VII suggests future work and draws final
conclusions on the research which was conducted.
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II. BACKGROUND
The purpose of this background section is to provide readers with a limited geo-
physics background enough information to apply navigation techniques to the Earth’s
magnetic field. The chapter attempts to provide no more information than is pertinent
to the design of a navigation system. Topics covered include the major components of
a magnetic field measurement as well as the definition of magnetic anomaly fields. A
background on magnetic anomaly map transforms is then provided as well as ways to
model magnetic anomaly fields. The current availability of magnetic anomaly maps is
presented and a standard method to calibrate out aircraft fields is discussed. Finally,
a basic tutorial on implementing the Rao-Blackwellized particle filter is provided.
2.1 Components of the Earth’s Magnetic Field
The Earth’s magnetic field is the superposition of a large variety of magnetic
sources. The origin and interaction of each of these sources is complex. At a high level,
the Earth’s magnetic field can be thought of as consisting of internal and external
sources. The internal sources consist of the core, crustal, and induced fields. The
external sources consist of the ionosphere, the magnetosphere, and coupling currents
[29]. Fig. 1 shows these components of the Earth’s magnetic field.
Core Field.
The first component of the internal magnetic field is the core, or main Earth field.
The main Earth field is what makes a compass point north. As a first order approx-
imation, it is a dipole. It accounts for the vast majority of the measured magnetic
field near the surface of the Earth. It is caused by the motion of conductive fluids
deep within the Earth. Heat from the Earth’s inner core causes fluid movement in the
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Figure 1. Magnetic Sources of the Earth [55]
liquid outer core, and the Earth’s rotation causes this fluid to rotate. The rotating
conductive materials generate electrical fields, which in turn generate magnetic fields.
The field caused by these deep sources accounts for around 95-99 percent of the total
measured field at any point in the vicinity of the Earth’s surface [29]. The magnitude
of the main Earth field varies widely from around 30–70 micro-Teslas. The main
Earth field undergoes secular variations. These are variations in the field over time.
The changes to the main field are not insignificant—the field is remodeled every five
years to account for observed changes [29]. The wavelengths associated with the core
field are long. Spherical harmonic models of the core field generally include the first
13 wave numbers of the magnetic field [29]. This indicates the shortest spatial wave-
length that exists as a result of the core field is around 4000 kilometers. Intuitively,
such a low frequency signal would not allow sub kilometer level navigation.
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Crustal Field.
The second component of the internal sources is the crustal, or lithosphere field.
The crustal sources are caused by the permanent or induced magnetization of rocks in
the Earth’s crust. Due to the lower temperatures of the Earth’s crust, many magnetic
materials are at a temperature below the Curie point—the point at which materials
change from having induced magnetization to permanent magnetization [55]. There
are two main causes for the mineral’s magnetization. The first is remnant magne-
tization. This is caused by a past induced magnetic field changing to a permanent
magnetic field when the mineral cooled below the Curie temperature [55]. The second
type of magnetization is induced magnetization. This occurs when the present day
magnetic field induces a magnetic field in a magnetically susceptible mineral. The
magnetic field generated by these sources is small compared to the deep sources. The
crustal field accounts for around 1–5 percent of the total measured magnetic field in
the vicinity of the Earth’s surface [13]. This amounts to several hundred nano-Teslas.
An important aspect of the crustal field is that it changes so slowly that it may be
considered static. It also includes high spatial-frequency information. This makes
it an ideal candidate for map based navigation. An approximation for the highest
expected crustal field wavelengths is simply the measurement altitude above the sur-
face of the Earth. Flying at 1 kilometers altitude, spatial magnetic field wavelengths
of 1 kilometers are expected to exist [42]. As altitude increases, individual magnetic
features tend to “blur” together. Increasing altitude thus acts like a low pass filter on
the crustal magnetic field. Intuitively, this indicates altitude will be a major factor
in navigation performance.
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Induced Field.
External sources will induce currents in the conductive mantle of the Earth. These
currents in turn will create their own magnetic fields. Although these currents exist
deep within the Earth, it is important to differentiate them from the main Earth field.
Separating these components can often be difficult. These fields are time varying due
to the time varying nature of the external sources which induce them. Models of a
region’s ground conductivity can help in predicting the effect of induced magnetic
fields [13].
External Fields.
The combined effect on the measured magnetic field of all external sources is
often referred to as the temporal variations. Temporal variations are caused by many
distinct sources with varying characteristics. The amplitude and frequency content
of the variations can vary dramatically. As a general rule, higher frequency variations
tend to have lower amplitudes as shown in Fig. 2. From a navigation standpoint,
this is beneficial, as the larger temporal variations will vary more slowely with time.
Slowly changing variations tend to look like constant biases over short duration flights.
Constant bias type errors are often easier to estimate and correct than time varying
errors. On the opposite end of the spectrum, very high frequency variations are
also not as problematic for a navigation system. High frequency errors will tend to
average out, as they appear similar to white noise. When flying over a spatial map,
the spatial-frequency information of the map is transformed to a temporal frequency
that depends on flight velocity. Intuitively, temporal variations that occur at similar
frequencies to those that exist in the map data will be the most difficult errors to
estimate and remove, and will likely be un-observable in a navigation system.
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Figure 2. Frequency Content vs. Amplitude of Earth’s Magnetic Field [42]
Ionospheric Effects on the Magnetic Field.
The ionosphere is a major contributor to the temporal variations. The ionosphere
is ionized by solar radiation, which creates an electrically conducting plasma where
electric currents can flow. The flow of these currents is primarily driven by the heating
of the atmosphere by the sun. The day-night cycle creates differential solar heating
which causes atmospheric tidal winds. The gravitational attraction of the moon can
also create these tidal winds. As the electrically conducting plasma moves relative
to the main Earth magnetic field, electric currents are created. These currents in
turn create magnetic fields. Fig. 3 shows these currents flowing on the day side of
the Earth. The magnetic field induced as a result of the differential solar heating
is called the Sq, or solar quiet variations. Sometimes the currents which create these
variations are referred to as solar currents. The currents caused by the gravitational
attraction of the moon are called lunar currents. The magnetic field caused by the
solar and lunar currents is relatively smooth and periodic, because these systems exist
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Figure 3. Solar Quiet (Sq) Currents on Day Side of Earth [77]
directly between the sun and Earth, and the Earth is rotating. The period of the
solar currents is 24 hours. The strength of the magnetic field induced by the solar
currents depends on latitude, season, and time of day. At the middle latitudes, the
solar currents can cause variations of 20 to 40 nano-Teslas. Near the magnetic equator
these variations can be as high as 100- 200 nano-Teslas as a result of the equatorial
electrojet (described below). The lunar currents have a period of 12 hours. They
cause magnetic field variations of around 1 nano-Tesla - much smaller than the solar
currents [5].
The equatorial electrojet (EEJ) is an eastward current on the day-time side of the
Earth flowing along the magnetic dip equator. The previously described solar cur-
rents cause an east-west directed electrostatic field which interacts with the magnetic
dip equator. The magnetic dip equator is the point at which the main Earth geomag-
netic field is horizontal. The resultant current is a narrow band (about 6 degrees of
latitude) in the equatorial regions. The EEJ can induce magnetic fields 5–10 times
stronger than the mid-latitude solar currents. Similar to the solar and lunar currents,
the EEJ manifests itself as a 24 hour period with respect to stationary measurements
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Figure 4. Solar Quiet (Sq) Currents on Day Side of Earth [78]
taken near the magnetic equator. Like the solar currents, the EEJ is driven by the
time of day, season, and solar activity. This indicates that magnetic measurements
near the equator will have stronger Sq variations than at mid latitudes. Fig. 4 shows
the relative strengths of these solar quiet fields. The Sq arrows are pointing to ap-
proximately noon local time [5].
The final major ionospheric current systems are the auroral currents. These cur-
rents are caused by polar electrojets and other transient currents. They are usually
located above 67 degrees latitude but may occur lower. The auroral currents have a
periodicity which is related to the 27 day rotation period of the sun. They are strongly
influenced by the surface activity of the sun. Maximum activity occurs during the
Spring and Fall when the Earth is at the equinoxes. The magnetic field induced by
the auroral currents can be much stronger than the other ionospheric current sys-
tems. Typical variations are on the order of 1500 nano-Teslas. This indicates that
navigation near the Earth’s poles may potentially be difficult [5].
Magnetospheric Effects on the Magnetic Field.
The Earth’s magnetosphere is the area of space surrounding the Earth in which
charged particles from the sun interact with the Earth’s magnetic field. The cur-
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Figure 5. Magnetospheric Currents [33]
rents of the magnetosphere are driven primarily by the solar wind coming from the
sun. The solar wind is a stream of plasma ejected from the sun at high velocities.
This stream of particles is composed of electrons and protons. When these charged
particles reach Earth they begin to interact with the Earth’s magnetic field. These
interactions can cause currents which create their own magnetic fields. The magneto-
sphere field is primarily driven by ring currents and the currents of the magnetopause
and magnetotail. Fig. 5 shows a depiction of the major current systems of the mag-
netosphere [55].
Ring currents are the most prominent current systems in the inner magnetosphere
[44]. Ring currents are caused by currents which flow along the magnetopause. These
currents cancel the Earth’s field outside the magnetopause boundary and stretch
the field outward in the characteristic tail shape [55]. The resulting cavity contains
sheet currents which are aligned with the equatorial plane. These currents interact
with radiation belts near the Earth and create ring currents which partially circle
the Earth [55]. The ring currents achieve full loop closure by coupling with the
ionosphere. These coupling currents are described shortly. The combined effect of
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the ring currents and the magnetopause and magnetotail currents is approximately
20–30 nano-Teslas during quiet times but can be in the hundreds of nano-Teslas
during geomagnetic storms [55].
Coupling Currents.
The previously described magnetosphere currents are roughly solenoidal [55]. This
means they tend to flow in closed paths. Because of the variable conductive structure
of the near Earth region, this closure is sometimes achieved through the coupling of
the magnetosphere sources and the ionosphere sources [55]. The coupling of sources
to close a current loop forms another distinct magnetic source. When this coupling
takes place near the poles of the Earth it is called a Field Aligned Current (FAC). This
name comes from the fact that the Earth magnetic field lines are vertical near the
Earth’s poles, so the coupling currents are flowing along the main Earth magnetic field
lines. During quiet periods at high latitudes, field aligned currents create magnetic
fields on the order of 30–100 nano-Teslas [55]. There are also coupling currents which
flow between the magnetosphere and the Sq currents. These induce a magnetic field
with a magnitude of around 10 nano-Teslas or less. Finally, the equatorial electrojet
can also couple with the magnetosphere with currents causing a magnetic field on
the order of 15-40 nano-Teslas [55]. The FAC are another contributing factor to
the highly varying fields near the Earth’s poles and another reason why magnetic
navigation near the poles would be difficult.
2.2 Earth’s Magnetic Anomaly Field
Due to their wide availability, we are attempting to use standard magnetic anomaly
maps for navigation. Understanding how these maps are made and what they rep-
resent is important for developing a navigation system which utilizes these maps. A
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magnetic anomaly, by definition, is the vector deviation from a reference field. The
reference field in this context is the main Earth field, and the anomalies of interest are
crustal field sources. Geophysicists and industry have been making magnetic anomaly
maps for decades to study the Earth’s subsurface. These maps give valuable insight
into the locations and types of minerals buried underground and are used commonly
in industry to discover resources such as oil and diamonds. Understanding what ex-
actly a magnetic anomaly map represents involves understanding a few subtleties that
will be presented in this section. What is typically referred to as a “magnetic anomaly
map” is not a map of the magnetic vector deviation from a reference field. It is in-
stead an intensity measurement which is an approximation to the projection of the
vector magnetic anomaly in the direction of a reference field. While this may sound
somewhat arbitrary at first, it stems from practical issues which make this type of
map far easier to generate than a true magnetic anomaly map. A magnetic anomaly
map is created by differencing the measured magnetic intensity over a survey area
from a particular reference field. Without a specific set of assumptions, this scalar
subtraction of two vector field intensities would hold little physical meaning. These
assumptions will be detailed in the following sections and the physical significance of
the magnetic anomaly maps will be described.
International Geomagnetic Reference Field.
A magnetic anomaly map is created by differencing the measured magnetic inten-
sity from a reference field. The most commonly used reference field is the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF). This model is put out every 5 years by the In-
ternational Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) [63]. The IGRF is
created to provide a standard world-wide core field model. This allows for a common
reference field to be used in the processing of surface and aeromagnetic anomaly field
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Figure 6. Contribution of Individual Harmonics [45]
data [34]. The IGRF primarily captures the core field and includes time derivative
terms to account for secular variations, which are changes in the core field over time.
The IGRF is a spherical harmonic model. A spherical harmonic model attempts
to fit a periodic model onto a sphere with a set of coefficients. A spherical har-
monic model can contain any number of harmonics of degree n. These harmonics are
also often called wave-numbers. Each wave-number corresponds to a given spatial
wavelength in the Earth’s magnetic field. Because the Earth’s magnetic field can be
roughly approximated by a tilted dipole, it is no surprise that the majority of the
power in the Earth’s magnetic field is at low wave-numbers. Fig. 6 shows the contri-
bution from the first few wave-numbers of a spherical harmonic model.
In the IGRF model, each of these wave-numbers have weighted coefficients to best
fit the observed magnetic field around the world. Wave-numbers are also useful for
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Figure 7. Spherical Harmonic Power [2]
separating out components of the Earth’s magnetic field. Fig. 7 shows the power in
the Earth’s magnetic field at increasing wave-numbers. It is clear that there is a
change in order of magnitude around wave-number 15. Geophysicists have interpreted
this break to indicate that for wave-numbers 1–12 the field comes primarily from the
Earth’s core, and for wave-numbers greater than 16 the field comes primarily from the
Earth’s crust [34]. Wave-numbers 13–15 include contributions from both the core field
and the crustal field. The problem of separating magnetic sources is difficult: because
of the spatial frequency overlap, it is not possible to independently measure the low-
degree crustal or the high degree core field. The IGRF model usually is computed
up to wave-number 10. This means the model primarily captures the core field. It is
important to note, however, that very small contributions from the crustal field are
included in the model and small contributions from the core field are ignored in the
model. The intent of subtracting the IGRF from raw measurements is to remove the
regional effects of the core field. It is important to realize that removing the core field
can never be achieved perfectly, and that calling the residual from this difference the
crustal field is an approximation.
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Figure 8. Perpendicular Crustal and Core Field Vectors
Anomaly Definition and Assumptions.
We have established that magnetic anomaly maps are primarily capturing the
Earth’s crustal field. While a magnetic anomaly could be caused by man-made
sources or space weather effects, most magnetic surveys take steps to avoid man-
made sources corrupting the measurements, and temporal variations are recorded at
a base station and removed. Mitigating man-made effects and temporal variations
helps ensure the magnetic anomaly is due to crustal sources alone. Previously, it was
stated that magnetic anomaly maps are created by the scalar difference between the
measured field and a reference field. The fact that this scalar subtraction has physi-
cal significance involves several important assumptions about the vector fields being
subtracted. As an exaggerated counter-example, consider two vectors which are or-
thogonal, Bcrustal and Bcore, and their vector summation Btotal, as shown in Figure 8.
It is clear that subtracting the length of Bcore from Btotal does NOT yield Banomaly,
yet this scalar subtraction is exactly what is done to create magnetic anomaly maps.
It is clear that in the given example this subtraction would have no physical meaning.
The magnetic surveys instruments used to make magnetic anomaly maps are in-
herently limited in that they are scalar intensity instruments. Chapter 3.5 explains
why these scalar instruments are used over vector instruments. In short, they are
far more accurate. Fortunately, this scalar subtraction does have physical meaning
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Figure 9. Projection of Magnetic Anomaly Onto Core Field
due to properties of the Earth’s core and crustal fields. The correct interpretation
of a typical scalar magnetic anomaly map is that it represents an approximation to
the projection of the magnetic anomaly along the reference field direction. This is
only a good approximation if Bcore  Banomaly. The fact that this represents the
projection along the core field makes sense when the relative sizes of the two vec-
tors are considered. The core field is on the order of 50,000 nano-Teslas while the
crustal field variations are on the order of 100’s of nano-Teslas. Because the core
field is so much stronger than the crustal field, only crustal sources which “stretch”
or “shrink” the total field vector in the core field direction are observable. Fig. 9
shows an example of this projection. To illustrate how accurate the scalar subtrac-
tion of Btotal − Bcore approximates the projection of Banomaly, consider Fig. 10 (not
to scale). We approximate the projection of the anomaly vector onto the core field
vector using Btotal−Bcore. In the top part of the figure, realistic values for the Earth’s
anomaly field and core field are used. The error is seen to be small. In the bottom
part of the figure, we assume a very large anomaly which breaks the assumption that
Bcore  Banomaly. In this case, the projection of the anomaly field onto the core field
cannot be given by the simple scalar subtraction Btotal−Bcore. It is important to note
the non-linearity in this assumption. The bottom example shows an anomaly which
is 200 times greater than the top example, yet the error is over 40,000 times greater.
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Figure 10. Example of Projection Assumption Accuracies
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Figure 11. Induced and Remnant Magnetization [27]
A second property of the crustal field also increases the validity of the scalar
subtraction Btotal − Bcore. In the examples in Fig. 10, the vector direction of the
anomaly was 45 degrees. The core and anomaly field vectors, however, are often
more aligned in reality. This is because of the two types of magnetization in the
Earth’s crust: remnant magnetization and induced magnetization. If a mineral with
a high magnetic susceptibility and no remnant magnetization is not in the presence
of a magnetic field, it has no magnetic field. When an external field is applied to
it, such as the Earth’s core field, it has a magnetic field which is aligned with the
inducing field. When a mineral has remnant magnetization it has a magnetic field
even when there is no external field present. If a mineral has both remnant and
induced magnetization and is placed within an external field, its total magnetic field
will be the vector sum of the induced and remnant magnetic fields. Fig. 11 shows
an example of both remnant and induced magnetization. It is clear then that in the
absence of remnant magnetization, where a mineral only has induced magnetization,
the Bcore and Banomaly vectors would be aligned. In this case, it is clear that it
is perfectly acceptable to subtract the scalar Bcore from Btotal to get Banomaly. In
reality, induced magnetization is indeed the dominant form of mineral magnetization
within the Earth’s crust, leading to closer alignment between the anomaly and core
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fields [34].
2.3 Magnetic Anomaly Modeling and Transforms
Understanding the physics of magnetic anomaly fields is essential to implementing
a navigation filter. This section describes how to perform the necessary operations of
upward continuation and time transformations, as well as how to create an accurate
model of a magnetic anomaly field.
Upward Continuation.
Magnetic anomaly fields are potential fields. Potential fields, by definition, satisfy
Laplace’s equation. Laplace’s equation states that the sum of the curvatures of a
function in each direction of the function equals zero [10]:
δ2φ
δx2
+
δ2φ
δy2
+
δ2φ
δz2
= 0. (1)
Laplace’s equation directly leads to a set of identities known as Green’s Identities.
Green’s first and second identities can be used to derive the upward continuation
integral [10]. The upward continuation integral allows the calculation of magnetic
intensity at any value above an infinite 2-dimensional plane and is given by
U(x, y, z0 −∆z) = ∆z
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
U(x′, y′, z0)
[(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + ∆z2]3/2
δx′δy′. (2)
From an algorithmic viewpoint, generating a new map at a higher altitude consists
of four nested for-loops (Every value on the 2-dimensional grid contributes to a sin-
gle value at a higher altitude). Fortunately, a much more computationally efficient
Fourier domain equivalent expression can be derived [10]. The upward-continued
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altitude in the Fourier domain can be given by
F [Uz+∆z] = F [Uz]F [ψ], (3)
where F [ψ] is the upward continuation filter. The upward continuation filter attenu-
ates shorter wavelengths more than longer wavelengths and is given by
F [ψ] = e−∆z|k|. (4)
|k|, in this context, is equal to the absolute value of the wavenumber in the frequency
domain and is simply
|k|=
√
k2x + k
2
y. (5)
The upward continuation filter is real valued and therefore does not affect the phase
of the map data. Fig. 12 shows the magnitude of the upward continuation filter in the
Fourier domain for a upward continuation height of 1 kilometer with spatial frequen-
cies ranging from 0–1 Hz (cycles/kilometer). Taking the inverse Fourier transform of
F [Uz+∆z] is the final step needed to generate a map at a higher altitude. There are
two key assumptions in the upward continuation that are not ever met in practice.
The first is that an infinite horizontal map tile is available. Obviously, real map tiles
will be finite and violate this assumption. The second assumption which is violated in
practice is that all magnetic sources lie below the map tile. The total magnetic field
measured in the vicinity of the Earth is a superposition of many magnetic sources.
While the largest of these sources are internal to the Earth, there are external sources
which will be above a map tile as well. More sophisticated methods of upward contin-
uation may be utilized which use both aerial survey data and satellite data to perform
a more accurate upward continuation and better reflect the external sources [27]. It
is important to note that the upward continuation filter is essentially a low pass filter.
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Figure 12. Upward Continuation Filter Spectrums
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Figure 13. Edge Effects From Upward Continuation
This means that the higher we upward continue data, the more the high frequency
features will be attenuated. This is important from a navigation standpoint, because
it is these high frequency features which contribute to high accuracy navigation. In-
tuitively, then, navigation accuracy will decrease at higher altitudes.
We wish to understand how errors manifest themselves in the upward continuation
process. We can begin by considering the assumption that we have an infinite sized
map tile in the horizontal direction. From the upward continuation integral, we can
see that every point on the infinite horizontal map contributes to the intensity at a
given higher altitude. Because we have a finite sized grid, this will cause errors in
the upward continuation. Clearly this effect is amplified at the edges of the map. As
shown in Fig. 13, upward continuing near the edge of the map immediately depends
on values outside the grid. Fig. 13 also demonstrates how higher altitude upward
continuations depends on values which are further away horizontally. We can use
the upward continuation integral to approximate the contribution from a torus shaped
ring of area as a function of horizontal distance r as shown in Fig. 14 and given by
Weight =
2r
[r2 + ∆z2]3/2
. (6)
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Figure 14. Contribution of Ring of Area as a Function of Horizontal Distance
We considered the weight of a section of area, rather than an individual map point,
because as you move horizontally away from the upward continued point being calcu-
lated an increasing amount of grid points contribute to the calculated value. Notice
the breaks in the log-log plot occur at the upward continuation altitude. All points on
a map which are at a lateral distance less than or equal to the upward continuation
height have a significant effect on the upward continued value. Moving further away
laterally than the upward continuation height, the weight of the points drops off with
a slope of -1 for the first order of magnitude past the upward continuation altitude,
settling on a final slope of -2. The slope of the weight function can give intuition
as to the size map needed to perform an upward continuation without introducing
larger errors. It is apparent that the dominant variable in determining needed map
size is the upward continuation altitude—the point at which the weight function be-
gins to decrease exponentially. From the slope of the loglog weight function a rough
approximation can be made. Moving ten times further away than the upward con-
tinuation altitude decreases the weights of a torus shaped ring of area by a factor of
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10. Moving 100 times further away than the upward continuation altitude decreases
the weights by a factor of 1000. Therefore, a map must contain data which is 1–2
orders of magnitude larger than the upward continuation altitude around the hori-
zontal location of the upward continued point being calculated. This approximation
lets us quantify the edge effects of a map. If a 100 kilometer × 100 kilometer map is
being upward continued 1 kilometer, at a minimum the outside 10 kilometers of the
upward continued map should be considered inaccurate.
An additional source of error is introduced in upward continuation comes from
the Fourier domain implementation of the transform. The two dimensional Fourier
transform assumes a periodic map. The sharp discontinuities on the edge of the map
will introduce errors. It is recommended to apply a tapering of the edges of the
map to “wrap-around” and make the map periodic [10]. This process will be further
examined in the Preconditioning section within Chapter 3.3.
Magnetic Map Time Projections.
The magnetic anomaly field is primarily an induced field [34]. There are two
main causes for a mineral’s magnetization. The first is remnant magnetization. This
is caused by a past induced magnetic field changing to a permanent magnetic field
when the mineral cooled below the Curie temperature at its initial formation [55]. The
second type of magnetization is induced magnetization. This occurs when the present
day magnetic field induces a magnetic field in the minerals. An induced magnetic
field will have the same orientation as the inducing field. Magnetic anomalies are
induced primarily by the Earth’s core field. The core field is well modeled by the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field. The IGRF has been modeled for many
years and significant changes have been observed. Over the past 30 years over Ohio,
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the declination of the core field has changed by over 6 degrees. This change in the
inducing field will clearly change the magnetic anomalies which are being induced.
This could make an older map inaccurate for use in navigation. Fortunately, there is a
method to account for the change the magnetic field will undergo if the previous and
current inducing fields are known. This is possible because, fundamentally, the field is
only a function of the inducing field and the distribution of magnetic minerals in the
ground. These magnetic mineral distributions only change on geological time-scales,
and can be considered static for navigation purposes. The process of transforming
magnetic anomaly maps to reflect different inducing fields is primarily known as
Reduction to the Pole (RTP) or Reduction to the Equator (RTE) in the field of
geophysics. Under an inducing field, a symmetric distribution of minerals in the
ground can appear on a magnetic anomaly map to be asymmetric. Furthermore,
because of the inducing field, the magnetic anomaly may be shifted laterally on map
as well. When studying magnetic anomaly maps for geophysical exploration purposes,
these asymmetries and lateral shifts are not desirable. Geoscientists perform the RTP
transforms to make a magnetic anomaly map appear how it would at the magnetic
pole, removing asymmetries and lateral shifts. This technique can also be used when
stitching together different map tiles from surveys flown at different times. The
map tiles can all be transformed to a common year before being stitched together.
To achieve the highest levels of navigation accuracy, all magnetic maps should be
transformed to reflect the present day IGRF. The Fourier domain time reduction
transform is derived in Blakely [10] and given by
F [ψt] =
Θ′mΘ
′
f
ΘmΘf
, (7)
where Θ′m and Θ
′
f are derived from the new inclination and declination of the source
field (m) and ambient field(f) and Θm and Θf are derived from the old inclination
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and declination and of the source and ambient fields. When making the assumption
that the magnetic fields are completely induced, m = f , and a simplified expression
can be given as
F [ψt] =
(
Θ′f
Θf
)2
, (8)
where both the old and new Θf are given by the complex expression
Θf = fz + i
fxkx + fyky
|k| , (9)
where:
fx = cosD cos I,
fy = cosD sin I,
fz = sin I,
(10)
and kx ky are the x and y wavenumbers with |k|=
√
k2x + k
2
y . The declination and
inclination of the core field are give by D and I.
In practice the kx = ky = 0 wavenumber must be set equal to 1, otherwise a
divide-by-zero error will occur. The zero-centered magnitude spectrum of the filter
is shown in Fig. 15. The spectrum will always consist of rays from the origin with a
constant value. The phase spectrum is shown in Fig. 16. It is important to note that
these filters assume a constant inclination and declination of the Earth’s core field
over the mapped area. This is a good assumption for smaller regional maps but may
not be adequate for larger maps. Time reduction transforms do not suffer from edge
effect errors as much as upward continuation transforms. In upward continuation,
the values outside the map are needed at higher altitudes. This is not the case in
time reduction, but the errors will still primarily manifest themselves at the edges
of the map due to breaking assumptions such as having a periodic map and Gibbs
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Figure 15. Magnitude of Sample Time Reduction Filter
Figure 16. Phase of Sample Time Reduction Filter
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phenomenon errors. The preconditioning section of Chapter 2.3 will examine ways to
minimize these types of errors.
Modeling Magnetic Anomaly Fields.
When analysing and testing the upward continuation transform and time trans-
form it is useful to have an accurate mathematical model of a magnetic anomaly
field. Analyzing synthetic map data has the benefit of having a true solution. As
mentioned previously, aeromagnetic surveys are only flown at one altitude. To test
upward continuation with real data, you would need maps at multiple altitudes. The
creation of accurate synthetic magnetic anomaly maps is vital to an accurate analysis.
To create the maps, we were motivated by Equivalent Source Dipole Inversion (ESDI)
techniques [72]. ESDI is a way to represent a magnetic anomaly map as an equivalent
layer of magnetic dipoles with varying susceptibility. An assumption is made that the
magnetic sources are completely induced. The magnetic dipoles will therefore have
the same orientation as the inducing field—in this case the IGRF. A least squares
method is used to solve for the needed susceptibility of each dipole to match a given
magnetic anomaly map. If performed correctly, the resulting model is an accurate
representation of the magnetic anomaly field not only at the grid point, but also at
higher altitudes and under different inducing fields. In light of this technique, we
created synthetic magnetic anomaly maps by placing these dipoles on a grid with the
same orientation as the IGRF, and with varying but correlated magnetic suscepti-
bilities. The dipoles are placed on the ground at spacing equal to the desired map
altitude. This simple technique gives the synthetic maps similar frequency content to
a real map, in which the shortest wavelengths are approximately equal to the altitude
[53]. The equations for the magnetic anomaly intensity from a single dipole are:
BT = cos(I) cos(D)Bx + cos(I) sin(D)By + sin(I)Bz, (11)
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where D and I are the IGRF magnetic declination and inclination, respectively, and
Bx, By, and Bz are given by
Bx =
3Cm
r5
[
jx
(
∆x2 − r
2
3
)
+ jy (∆y∆x) + jz (∆z∆x)
]
, (12)
By =
3Cm
r5
[
jx (∆x∆y) + jy
(
∆y2 − r
2
3
)
+ jz (∆z∆y)
]
, (13)
Bz =
3Cm
r5
[
jx (∆x∆z) + jy (∆z∆y) + jz
(
∆z2 − r
2
3
)]
, (14)
where jx, jy, and jz are given by
jx = J cos (I
′) cos (D′), (15)
jy = J cos (I
′) sin (D′), (16)
jz = J sin (I
′), (17)
where J is the magnetic susceptibility of the dipole and I ′ and D′ are the inclination
and declination of the dipole vector. The location with respect to the magnetic dipole
at which the magnetic field is being calculated is given by ∆x, ∆y and ∆z, and r is
the three dimensional distance from the observation point to the dipole. Cm is the
magnetic constant equal to 10−7 (Newtons per square meter). We assume the dipoles
are completely induced, with no remnant magnetization, so I = I ′ and D = D′.
Under these assumptions, the entire field for a single dipole is determined only by 3
parameters—the IGRF inclination and declination and the magnetic susceptibility.
After placing dipoles throughout a grid at spacing equal to the altitude, the final map
can be created by summing up the contributions of each dipole.
Figure 17 shows the synthetic map created using the previously described process.
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Figure 17. Synthetic Map Created at 1km Altitude and Subset Map
A box is drawn around a subset of the map. This is the actual data which will passed
to the upward continuation filter. This ensures we have an accurate representation
of the edge effects. When we analytically calculate the higher altitude truth map it
will be a function of data outside of the boxed area. This is of course the situation
that always exists in reality because our maps are finite. Because we have a complete
analytical description of the map we can easily compute the true solution at any
altitude and compare it with what the upward continuation function provides. We
already motivated that the size of a map being upward continued should be 1-2 orders
of magnitude larger than the upward continuation altitude to achieve negligible error
at the center of the map. Another way of stating this is that all finite maps will
have errors on their edges with widths equal to 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than
the upward continuation altitude. We demonstrate this effect on the synthetic maps,
which are 10 × 10 kilometers. From our rule of thumb, we would not expect a 500
meter upward continuation to be valid on a map this small. Fig. 18 shows the results
of this upward continuation.
It is clear that the map has large errors covering a significant portion of the map.
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Figure 18. True and Calculated Synthetic Map Upward Continued 500m from 1km
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Figure 19. True and Calculated Synthetic Map Upward Continued 50m from 1km
Again, this result was expected given that a map size of 50 × 50 kilometers would
be more appropriate for an upward continuation of this altitude. Fig. 19 shows the
results of upward continuing the map 50 meters. This altitude meets the requirement
of being 1–2 orders of magnitude less than the size of our map. As can be seen
in Fig. 19, the errors are only significant on the very edges of the map. This is
unavoidable and will always be an artifact of upward continuation.
As discussed previously, the magnetic anomaly field changes slightly over time
as the external inducing field changes. We wish to quantify the magnitude of this
change using our synthetic maps as well as actual observed changes in the Earth’s
core field. The core field over southwest Ohio presently (2015) has a declination of
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-5.57 degrees and an inclination of 67.313 degrees. Five years ago (2010) these values
for declination and inclination were -5.037 and 68.135, respectively. We computed
the synthetic maps for both of these values of the inducing field and compared the
error between the two maps. Fig. 20a shows how much the map changed over the
given five year period. We then took the old map from 2010 and performed a time re-
duction on it to the current year inducing field values for declination and inclination.
Fig. 20b shows the error between the map transformed to the year 2015 and the true
2015 map. As shown, the errors are greatly reduced from the case of not performing
any time reduction. As with upward continuation, the majority of the errors lie on
the edge of the map. These negative artifacts can be reduced by pre-conditioning
techniques, described shortly. Fig. 21 shows similar plots for a map being projected
from the year 2000 to the year 2015. Again, a great deal of improvement can be seen
in the error between transformed and non-transformed maps. Any map being used
for navigation should be passed through a time-reduction filter to bring it up to date
with the present day IGRF values.
Map Pre-Conditioning.
Preconditioning the map tiles can lead to greater accuracy in both upward con-
tinuation and time reduction filters. The Fourier transform assumes all signals are
periodic. The abrupt edges at the end of a map tile violate this assumption and
can lead to edge effects from Gibbs Phenomenon. The following procedures can help
mitigate these effects:
1. Make the map data have zero mean
2. Remove linear trends from map data
3. Make the map data periodic
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(a) Error over 5 Years with No Time Reduction Fil-
tering
(b) Error over 5 Years with Time Reduction Filter-
ing
Figure 20. Time Reduction Filtering on 5 Year Old Map
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(a) Error over 15 Years with No Time Reduction
Filtering
(b) Error over 15 Years with Time Reduction Fil-
tering
Figure 21. Time Reduction Filtering on 15 Year Old Map
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Figure 22. Removing a 2D Trend
Removing the mean from the dataset is self-explanatory. For procedure 2, remove
any general upward or downward trends in the map data from east to west or north
to south. This does not have a large effect on procedures such as upward continuation
because of the low-pass nature of the filter. Making the map data periodic can be done
by expanding copies of the map in each direction and ensuring smooth transitions
between map tiles through a cosine roll-off function. Fig. 22 illustrates removing a
one dimensional trend and Fig. 23 shows an example of this procedure.
2.4 Magnetic Anomaly Maps
When navigating with a map-based system, map availability and map accuracy
are two essential factors in determining the feasibility and accuracy of the navigation
system. Determining the accuracy of a magnetic anomaly map is a difficult problem.
Magnetic anomaly maps have been created all over the world over the last 70 years.
Before the widespread use of GPS around 1990, the magnetic sensor readings were
geo-located using relatively crude aerial photography methods. Although there have
been improvements in actual sensor accuracy over time, the pre-GPS era maps are
almost certain to be filled with inaccuracies due to poor geo-location. It is difficult
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Figure 23. Example of a Smoothed Periodic Map Tile [20]
to distill the accuracy of these maps down to a simple number, i.e. “The maps are
accurate to within 10 nano-Teslas”. When reading the description of old map tiles it
is not uncommon to find accuracy claims around 10 nano-Teslas. It may be helpful
to keep a level of skepticism regarding these claims for pre-GPS era maps, especially
with regard to the exact positioning of the map. Maps which were created with the
aid of GPS and differential GPS have the added benefit of also having more modern
accurate magnetic sensors. Most magnetic intensity surveys are flown with optically
pumped cesium magnetometers with an absolute accuracy of about 1–3 nano-Teslas.
With the use of differential GPS to geo-locate the measurements, these maps are
quite accurate. The following sections discuss map types and flight conditions with
respect to navigation accuracy.
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Flying Over a Modern Map At Map Altitude - The Ideal Case.
As alluded to previously, there are several major variables which will effect navi-
gation accuracy in a magnetic navigation system. Using a map with GPS era position
accuracies is a clear requirement to achieve the best navigation accuracies. Using a
more recently created magnetic map can also improve navigation accuracy. This is
due to the previously described minor changes in the magnetic anomaly field over
time. These changes can be mitigated with the time-transform techniques presented,
but map error will generally be smallest with a more recent map. Flying at the
mapped altitude is also necessary to achieve the best possible navigation accuracies.
When flying above the mapped altitudes, the map data must undergo the upward
continuation transform. This transform makes several assumptions that do not hold
in practice, such as having an infinite sized map in the horizontal direction, and hav-
ing all magnetic sources originate under the map tile. Breaking these assumptions will
increase map error when flying at altitudes which require upward continuation (Note:
downward continuation is not normally required for aircraft navigation because most
map surveys are already flown at very low altitudes). Flying at higher altitudes is
also inherently less accurate due to the fact that much of the high-frequency/high-
gradient parts of the crustal signal get filtered out as altitude increases.
The line spacing that was flown to create the magnetic surveys is also important to
navigation accuracy. A magnetic navigation system is given a grid of magnetic values
and must interpolate between values on the grid to estimate the magnetic intensity
at any location on the map. As previously described, surveying at a line-spacing less
than or equal to survey altitude ensures the field has been fully sampled according to
the Nyquist theorem. If an aircraft flew with 8 kilometer line spacing at 1 kilometer
altitude, the true signal cannot be reconstructed through any interpolation meth-
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ods. When navigating using an under-sampled map, high frequency content in the
measurements which was not captured in the under-sampled map will corrupt the
signal and decrease navigation accuracy. It is important to note that this problem is
mitigated by flying at higher altitudes. If a magnetic survey was flown at 8 kilometer
line spacing at an altitude of 1 kilometer, and the data is upward continued to 8 kilo-
meters, the field will be fully sampled. There is of course negative aspects previously
described with flying at higher altitudes with respect to navigation accuracy, so a
tradeoff must be made at some point.
Meeting these requirements requires the use of a regional map tile. There are
currently no large scale maps created with all post-GPS era magnetic surveys. This
indicates best performance could not be achieved on a cross country or other long
distance flight. New magnetic maps are being created all the time and many countries
do have large scale magnetic maps created with modern instruments including GPS.
The United States does not have any continental sized maps created with modern
instruments. What exists instead is a patchwork of modern accurate surveys as well
as older, less accurate surveys. The ownership of the maps is another potential issue.
Surveys which were financed by governments are generally available to the public
but private maps created by industry are generally unavailable. Fig. 24 shows the
locations of post-GPS era high accuracy maps available over the United States feely
available through the United States Geological Survey. Maps which were created after
1990 are outlined in black. A navigation system in practice could use these high
accuracy maps when available and default to one of the larger-scale maps described
in the following sections when unavailable.
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Figure 24. Freely Available Maps from the USGS (Post-1990 Era Maps Outlined in
Black)
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North American Magnetic Anomaly Map.
The North American Magnetic Anomaly Database (NAMAD) was created as a
joint effort between the United States Geological Survey, the Geological Survey of
Canada, and the Consejo de Recursos Minerales of Mexico [3]. It is freely available
online through the USGS [68]. Fig. 25 shows the magnetic terrain of the entire North
American continent. Fig. 26 shows the individual component surveys which were
used to create the map over the United States. It can be seen in Fig. 26 that a large
majority of the surveys on the east and west sides of the country were flown at line
spacing of 2 kilometers or less, and the central part of the country was flown at 4–8
kilometers or less. The line spacings from the individual survey components of the
North American Magnetic Anomaly Map indicate that this single map could be used
for navigation at any altitudes greater than 4.8 kilometers almost anywhere over the
continental US, with decreased accuracy expected over the few survey areas which
were flown at 8 kilometer line spacing. The map is technically at an altitude of 305
meters but it very under-sampled at this altitude. The feasibility of using the North
American Magnetic Anomaly Map for navigation at lower altitudes will likely require
empirical testing.
World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map.
The World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map (WDMAM) is the result of an inter-
national effort to create a world magnetic anomaly map [43]. The map represents the
Earth’s magnetic anomaly field at 5 kilometer altitude with a 3 arc-minute resolution
(approximately 5.5 kilometers at the equator). The World Digital Magnetic Anomaly
Map is freely available online and can be seen in Fig. 27. The WDMAM is subject to
the same issues as the NAMAD—it was created from data with varying accuracies.
Unlike the NAMAD there are areas where aeromagnetic data is completely absent,
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Figure 25. North American Magnetic Anomaly Map – 1km Grid Spacing at 305 meter
Altitude [3]
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Figure 26. North American Magnetic Anomaly Map Contributing Surveys and Line
Spacings [3]
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especially over the oceans. Aircraft flying at altitudes of 5 kilometers or greater could
potentially use the WDMAM to navigate. Determining the feasibility of using the
WDMAM for navigation will likely require empirical testing.
2.5 Types of Magnetic Measurements
There are several types of magnetic measurements which could potentially be used
in a navigation system. Each measurement type has advantages and disadvantages
on both a theoretical level as well as stemming from practical engineering issues.
Understanding these advantages and disadvantages is important for choosing the best
measurement type for a given navigation system.
Scalar Intensity Measurements.
The magnetic field surrounding the Earth is a vector field, and consequently has
both magnitude and direction. A magnetic intensity sensor can only sense the mag-
nitude of the vector field at a single point in space. The magnitude, BT is given
by
BT =
√
B2N +B
2
E +B
2
D, (18)
where BN , BE, and BD are the north, east, and down components of the vector
field respectively. On a theoretical level, an intensity measurement contains the least
amount of information of any of the possible measurement types. If all other variables
were equal, a navigation system using only intensity measurements should be outper-
formed by the other measurement types of equal accuracy. Furthermore, a scalar
intensity measurement measures the total magnetic field, when in practice we need to
measure the anomaly field. Therefore a scalar intensity measurement will always be
corrupted by non-anomaly field sources. These sources are primarily the aircraft field
and temporal variations caused by space and ionospheric weather conditions. From
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Figure 27. World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map [43]
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a practical standpoint, scalar intensity measurements have many benefits. The first
benefit relates to their accuracy. Scalar intensity instruments are far more accurate
than the current state of the art vector sensors. Modern magnetic intensity instru-
ments have absolute accuracies on the order of 1 nano-Teslas and sensitivities on the
order of pico-Teslas [27]. These instruments are so accurate that they are usually
not the dominant factor in determining the accuracy of crustal field measurements.
The ability of an aircraft compensation system to remove aircraft fields contributes
more to the absolute accuracy of anomaly field measurements than the actual sensor
absolute accuracy. Another benefit of magnetic intensity measurements is their sim-
plicity. As a stand-alone instrument there is no need to be concerned with orientation
to other sensors. Finally, the majority of existing magnetic maps are made with scalar
sensors, lessening the need for magnetic mapping.
Intensity Gradient Measurements.
Two or more magnetic intensity sensors separated by a known baseline may be
used to form a intensity gradient measurement. Because magnetic intensity exists as
a three dimensional field, the true magnetic gradient is a vector with both a mag-
nitude and a direction in three dimensions. A gradient measurement fundamentally
has more information than a scalar intensity measurement due to the two directional
components of the measurement. Measuring the magnetic intensity gradient vector
in a world frame has several difficulties. Two magnetic intensity sensors are required
to measure just one component of this vector. Survey aircraft often have instruments
configured in such a way to compute two orthogonal horizontal gradients, as well as
a vertical gradient. Fig. 28 shows the magnetic gradient system used by Sander Geo-
physics. The two wing-tip instruments measure a body frame transverse component
of the gradient. The wing-tip gradients are then averaged and differenced with the
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Figure 28. Sander Geophysics Magnetic Gradient System [22]
top tail instrument to form a body frame longitudinal component of the gradient.
Finally, the two tail instruments are differenced to form a body frame vertical gra-
dient measurement. It is clear that a system such as this can measure the complete
gradient vector, including its magnitude and direction. However, this vector would
exist in an aircraft body frame. If a navigation system had a stored gradient map, it
would exist in a world frame. The navigation system would then have to complete
a coordinate transform of the body frame gradient vector into a world frame. This
transform would require the aircraft attitude. A navigation-grade INS may have at-
titude solutions with accuracies on the order of 0.01 degrees after an hour of flight,
and could potentially be used to complete this coordinate transform. Even with a
navigation grade INS, however, this transform would introduce measurement errors.
The body-frame gradient could potentially be used to determine attitude information
itself when compared to a stored world-frame gradient map; however this would re-
quire a known position.
Despite the previously mentioned difficulties, there are still many benefits to a
gradient measurement. If a map of just the magnitude of the total gradient is stored
in a navigation system, the coordinate transform is no longer an issue. This type of
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measurement has the benefit of removing temporal variations—the ionospheric and
space weather effects described previously. The temporal variations vary over time
but also vary spatially. The wavelengths of these spatial variations are far greater
than the size of an aircraft. This indicates that the temporal variations at any mo-
ment in time will be common to each instrument and will be subtracted out when a
gradient measurement is formed. Removing these corrupting effects could potentially
increase navigation accuracy.
A practical issue with gradient measurements is the baseline, or separation, of
the sensors. A true theoretical gradient measurement could only be formed by two
sensors separated by an infinitesimally small distance. In reality, due to the limited
sensitivity and accuracy of the sensors, the instruments tend to give more accurate
gradient measurements the further apart they are on the aircraft. This measurement is
therefore the average gradient between the two sensor locations, and not the gradient
at a single point. The gradient changes by a very small amount between each sensor,
so calling the average gradient between the sensors the true gradient is not a bad
assumption. It is important to note that a gradient measurement does not help
remove aircraft field corrupting effects. Temporal variations are removed because the
spatial gradient is almost zero—temporal variations are similar up to 50 kilometers
apart. The aircraft effects are not removed even if two sensors are placed infinitely
close together, because the aircraft gradient itself is not zero. A gradient-based system
measures a gradient, and the aircraft field has a non-negligible gradient, unlike the
temporal variations.
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Vector Measurements.
Vector measurements can directly measure the components of the total magnetic
field vector. On a theoretical level, a vector measurement contains more information
than a magnetic intensity measurement. A navigation system could store either three
maps for each vector component in a world frame, or three maps consisting of magni-
tude, inclination, and declination. These maps would contain the same information
overall, although the later would likely be more helpful for comparing performance
to a intensity-only system. The greatest issue with using a vector system lies in the
accuracy of current vector instruments. These instruments are typically 1–2 orders
of magnitude less accurate than current systems. Whatever is gained by bringing
in more information to the navigation filter is likely lost by the poor quality of the
measurements with current sensors.
A vector system clearly would suffer from some of the same limitations described
for gradient-vector systems. The largest issue is the need for aircraft attitude to
transform the body frame measurements into a world frame. As before, a navigation
grade INS may suffice for short duration flights. If the magnetic navigation system
performs well enough, a boot-strapping effect may occur where the magnetic mea-
surements keep the navigation grade INS attitude accurate enough for continuous
use of vector measurements. The vector measurements are also subject to some of
the previously described limitations of a intensity measurement—the vector sensor
is measuring the total magnetic field, not the crustal field. As with the intensity
measurements the vector measurements will be corrupted with temporal variations
and aircraft fields. It is also important to note that even small errors in aircraft at-
titude could lead to large errors when resolving vector measurements. For example,
a 0.01 degree error when resolving a 50,000 nano-Tesla magnetic field measurement
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(approximate magnitude of core field) could lead to nearly 10 nano-Teslas of mis-
resolved core field projected in the wrong direction. Finally, magnetic vector maps
have not been widely produced around the world, unlike magnetic intensity maps.
Even if a high accuracy magnetic vector instrument was created, there would still be
a large mapping effort needed to take advantage of this sensor.
Tensor Measurements.
A tensor measurement is the vector equivalent of the magnetic intensity gradient
measurements. A tensor measurement gives the derivative of the three vector com-
ponents, Bxx, Byy, and Bzz, as well as the three unique cross derivative terms Bxy,
Bxz, and Byz, as shown in Fig. 29. Tensor measurements are clearly limited by the
same inaccuracies of the vector instruments required to compute the tensor. If ac-
curate vector magnetometers were available, a tensor measurement could potentially
bring the most information into a navigation filter while simultaneously subtracting
corrupting fields such as the temporal variations and aircraft fields. Like vector mea-
surements, tensor measurements would require re-mapping of the magnetic field to
capture the tensor value.
2.6 Magnetic Sensors
There are a large variety of magnetic sensors which exist to measure magnetic
fields. This section describes the two magnetic instruments which are used most
often in airborne applications. It does not attempt to give an in-depth description
of the physics of the instruments, but rather an analysis on their use for airborne
applications, including specifications of common instruments. Many other types of
magnetometers exist for laboratory use which are not described here.
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Figure 29. All 9 Components of a Magnetic Tensor (6 unique) [69]
The main instrument used in most aeromagnetic surveys is an optically pumped or
alkali-vapor magnetometer [27]. These instruments measure magnetic intensity and
are absolute instruments, using the atomic properties to measure the absolute mag-
netic field. The optically pumped magnetometers provide the measurements which
actually make the magnetic anomaly maps. The second type of magnetometer used
is the flux-gate magnetometer. These are vector instruments and measure the rela-
tive magnetic field. They can only measure the magnetic field with respect to some
un-calibrated baseline. The flux-gate magnetometers are used to help estimate and
remove the corrupting aircraft magnetic fields [27].
Optically Pumped / Alkali-Vapor Magnetometers.
Almost all modern magnetic surveys use a nuclear resonance magnetometer as
their primary survey instrument. Nuclear resonance magnetometers use the atomic
properties of gasses which are sensitive to an external magnetic field [27]. There
are several types of nuclear resonance magnetometers including proton-precession,
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Figure 30. Geometrics 823A Magnetometer [21]
alkali-vapor, and Overhauser magnetometers [27]. Alkali-vapor magnetometers, also
known as optically-pumped magnetometers, are the instruments of choice in industry
for aero-magnetic surveys due to their superior sensitivities and faster sampling rates
[27]. Optically pumped magnetometers can use several different types of alkali vapors
including cesium and potassium [40]. See [19] for a description of the physics of an
optically pumped magnetometer which uses cesium gas.
Optically pumped magnetometers are a mature technology. They are small,
lightweight, stand-alone instruments which can digitally provide an extremely sen-
sitive and accurate magnetic field measurement. Fig. 30 shows a common airborne
magnetometer, the Geometrics 823A. There are several important sensor specifica-
tions for an optically pumped magnetometer. A specification sheet from the Geomet-
rics 823A is provided in Fig. 31.
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Figure 31. Specification Sheet for Geometrics 823A [21]
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Operating Range.
Optically pumped magnetometers have a limited range of magnetic field magni-
tudes they can measure. These instruments are designed to measure Earth magnetic
fields. If in the presence of strong man-made fields, the instruments may fail. Fields
larger than the max of 100,000 nano-Teslas are not likely to be encountered when
flying on an aircraft.
Operating Zones.
Optically pumped magnetometers are subject to dead zones. The instruments
must be orientated at a certain angle with respect to the total Earth field vector be-
ing measured. This angle is usually small—the Geometrics 823A experiences a dead-
zone when the earth’s vector is less than 10 degrees from either the sensor equator or
the sensor’s long axis. Fortunately, entering a dead-zone only temporarily disrupts
measurements. Accuracy of future measurements is not affected by temporarily fly-
ing with an orientation that leads to a sensor dead-zone. Normally, when flying an
airborne survey, survey lines are all flown in the same direction and the sensor is
simply mounted in such a way that the sensor dead-zones will never be an issue. In
a non-survey flight, this limitation manifests itself as an engineering problem—it can
be addressed by using two instruments mounted at different orientations or having a
sensor platform which can rotate. Both of these techniques have been implemented
successfully to mitigate the problem of sensor dead-zones. It is important to note
that it is the orientation of the total field vector which causes the dead-zones, not
magnetic anomalies like crustal sources, aircraft fields, or temporal variations. Mag-
netic anomalies are so small compared to the main Earth field that they have little
influence on the total vector direction. This means it is easy to predict the needed
sensor orientation along any given flight using a core field model such as the IGRF.
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Figure 32. Sensor Dead-Zones for Geometrics 823A [20]
Sensitivity and Peak-to-Peak.
Sensor sensitivity is not defined uniformly across all manufacturers, although the
most acceptable definition describes sensitivity as the larger value of either sensor
noise or sensor resolution [60]. Sensor resolution is the smallest increase or decrease
in the true value being measured which the sensor can detect. For instance, the sen-
sor may report the magnetic field to five significant figures but only be able to detect
changes to four significant figures. Sensor resolution often depends on sensor rate.
Sensor noise also depends on sensor rate, and the units for all three of these specifica-
tions (resolution, noise, and sensitivity) are given in units of nano− Teslas/√Hertz
RMS. The units of
√
Hertz indicate that if the frequency is increased by a factor of
four, the sensor noise will only increase by a factor of two. This frequency dependency
arises from the fact that at lower sample rates the white noise begins to average out
and therefore decreases. The peak-to-peak value can be defined differently by differ-
ent manufacturers [60]. The Geometrics 823-A lists their peak-to-peak value as 0.02
nano-Teslas at 10 Hertz, and state that 90% of all measurements will fall within the
peak-to-peak envelope. Sensitivity may be measured by placing a magnetometer in a
carefully controlled magnetic environment where the true field value is constant. In
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a perfect instrument the measured value would be constant. The sensitivity, or peak-
to-peak value, describe how much the measurements would vary under this constant
field. It is important to distinguish sensitivity from sensor accuracy. An instrument
could have an extremely high sensitivity and not actually be reporting the correct
magnetic field value—it could be off by some constant, or slowly varying bias.
Absolute Accuracy.
Optically pumped magnetometers are absolute instruments. They use known
atomic properties of alkali gasses to give an absolute reading of an external field.
Absolute accuracy is a tricky specification to describe in the context of measuring
the Earth’s magnetic anomaly field. The actual instruments have a certain absolute
accuracy, but the absolute accuracy we care about is the accuracy of measuring the
Earth’s magnetic anomaly field. The magnetometer measures the total field, includ-
ing the aircraft magnetic field, which can never be totally removed. The actual sensor
absolute accuracy may be well under 1 nano-Teslas for an optically-pumped magne-
tometer but if the aircraft field can never be removed to that extent, it will be the
aircraft compensation system which is driving the absolute accuracy of the sensor
with respect to measuring the Earth’s magnetic anomaly field. Sensor specification
sheets can be confusing with respect to absolute accuracy specifications. Oftentimes,
they describe the absolute accuracy of compensated measurements on board an air-
craft, taking into account factors like heading errors, aircraft fields, and temporal
variations. The Geometrics 823-A lists the absolute accuracy as less than 3 nano-
Teslas. The actual sensor drift, given in [60] as 0.1 nano-Teslas, is stated to be much
less than the absolute error. In general, the sensor accuracy itself is better than
1 nano-Teslas but the actual ability to observe the Earth’s magnetic anomaly field
is only accurate to 1–3 nano-Teslas. A good way to measure sensor accuracy is to
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watch how a gradient measurement drifts in a constant field. Because the gradient
measurement is subtracting out the common field between each instrument, any drift
is likely due to sensor inaccuracies.
Heading Errors.
Optically pumped magnetometers are subject to heading errors. It is important
to note that this is a separate error from the dead zones encountered based on sensor
orientation. Heading error is caused by a non-uniform permeability of the sensor
materials [60]. As the sensor rotates, the magnetic field vector interacts with different
parts of the sensor, and the non-uniform permeability of the sensor materials can
create a heading-dependent error. Many manufacturers will provide plots of the
heading error as a function of orientation angle, allowing some of the heading error
to be estimated and removed [60]. It is important to note that while these errors are
normally referred to as “heading errors” they actually are affected by rotation about
all three axes, not just heading.
Fluxgate Sensors.
Fluxgate magnetometers are vector instruments which measure the relative mag-
netic field. They are much less accurate than optically pumped magnetometers which
measure only magnetic intensity. Airborne surveys use fluxgate magnetometers to es-
timate and remove aircraft corrupting fields [27]. The Earth’s magnetic field will
induce a secondary magnetic field in an aircraft which depends on the aircraft’s ori-
entation with respect to the Earth’s magnetic field. A survey aircraft will fly a
calibration flight over a known magnetic intensity and observe the how the magnetic
field changes based on the aircraft orientation. It estimates a set of coefficients which
can then be used to remove the majority of the aircraft magnetic field for the rest of
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Figure 33. Specifications from Barrington SpaceMag Catalog [4]
the flight.
The most accurate fluxgate magnetometers are accurate to within about +/- 100
nano-Teslas. Fig. 33 shows the specifications for a Bartington Space-Mag vector
magnetometer. It can be seen that the instruments have very low noise compared to
the magnitude of magnetic anomalies but the absolute errors can be as large as 100
nano-Teslas. These absolute errors are the cumulative effect of many sources of error
including calibration error, temperature errors, orthogonality and alignment errors.
Fluxgate magnetometers will be essential to a magnetic navigation system in order
to remove aircraft magnetic fields but at the current level of accuracy are likely not
sufficient as the primary navigation measurement.
2.7 Obtaining Accurate Magnetic Measurements
Obtaining accurate measurements of the Earth’s magnetic anomaly field is a chal-
lenging engineering problem. The raw sensor data must be compensated to remove
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the effect of corrupting sources. The magnitude of these corrupting sources can be
greater than the sensor accuracy. This indicates that in the context of magnetic
navigation, the quality of compensation can be what drives measurement accuracy
from a filtering standpoint. Magnetic measurements are corrupted from two main
sources—the aircraft, and temporal variations. Compensation of these two effects
will be presented in this section, which follows mainly from [52]. It is important to
note that not all of the presented procedures can be applied in real-time.
Aircraft Sources.
The aircraft is a source of corruption in magnetometer measurements. There are
4 main sources of corruption from the aircraft [52]:
Permanent Magnetization.
Aircraft permanent magnetization fields are magnetic fields caused by actual mag-
netic components in the aircraft. These fields stay relatively constant and would
appear as a constant bias in the magnetometer measurements. Any part of the air-
craft or piece of equipment inside the aircraft which has a permanent magnetic field
can contribute to the overall permanent magnetic field. Modern survey aircraft are
periodically de-gaussed—a procedure which helps to remove any aircraft permanent
magnetic fields [52].
Induced Magnetization.
Induced aircraft magnetic fields are caused by the aircraft flying in an external
magnetic field—the Earth’s main field. When a material with a given magnetic sus-
ceptibility is placed within a magnetic field, a second magnetic field may be induced.
These magnetic fields are heavily dependent on the orientation of the aircraft within
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Figure 34. Aircraft Stinger Holding Magntometer [22]
the Earth’s main field. Many aircraft are primarily constructed from aluminum al-
loys which are non-magnetic [52]. This means the body of the aircraft will not have
induced magnetic fields (although it may have eddy current, explained below). The
aircraft engines are the largest source of induced magnetic fields [52]. Therefore, one
of the primary mitigation strategies for magnetometers is to place them as far away
from the engines as possible. This is often accomplished through the use of stingers.
Stingers are rigid structures extending from an aircraft to add physical separation
between the magnetometers and sources of measurement corruption. Fig. 34 shows a
stinger on a geo-survey aircraft. Stingers only can remove a portion of the magnetic
field, and therefore additional techniques are needed to remove corrupting magnetic
fields. The main technique is the use of modern aeromagnetic compensation systems
to estimate and remove aircraft magnetic fields based on the orientation of the air-
craft with respect to the main earth field. The details of these systems are presented
below.
Aircraft Electronics.
Any steady or changing flow of electrical current within an aircraft can create
corrupting magnetic fields. Steady currents create magnetic fields following the Bio-
Savart Law and changing electric fields may induce magnetic fields in nearby conduc-
tors according to Faradays law of induction. The corrupting effect of these fields is
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primarily mitigated by the aircraft magnetic compensation system.
Eddy Currents.
Eddy currents are electrical currents that can run through any conductor in the
aircraft. They are caused by the aircraft maneuvering in a magnetic field. These eddy
currents create their own magnetic fields which obey Lenz’s Law—that is, they oppose
the magnetic field which created them. Eddy currents are also primarily removed by
the aircraft magnetic compensation system. Compensating eddy currents requires
knowledge of the rotation rate within the external field.
Aircraft Magnetic Compensation Systems.
The corrupting magnetic sources of an aircraft as it moves through an external
magnetic field can be quite complicated to measure and model. In the past, attempts
were made to identify these individual fields and cancel them out by actively creating
opposing magnetic fields with coils of wire near the magnetic sensors [52]. Modern
compensation systems are far more elegant and use a pre-flight calibration process
to estimate and remove the effects of these fields using a flux-gate magnetometer,
which gives the orientation of the aircraft within the Earth’s magnetic field [52]. The
calibration procedure works by flying the aircraft in a square pattern (4 different
headings) and performing a series of maneuvers in the roll, pitch, and yaw axis by
about 5-10 degrees [52]. The compensation flight is flown away from cultural anoma-
lies and over an area of low crustal field variations. The flight is also flown at high
altitudes which further diminish the effect of the crustal sources. These flight con-
ditions ensures that any variations seen in the measurements are due to the aircraft
changing its heading, roll, and pitch within the Earth’s main field, and not a changing
Earth magnetic field. A calibration routine then minimizes the observed variation in
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Figure 35. Before and After Magnetic Compensation [52]
the measurements by estimating different coefficients in an aircraft magnetic model
[52]. These coefficients, as well as the orientation within the Earth’s main field given
by the flux-gate magnetometer, are used to remove errors from the measurements for
the remainder of the aircraft flight. Fig. 35 shows an example of the observed vari-
ations of a magnetometer before and after magnetometer compensation. Note that
the actual value of the magnetic field does not need to be known—it is the variations
about an arbitrary level which are minimized.
The 18 coefficients to be estimated include three permanent magnetization co-
efficients, 6 induced magnetization coefficients, and 9 eddy current magnetization
coefficients [41]. The complete model for the disturbance field, given by [41], is
Bdist = Bperm +Bind +Beddy, (19)
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where
Bperm = a1 cosX + a2 cosY + a3 cosZ, (20)
Bind = Bt
(
a4 + a5 cosX cosY + a6 cosX cosZ + a7 cos
2 Y + a8 cosY cosZ + a9 cos
2X
)
,
(21)
where Bt is the total measured magnetic intensity (scalar value). The eddy current
term is given by
Beddy = Bt(a10 cosX cos X˙ + a11 cosX cos Y˙ + a12 cosX cos Z˙
+ a13 cosY cos X˙ + a14 cosY cos Y˙ + a15 cosY cos Z˙
+ a16 cosZ cos X˙ + a17 cosZ cos Y˙ + a18 cosZ cos Z˙).
(22)
The direction cosine terms are computed from the fluxgate sensor readings as
cosX = T
Bt
,
cosY = L
Bt
,
cosZ = V
Bt
,
(23)
where T ,L, and V are the components of the total field along the transverse, lon-
gitudinal, and vertical directions as measured by the flux-gate magnetometer. The
derivatives are with respect to time. Geo-survey companies will often give a Figure
of Merit (FOM) to describe the quality of the magnetic measurement compensation.
They compute the FOM by flying a clover-leaf pattern which overflies the same point
in space at four different headings while performing the same roll, pitch, and yaw ma-
neuvers [52]. The FOM is computed by differencing the magnetometer readings for
each pair of maneuvers, i.e. banking +/- 5 degrees, and summing the differences. Af-
ter removing the temporal variations as well as applying the compensation coefficient
corrections, the FOM can often be less than 1 nano-Tesla.
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Figure 36. Temporal Variations Recorded at Magnetic Base Stations Separated by 10’s
of Kilometers [52]
Temporal Variations.
Temporal variations, also known as diurnal variations, corrupt magnetic mea-
surements when measuring the Earth’s magnetic anomaly field. As described in the
Magnetic Sources section, they originate primarily in the Earth’s ionosphere and mag-
netosphere. Temporal variations change both spatially and temporally. The primary
way to remove temporal variations in an aeromagnetic survey is with a magnetic base
station. Any variations recorded in the stationary magnetic base station (located away
from cultural effects) can be attributed to the temporal variations. These recorded
variations can be subtracted from the aircraft measurements. Temporal variations are
often consistent on a regional level [52]. Fig. 36 shows recorded temporal variations
at four magnetic base stations separated by tens of kilometers. The low frequency
components are very consistent on a regional level, whereas the high frequency com-
ponents can vary between base stations. This indicates that using a magnetic base
station to remove temporal variations will not fully remove high frequency varia-
tions [52]. High quality magnetic anomaly maps also go through processes known as
tie-line leveling and micro-leveling to attempt to further remove the temporal varia-
tions. These procedures are described in Chapter 3.8: Creating Magnetic Anomaly
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Maps. Removing temporal variations with a magnetic base station generally happens
during processing of the magnetic data. In the context of a navigation system, it is
not infeasible to transmit corrections in real-time; however, this may be undesirable.
Furthermore, transmitting magnetic base station corrections would still not remove
all temporal variations, especially in areas that do not have a nearby magnetic base
station. A method to remove temporal variations in real-time is one of the major
contributions of this research and is presented in Chapter 3.
Temporal variations originating from sources other than the ionosphere and the
magnetosphere are also routinely removed from magnetometer data. Examples of
these sources include lightning strikes or cultural anomalies. These are often removed
“by hand” from a magnetic data set. It is clear that this type of error would also be
difficult to remove in real-time.
2.8 Creating Magnetic Anomaly Maps
Magnetic anomaly navigation is a map-based navigation system. Consequently,
a thorough understanding how magnetic anomaly maps are made is necessary for
correctly designing a magnetic navigation system. This section presents the basic
flight path considerations of a standard magnetic survey as well as the data processing
which takes place to turn the measurements into a finished product—the magnetic
anomaly map. This section follows from [39] and [52].
Flight Path.
There are important decisions to be made when planning a magnetic survey:
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Figure 37. Basic Aeromagnetic Survey Lines
Location and Orientation of Survey Lines.
A standard magnetic survey is flown as a series of survey lines as well as tie lines.
Fig. 37 shows the basic flight path for an aeromagnetic survey. Survey lines generally
lie in the same orientation and are at an angle determined to give the best interpretive
results given the specific geology of the survey area. This normally constitutes flying
perpendicular to any prominent geological strike in the survey area [52]. Tie lines,
or control lines, are flown perpendicular to the survey lines. Tie lines serve two
main purposes. The first is to aid in interpolating the data. The tie lines give
better observability of how the magnetic field changes in the direction perpendicular
to the survey lines. The second purpose is to level the magnetic data. As stated
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previously, the temporal variations can only be partially removed with a base station.
The intersection of the tie lines and the survey lines give two measurements at the
same physical location. After magnetic compensation, any difference between these
two measurements can be attributed to the temporal variations. Tie-line leveling is
explained in more detail in the next section.
Altitude and Drape Surface.
The altitude of a survey is primarily determined by the depth of the buried anoma-
lies which are being measured, as well as the desired survey resolution. Flying low will
lead to higher resolution surveys. This is because increasing altitude essentially acts
like a low pass filter. Short wavelength anomalies can be missed if the survey altitude
it too high. Oftentimes the surveys are flown at the lowest safe altitude. This usually
necessitates flying a drape-surface. A drape surface is a varying altitude that loosely
follows the terrain height. This means that most magnetic anomaly maps are not
flown at a constant barometric altitude, but rather a constant height above terrain.
This is required to keep terrain height changes from appearing as magnetic anoma-
lies. A magnetic map which was created at a drape surface may need to be upward
continued to a constant altitude for use in a magnetic navigation system. This type
of upward continuation can be more complicated than the standard level-surface to
level-surface upward continuation presented previously. One technique is to perform
many upward continuations at discrete levels thereby creating a stack of uneven map
surfaces. This stack of uneven map surfaces can then be used to interpolate to one
constant altitude.
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Line Spacing and Sensor Sampling Rate.
The line spacing is the spacing between the survey lines. The line spacing is driven
by the desired resolution, as well as the survey altitude. The survey altitude deter-
mines the upper limit on the frequency content of measured magnetic field. Magnetic
fields are said to be Laplacian, which ensures that they are smooth and devoid of
abrupt changes and discontinuities [52]. Flying at a line spacing equal to the survey
height is sufficient to fully sample the field with respect to the Nyquist criteria [53].
While flying at a line spacing equal to the altitude is ideal, cost constraints nor-
mally require a larger line spacing. For magnetic navigation, it is important to know
whether a map being used for navigation is fully sampled, or close to fully sampled.
A fully sampled map ensures correct reconstruction of the signal when interpolating.
The ability to fully reconstruct the signal from a gridded map is a feature of magnetic
navigation not seen in similar navigation systems such as terrain height navigation.
Magnetic anomaly maps are not sampled uniformly. Modern magnetic sensors
are capable of sensor readings of 10 Hertz or more. At an aircraft velocity of 50
meters/second, this would give samples along the flight lines separated by five meters.
If flying at an altitude of 100 meters and attempting to fully sample the field, the
survey line spacing would be 100 meters. This indicates that the map is sampled
every 5 meters in the survey line direction, but sampled only every 100 meters in
the perpendicular direction. Depending on the line spacing and the sampling rate,
it should be understood that a magnetic anomaly map is potentially under-sampled
in one direction and fully sampled in the other direction. Sometimes an anti-aliasing
filter will be applied to magnetic survey data to prevent errors from under-sampling
a magnetic anomaly map.
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Data Processing.
Once a dataset has been recorded from an aeromagnetic survey, the raw data must
be turned into a finished map product. Understanding what is done to the raw data
to create the magnetic anomaly map is essential for magnetic navigation. When an
aircraft is navigating with a magnetometer it is recording raw data. This raw data
must be related to a processed map in real time. It is clear that this comparison will
be imperfect, especially with respect to types of processing which could never take
place in real time, such as a human operator noticing and then removing a blip in the
data caused by a lightning strike. The basic steps for creating a finished magnetic
anomaly map were obtained from [39], and are given below.
1. Verifying and editing raw data
The first step in processing the data is to view the data for any irregularities
caused by instrument error, cultural anomalies, or natural events such as light-
ning strikes. Removing these types of errors may be done “by-hand” in specific
situations like an instrument failure. In cases were there exists measurement
noise that is clearly not caused by magnetic anomalies in the ground, low pass
filtering may be used.
2. Geo-locating data
Once the magnetic measurements and GPS data have been examined and de-
termined to be reasonable, the magnetic measurements, which are often GPS
time-stamped, can be geo-located.
3. Lever-arm correction
A lever-arm often exists between the magnetometer instruments and the GPS. A
lever arm correction must be applied to spatially align the magnetometer mea-
surements with the recorded GPS locations. A standard lever-arm correction
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can be applied if aircraft attitude is available. If unavailable, the GPS posi-
tion may be interpolated using the aircraft velocity to adjust the GPS position
measurements.
4. Temporal variation corrections
Temporal variations are recorded at a base station and time-stamped with GPS
time. The base station measurements are aligned in time with the aircraft mea-
surements and then subtracted from the aircraft measurements. This removes
the majority of the temporal variations, especially longer wavelength variations.
Base station measurements are considered representative of the survey area to
a distance of about 50 kilometers [39]. It is important to note that this pro-
cess will never fully remove the temporal variations. Tie-line leveling, described
below, attempts to remove the remaining temporal variations. Subtracting the
temporal variations in this way will also add an arbitrary DC shift in the data,
which is not considered an issue as magnetic anomaly maps do not attempt to
represent the absolute value of the field [39].
5. Removing the Earth’s main field
Magnetic anomaly maps are primarily concerned with the short wavelength
features of the measured magnetic field caused by crustal sources. Consequently,
the main Earth field is routinely subtracted from the measurements using a
model such as the IGRF. The IGRF changes slowly enough that position does
not need to be known to high accuracy to successfully subtract out the field. A
magnetic navigation system with a kilometer of error could still easily look-up
and subtract out with IGRF to a high degree of accuracy.
6. Tie-line leveling
Magnetic surveys are flown in one principle direction, with perpendicular tie-
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lines flown to create a series of intersecting points. Any difference in the mea-
sured magnetic field at these intersections is an error. Tie-line leveling seeks
to systematically reduce the error of these intersections by adjusting the mag-
netic data. Various methods exist to accomplish tie-line leveling, and are not
discussed in detail here. Tie-line leveling is often a very manual process and
requires a skilled operator [39].
7. Micro-leveling
Micro-leveling is the final adjustment to the raw sensor data. Micro-leveling
methods are often proprietary but generally involve some kind of filtering [39].
The primary purpose of micro-leveling is to remove any apparent errors in the
visualized map product. Oftentimes this process is called de-corrugation be-
cause of the appearance of corrugated lines in a magnetic anomaly map which
are clearly in error.
8. Gridding the data
The goal of gridding the magnetic measurement data is to create a smooth uni-
form grid of magnetic data which honors the original measured values. Various
types of interpolation are used to grid the data. Linear interpolation is often
sufficient in the survey-line direction while cubic interpolation is recommended
in the tie-line direction [52]. Because the map data is sampled so much higher
in the survey line-direction, care must be taken not to introduce aliasing when
down-sampling to the grid spacing [39]. Oftentimes an anti-aliasing low-pass
filter may be used to remove aliasing effects [52].
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2.9 Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filtering
Now that we have described the magnetic field and how it is measured and compen-
sated, we will shift our attention to estimation methods that are useful for magnetic
field navigation. The marginalized particle filter (MPF), also known as the Rao-
Blackwellized particle filter, is a useful extension to the basic particle filter for high
dimension non-linear filtering problems [57]. As the number of states in a filtering
problem increases, the number of particles needed to accurately represent the prob-
ability distribution for each state increases exponentially. Fully modeling an inertial
navigation system can easily exceed the feasible number of states a basic particle filter
can handle. A basic inertial navigation system model may have position, velocity, and
attitude states, giving a 9-dimensional filtering problem. More complex models can
have over 20 states with the addition of altitude aiding, sensor bias, and sensor scale
factor states. The MPF addresses the problem of high dimension filtering problems
by marginalizing out the states appearing linearly in the dynamics [57]. Particles are
only needed to represent the non-linear states, with each particle having an associated
Kalman Filter to represent the remaining states. This section aims to provide the
basic equations needed to implement an MPF in code. The following section follows
from [57], which should be referenced for a more complete discussion of the MPF as
well as the full derivation.
Assume a general non-linear filtering problem with a discrete state-space model
and a set of measurements which may be related to the filter states. The filter aims
to estimate the posterior probability density function after an observed measurement.
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The non-linear system may be expressed as
xt+1 = f(xt, wt),
yt = h(xt, et).
(24)
where xt is the state variable at time t, and yt is the measurement at time t. The
time xt+1 represents the state variable propagated forward one discrete time step. The
terms f and h are non-linear functions representing the state dynamics and measure-
ment model, respectively. The wt and et terms are the dynamics and measurement
noises, respectively. Now assume that some of the states are non-linear and some of
the states are linear. We wish to partition the states into a group of linear states xnt
and a group of non-linear states xlt:
xt =
 xnt
xlt
 . (25)
Now the linear and non-linear states are expressed as a sum of a non-linear part as
well as a linear part:
xnt+1 = f
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(26)
where xnt represents the non-linear states and x
l
t represents the conditionally linear
states. A state being “linear” simply means its posterior PDF can be expressed as
a Gaussian random variable—it may still have non-linear dynamics, although con-
ditioned on the non-linear states the dynamics become linear. Consequently, both
the non-linear and linear states potentially propagate forward in time based on some
function fn or f l, of the non-linear states. They may also propagate forward in time
based on some function of the linear states—represented by the matrices An and Al.
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These matrices may also be conditioned on the non-linear states xn. Finally, the
measurement may be both a function of the non-linear states, represented by ht, as
well as a function of the linear states, represented by the matrix Ct.
Clearly identifying the above functions and matrices in the system model is es-
sential to transition to the main equations for the MPF. It is worth noting that a
common special case arises with many navigation-related filtering problems, where
the state dynamics are linear and only the measurement equation has non-linearities.
In this case the functions fn and f l become simple matrices and the model may be
rewritten as
xnt+1 = A
n
n,t(x
n
t ) + A
n
l,t(x
n
t )x
l
t + w
n
t ,
xlt+1 = A
n
l,t(x
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yt = ht(x
n
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t )x
l
t + et.
(27)
The steps for the MPF are
1. Initialization
2. Calculate and normalize importance weights
3. Apply Kalman filter measurement update
4. Apply particle filter time update
5. Apply Kalman filter time update
6. Iterate from step 2.
In the section below each of the above steps are outlined in detail to a level in which
they can be implemented in code. We simplify the presentation by assuming the initial
noise matrix for the system dynamics is diagonal with no cross-covariance terms. The
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Kalman filter time update equations are more complex when this assumption is not
met and [57] should be referenced if the more complete equation set is needed.
1. Initialization:
The MPF is initialized similar to the standard particle filter. Recall each particle
has an associated Kalman filter. For each particle the non-linear states are
initialized with particles drawn from an initial distribution and the linear states
are given an initial covariance P0. For i = 1, ...N initialize the particles, x
n,(i)
0|−1 ∼
pxn0 (x
n
0 ) and set
{
x
l,(i)
0|−1, P
(i)
0|−1
}
=
{
x¯l0, P¯0
}
. Frequently the particles will be
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a given mean and covariance.
2. Calculate and normalize the importance weights:
The recursive part of the algorithm begins by assigning importance weights to
each particle based on the current observation. The importance weight for each
particle is determined by calculating the probability of obtaining the observed
measurement if the measurements are Gaussian distributed with a mean µ given
by
µ = ht(x
n,(i)
t ) + Ctxˆ
l,(i)
t|t−1, (28)
and a covariance M given by
M = CtPt|t−1CTt +Rt. (29)
Using the observation yt we can denote the residual e = yt−µ. We can evaluate
the probability from the Gaussian distribution for the ith particle with
q
(i)
t = exp
(
−1
2
(eM−1eT )
)
. (30)
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The weights then must be normalized according to
q˜
(i)
t =
q
(i)
t∑N
j=1 q
(j)
t
. (31)
3. Resampling:
At this point in the algorithm the particles may be resampled according to
whichever resampling strategy is chosen. See the Particle Filtering section for
more information on resampling strategies.
4. Kalman Filter Measurement Update: The next step is to update the linear
states of the Kalman Filter with the measurement. At this point we will drop
the (i) superscripts—it should be understood that a Kalman Filter is associated
with each particle and calculations may be different for each particle. We first
define the Kalman gain matrix
Kt = Pt|t−1CTt M
−1
t . (32)
We next calculate a measurement residual and apply the Kalman gain for each
particle to determine the Kalman filter updated linear state:
xˆlt|t = xˆ
l
t|t−1 +K
(
yt − ht(xn,(i)t )− Ctxˆl,(i)t|t−1
)
. (33)
We next calculate the updated Kalman filter covariance for each particle ac-
cording to
Pt|t = Pt|t−1 −KtMtKTt . (34)
5. Particle Filter Time Update:
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The particles are propagated in time according the system dynamics model.
Each individual particle also has random noise added to the appropriate states.
When the non-linear states are conditioned on their value at time t, their PDF’s
are conditionally Gaussian and given by
p
(
xnt+1|Xnt , Yt
)
= N
(
fnt + A
n
t xˆ
l
t|t, A
n
t Pt|t (A
n
t )
T +Qnt
)
. (35)
Implementing this in code isn’t directly obvious from the expression because
each particle must have added noise that is likely not a diagonal matrix due
to the Ant Pt|t (A
n
t )
T + Qnt term. In a MATLAB like high-level programming
language the randn() or similar method is often used to add noise to a model
assuming a known noise covariance σ2 for a given state. The noise is then
simply added to a particle state by calling σ · randn(). This simplification is
only possible when the noise matrix Q is diagonal. The method needed here is
to compute the Cholesky decomposition of Ant Pt|t (A
n
t )
T +Qnt when adding the
noise component of the dynamics model. For MATLAB this would give
x
n,(i)
t+1 = f
n
t (x
n,(i)
t|t ) + A
n
t x
l,(i)
t|t + chol
(
Ant P
(i)
t|t (A
n
t )
T +Qnt
)
randn(m, 1), (36)
where chol is MATLAB’s Cholesky decomposition function and m is the number
of non-linear states.
6. Kalman filter time update
The final step is to propagate the linear Kalman filter states forward in time.
This includes propagating their means as well as covariances. First define a few
intermediate matrices (again, these can be different for each particle):
Nt = A
t
nPt|t (A
n
t )
T +Qnt , (37)
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Lt = A
l
tPt|t (A
n
t )N
−1
t , (38)
zt = x
n
t+1|t − fnt (xnt|t). (39)
The Kalman filter time update for the state means is then given by
xˆlt+1|t = A
l
txˆ
l
t|t + f
l
t(x
n
t|t) + Lt(zt − Ant xˆlt|t). (40)
Finally, the covariance is propagated forward in time according to
Pt+1|t = AltPt|t
(
Alt
)T
+Qlt − LtNtLTt . (41)
At each time step the particles may be used to determine the expected mean and
covariance of the linear states. The expected mean is given by
xˆlt|t =
N∑
i=1
qˆ
(i)
t xˆ
l,(i)
t|t , (42)
and the expected covariance of the linear states is given by
Pˆ lt|t =
N∑
i=1
qˆ
(i)
t
(
P
(i)
t|t + (xˆ
l,(i)
t|t − xˆlt|t)(xˆl,(i)t|t − xˆlt|t)T
)
. (43)
The expected means of the non-linear states is given by
xˆnt|t =
N∑
i=1
qˆ
(i)
t xˆ
n,(i)
t|t , (44)
and the expected covariance of the non-linear states is given by
Pˆ nt|t =
N∑
i=1
qˆ
(i)
t
(
(xˆ
n,(i)
t|t − xˆnt|t)(xˆn,(i)t|t − xˆnt|t)T
)
. (45)
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2.10 Background Conclusion
This chapter has provided a geophysics focused background on the magnetic
anomaly field. The intent of the chapter was to allow a person with limited geophysics
knowledge to understand the subtleties of magnetic anomaly navigation. First, each
of the major components of the total measured magnetic field was discussed. Mag-
netic anomaly navigation uses a subset of the total measured field to navigate, so
understanding the corrupting components of a measurement is necessary. The defi-
nition of a magnetic anomaly was then clearly defined as well as methods to perform
transformations on magnetic anomaly maps. These transformations would be neces-
sary to implement in a magnetic anomaly navigation filter. The current availability
of magnetic anomaly maps was discussed along with the methods used to create these
maps. An understanding of how magnetic anomaly maps are created is essential to
understanding how to relate a total field measurement back to a magnetic anomaly
map. Different types of magnetic sensors were also discussed along with how vector
sensors are used to provide aircraft field calibration. Removal of the aircraft field
is especially important when magnetic anomaly navigation is being implemented on
a real air force aircraft without the clean environment of a boom. Finally a brief
discussion of Rao-Blackwellized particle filtering was discussed.
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III. Filter Design
This chapter details the design of the navigation filter for magnetic anomaly navi-
gation. The first sections detail the analysis of the temporal variations which corrupt
the magnetic anomaly measurements. The temporal variations will be estimated and
removed by the navigation filter and consequently a model must be developed which
properly describes them. Magnetometer data from magnetic observatories is used to
gain insight into modeling the temporal variations. Analysis indicates that a First Or-
der Gauss Markov (FOGM) process is a useful way to model the temporal variations.
Choosing the parameters of the FOGM process is discussed. Next, the observability
of the temporal variations is discussed. The navigation filter will attempt to simul-
taneously estimate the aircraft’s position as well as the temporal variations, and this
requires observability of the temporal variations. Finally, the full navigation filter
design is presented. The filter is a 13 state Rao-Blackwellized particle filter which
primarily models the errors in an INS, as well as the temporal variations.
3.1 Temporal Variation Modeling
This section details the modeling of the temporal variations which corrupt a mea-
surement of the magnetic anomaly field. This modeling was accomplished using real
temporal variation data recorded from magnetometer base stations.
Types of Temporal Variations.
There are three main types of temporal variations. The first type is the diurnal
variations. The diurnal variations have a period of 24 hours and are caused by
the solar quiet currents in the ionosphere as described in Chapter 2. The diurnal
variations are generally smooth and vary by around 20 nano-Teslas within a single
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Figure 38. Example Diurnal Variations [58]
day. At mid latitudes the diurnal variations drop and at equatorial latitudes the
diurnal variations rise. Fig. 38 shows an example of the diurnal variations. The next
type of temporal variation is called a micro-pulsation. Micro-pulsations have shorter
wavelengths and shorter amplitudes than the diurnal variations. Unlike the diurnal
variations, they are not predictable. Fig. 39 shows an example of micro-pulsations.
The final type of temporal variation is a magnetic storms. Magnetic storms are caused
by the interaction of the solar wind with the Earth’s magnetosphere. The intensity
Figure 39. Example Micro-Pulsations [58]
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Figure 40. Example Magnetic Storms [58]
of magnetic storms can vary widely. The overall intensity of a magnetic storm can be
predicted but the actual variations seen on a magnetometer are very unpredictable.
Fig. 40 shows an example magnetic storm.
Characterizing Temporal Variations as a Random Process.
We wish to model the temporal variations which will be corrupting our measure-
ments of the magnetic anomaly field. We will attempt to model them as a random
process. To accomplish this we start by examining a year’s worth of data from a
magnetic observatory. Magnetic observatory data is published daily at observatories
all over the world. We downloaded data from a magnetic observatory in Boulder, CO.
The raw data is shown in Fig. 41. It is difficult to draw any conclusions from this
data. We know, however, that the magnetic field undergoes secular variations over
time. The secular variations are a slow drift in the Earth’s core field. We can compute
the average monthly variations to estimate the magnitude of the secular variations.
Fig. 42 shows the monthly averages for the temporal variations. It can be seen from
the plot that the secular variations over one year are larger than the daily variations.
The secular variations that would be observed during a single flight, however, are
definitely much smaller than the daily variations. We now wish to examine the daily
variations. We know that the temporal variations have a strong 24 hour periodic
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Figure 41. Daily Recorded Temporal Variations at Boulder CO Observatory in 2010
Figure 42. Montly Average Temporal Variations Showing Secular Variations
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Figure 43. Zero-Mean Daily Variations to Emphasize Hourly Variations
component called the diurnal variation. This is caused by the rotation of the Earth,
as explained in Chapter 2. We can simply plot the raw data from Fig. 41 with the
data from each day made to be zero-mean. The result of this operation is shown in
Fig. 43. It is apparent there is a large periodic swing in the data, as expected. During
the duration of a flight an aircraft could certainly encounter the daily variations seen
here. Finally, we wish to examine the hourly variations caused by micro-pulsations.
We can examine the micro-pulsations by removing the secular and daily variations
from the data. To accomplish this we utilize a simple technique used by magnetic ob-
servatories. A baseline daily variation can be determined by taking five “quiet” days
of a month and averaging them together. We do not wish to simply average the entire
month, because stormy days can be very different than the quiet day average. An
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Figure 44. 5 Quiet Days From Single Month to Determine Hourly Average
example of selecting five quiet days and averaging them together is shown in Fig. 44
We computed a daily average temporal variation for each month of our dataset from
five quiet days during the month. We then subtracted these monthly averages from
the raw data. This subtraction not only removes the diurnal, or daily variations, but
also the secular variations. The result of this operation is shown in Fig. 45. At
this point the data appears quite random, without any obvious trends. It appears
to resemble a moving bias, which can be modeled as a First-Order Gauss-Markov
(FOGM) process. Removing the daily variations is a necessary condition to apply
this model. A FOGM process is by definition zero-mean. If the daily variations were
not removed there would be a large periodic swing in the data which would not fit a
FOGM model well. A FOGM model is characterized by two parameters—a variance
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Figure 45. Year of Data with Hourly Averages Determined for Each Month Removed
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and a time constant. We can get a rough estimate of the variance simply by observing
Fig. 45. The standard deviation of the data is about 10 nano-Teslas, giving a FOGM
variance of 100 nano-Teslas. In general, the most appropriate way to estimate the
variance is likely to just use the variance of the data from the previous few hours.
If a navigation filter had access to base station data while it was being initialized,
this would be easy to compute. If an aircraft was flying with GPS and a magnetic
anomaly map, it would also have observability of the temporal variations and could
compute this parameter. If it did not have access to base station data or GPS, it
could use a hard-coded number for the variance. The second parameter needed to
characterize a FOGM model is the time constant. The time constant describes how
long the data takes to de-correlate with itself. The time constant can be determined
by observing when the signal’s auto-correlation decreases to 36.8% of its starting
value. To estimate the time constant we took a month of raw base station data and
removed the secular variation. This is necessary to obtain a valid auto-correlation.
The month of data as well as the secular variation are shown in Fig. 46. A normal-
ized auto-correlation of this data is shown in Fig. 47. As expected, there are peaks
at both 12 and 24 hours. Because we plan to remove these longer periodic trends, we
are only concerned with how long it takes the data to decorrelate with itself for small
time lags. Fig. 47 shows that the signal decorrelates with itself down to 36.8% after
approximately 140 minutes.
In summary, we are choosing to model the temporal variations in the navigation
filter as a first-order Gauss-Markov process. We have shown that this model is appli-
cable when an average daily variation is removed. This daily variation is computed
by simply averaging a few quiet days over the past month. We need to determine
both a variance and time constant for the FOGM model. We can use hard-coded
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Figure 46. Removing the Secular Variation From 1 Month of Data in Order to Perform
Valid Auto-Correlation
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Figure 47. Estimating the FOGM time constant
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Figure 48. Verifying the FOGM Model
numbers such as 100 nano-Teslas for the variance and 140 minutes for the time con-
stant for a approximate fit to the data. For a more accurate fit, we can compute these
parameters from the previous few hours of recorded temporal variations. The flight
test results shown later in Chapter V show little sensitivity to these parameters with
respect to filter performance. Fig. 48 shows three true daily temporal variations as
well as three generated daily temporal variations using the derived model.
Temporal Variation Variables.
The raw data for generating the temporal variation model came from one base
station in Colorado. It is important to have an understanding of how the temporal
variations change spatially as well as how they change with respect to other variables
such as magnetic storms. Fig. 49 shows recorded temporal variations at 6 different
mid and equatorial latitudes. The temporal variations are from the same 24 hour
period but are shifted to be aligned in local time. The most noticeable aspect of
the plot is that French Guiana appears to have its noon-day swing in the opposite
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Figure 49. Time-Aligned Temporal Variations at Mid and Equatorial Latitudes
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Figure 50. Time-Aligned Temporal Variations at Polar Latitudes
direction. This is expected at equatorial latitudes, and is due to the EEJ described in
Chapter 2. While there is a fair deal of variation in the plot, from a random-process
standpoint the temporal variations appear consistent among the different mid and
equatorial latitudes. Contrast this consistency with Fig. 50, which shows polar lat-
itudes. These temporal variations are from the same 24 hour period as Fig. 49.
It is clear that these temporal variations are much less smooth. It does not appear
appropriate to use the same random process model at polar latitudes when modeling
the temporal variations. The greater variation in the polar latitudes is expected, and
due to several factors explained in Chapter 2.
Finally, we wish to explore what the temporal variations look like during high
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Figure 51. Temporal Variations Under Various Magnetic Storm Conditions
magnetic storm conditions. Fig. 51 shows recorded temporal variations at five dif-
ferent Disturbance Storm Time (DST) indices at Boulder, CO. The DST index is a
measure of the magnetosphere ring current and is often used to characterize magnetic
storm conditions. Higher absolute values correspond with stronger magnetic storm
conditions. The magenta curve corresponds with one of the strongest magnetic
storms on record. For very strong magnetic storms it is clear that the parameters for
the FOGM process would need to be modified. Hard-coded values based on an aver-
age may not suffice. This is likely best answered empirically, and any filter framework
using magnetic measurements should be tested during magnetic storm conditions.
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3.2 Temporal Variation Observability Analysis
In the previous section we developed a model for the temporal variations to be used
in a navigation filter. Even a perfectly modeled state does not guarantee observability
of that state in a given filter. We wish to explore the observability of the temporal
variations. There are straightforward methods to determine observability of linear
systems; however, a map-based navigation system is highly non-linear. Non-linear
methods for determining observability do exist, but can be quite complex. We will
utilize a more ad hoc approach. Assume we have magnetometer measurements in
which we have already removed the core field and applied aircraft compensation.
Our remaining measurement is approximately the sum of the Earth’s crustal field as
well as the temporal variations. On one extreme, if these two components existed at
identical time-frequencies in our measurements it is clear there would be no way to
separate the two components. On the other extreme, if the two components were at
completely different frequencies which were spread far enough apart on the spectrum,
a simple filtering operation could resolve the components. We wish to analyze the
frequency components of both the temporal and crustal frequencies in order to get a
general idea of signal separability. If the signals have limited frequency overlap we
would expect some level of temporal variation observability in our filter model.
Temporal Variation Frequencies.
The temporal variations exist as a multi-dimensional signal, changing over time
as well as space. When discussing the frequency of the temporal variations, we need
to account for the fact that the temporal variations have both a spatial-frequency as
well as a time-frequency. A magnetic base station observes only the time-frequencies
of the temporal variations at a single location. A real aircraft moving through space
will have measurements which capture both of these frequency components.
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Figure 52. Amplitude vs. Time-Freqeuncy of the Temporal Variations [42]
We first consider the time-frequencies of the temporal variations. Fig. 52 shows
a plot of the amplitude of the temporal variations vs frequency. There is a general
trend of decreasing amplitude as frequency increases. It is important to note that the
approximate accuracy of a survey aircraft to measure the magnetic anomaly field is
1 nano-Tesla. This indicates that magnetic anomaly maps have an approximate un-
certainty of 1 nano-Tesla. Therefore, temporal variations with a frequency of around
0.02 Hertz or higher have amplitudes which are already smaller than the accuracy of
magnetic anomaly maps.
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Figure 53. Temporal Variation Spatial Frequencies [13]
Figure 54. Temporal Variations at Magnetic Base Stations 10’s of km Apart [52]
We next wish to determine the spatial frequency content of the temporal varia-
tions. Fig. 53 shows the spatial frequencies of various components of the temporal
variations. It is clear from the plot that the largest spatial-period of any of the
components is approximately 100 kilometers. Fig. 54 shows the recorded temporal
variations during the same time interval at magnetic observatories which are sepa-
rated tens of kilometers. It is clear from the plot that the low frequency components
of the signal are all quite similar. The high frequency components seem to gen-
erally line up as well; however, there is certainly variation. It is apparent that the
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higher time-frequencies manifest themselves as higher spatial-frequencies as well. This
is beneficial because we know from Fig. 52 that higher time-frequency components
have smaller amplitudes. Given the large separation of the magnetic observatories in
Fig. 54, the consistency observed between base stations, and the approximate speeds
at which aircraft fly, it appears reasonable to conclude that the time-frequencies are
the dominant temporal variation component which would be observed in an aircraft
magnetometer.
Anomaly Field Frequencies.
When flying over a spatial map at a given velocity, the spatial frequencies from the
anomaly field are manifested as time-frequencies in the magnetometer measurements.
The magnitude of these time-frequencies is clearly related to aircraft velocity. If
an aircraft flies over the crustal field at twice the velocity, the measurements in
the magnetometer will have double the frequency. The frequency content of the
crustal field is well understood in the geo-physical survey industry. When flying a
aeromagnetic survey, the line spacing must be such to fully sample the field, otherwise
aliasing in the map can occur. Reid showed that the aliased power expected from an
aeromagnetic survey at height h and line spacing ∆x is an exponential function [53],
given by
Faliased = e
−2pih
∆x . (46)
Table 1 shows the aliased power given by Equation 46 for several ratios of height
and sample spacing. As shown in Table 1, when sampling the magnetic field during
an aeromagnetic survey, nearly 100 percent of the signal is captured if the sample
spacing is one half that of the height. This fact, along with the Nyquist frequency
theorem, indicates the shortest expected wavelength at a given height h is itself
h. We can use this fact to estimate what the max time-frequency would be in an
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Table 1. Height/Line Spacing Ratio vs. Aliased Power [53]
Height / Line Spacing Percent Aliased Power
0.25 21%
0.5 4.3%
1 0.19%
2 0.0003%
Table 2. Max Crustal Field Temporal Frequencies When Sampled From an Aircraft
50 m/s 100 m/s 500 m/s
500 m 0.1 Hz 0.2 Hz 1 Hz
1 km 0.05 Hz 0.1 Hz 0.5 Hz
5 km 0.01 Hz 0.02 Hz 0.1 Hz
10 km 0.005 Hz 0.01 Hz 0.05 Hz
aircraft’s magnetometer measurements as it flew over the crustal field at height h and
velocity Vt.
Fmaxtime =
1
h
Vt (47)
We can use this equation to estimate the crustal field time-frequencies which would
appear in our magnetometer measurements at several various aircraft altitudes and
velocities. As seen in Table 2, the max frequencies range from 1 Hertz when flying
low and fast, to 0.005 Hertz when flying high and slow. Comparing these time-
frequencies expected when flying over the anomaly field to Fig. 2 indicates that the
temporal frequencies of the external magnetic sources do overlap with the temporal
frequencies of the anomaly field seen at aircraft altitudes and velocities. Fig. 55
shows the temporal variation amplitude vs. frequency plot shaded to coincide with
the anomaly frequencies seen in an aircraft magnetometer at normal altitudes and
velocities. The green regions are frequencies a filter could “know” are not possible
from the Earth’s crustal field. These frequencies should be observable. The red shaded
region shows frequencies in which the temporal variations and anomaly field time-
frequencies are overlapped. These frequencies should not be observable. The orange
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Figure 55. Comparison of Temporal Variation and Crustal Field Frequencies at Aircraft
Velocities and Altitudes [42]
shaded region shows where observability is not possible, but the temporal variations
are less than the accuracy of the magnetic anomaly map. Although the signal is
being corrupted at these frequencies, the absolute accuracy of the measurements is
relatively unchanged. This analysis of spatial and temporal frequencies of the anomaly
field compared to other magnetic sources indicates that separating these sources while
flying at aircraft velocities and speeds should be possible to some extent.
3.3 Measuring the Magnetic Anomaly
Defining the measurement equation for magnetic anomaly navigation is an impor-
tant first step in designing an estimation filter. The measurement equation describes
how the raw measurements from a magnetometer relate back to the filter states. An
intermediate goal is to determine how the raw measurements relate back to a magnetic
anomaly map. The individual errors present in the raw magnetometer measurement
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are presented below.
Map Quality.
Map quality is a significant factor in magnetic anomaly navigation. Many mag-
netic anomaly maps were created before the use of GPS. The magnetometer data
therefore may not be geo-located as accurately as modern magnetic surveys. A map
created without the use of GPS will possibly lead to degraded navigation perfor-
mance. If using a magnetic anomaly map that was made without the use of GPS, a
navigation filter would likely need to have a greater measurement error covariance.
In general, it is suspected that the highest accuracy navigation will be obtained with
recent magnetic anomaly maps. Map resolution is also an important concern. As
stated previously, a magnetic survey must be flown with sample spacing no greater
than the height above the terrain to fully sample the field. Not all magnetic anomaly
maps meet this criteria. These maps will therefore have un-captured high frequency
components which will lead to degraded navigation performance. Finally, many mag-
netic anomaly maps are created at a “drape” altitude. These maps are flown at a
constant height above terrain rather than a constant barometric height. Fortunately,
these maps can be upward continued to a constant barometric height. This process
requires the original drape altitude which was flown, however, and this may not al-
ways be available. Treating a draped map as a constant elevation map will lead to
decreased navigation performance.
Altitude Dependent Variations.
Navigation accuracy is dependent on altitude. The Earth’s magnetic anomaly
field exists in three dimensions. As altitude increases, the spatial-frequency content of
the signal decreases. This decreased spatial-variation in the field degrades navigation
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performance. Navigation at aircraft altitudes has the benefit of being far closer to the
magnetic sources than navigation at satellite altitudes, and consequently can achieve
much better accuracy. Magnetic anomaly maps are only flown at one altitude—
usually very low. As described in Chapter 2, we can upward continue this data. This
process is error prone, however, especially with a small map, due to edge effects. The
need for upward continuation can be ignored if flying at the survey altitude; however,
this is certainly not feasible for all or even most aircraft missions.
Corrupting Sources.
A magnetometer mounted on an aircraft measures the total magnetic field. We
are attempting to use a distinct component of this field for navigation, the crustal
field. The other three components of the total field can be thought of as measurement
errors, or corrupting sources. The total measurement includes four main components.
1. Main Earth Field
2. Aircraft Field
3. Temporal Variations
4. Crustal Field
The measurement equation must include all four of these terms. The main earth field
is the easiest of the three corrupting fields to remove. The main earth field is well
modeled by the IGRF, a freely available model which is easy to evaluate for a given
latitude, longitude, altitude, and time [27]. The IGRF field changes so slowly with
respect to location that only a rough position estimate must be known to subtract
out this field. The aircraft field is mostly removable. Modern aircraft compensa-
tion systems can remove the aircraft field to fractions of a nano-Tesla [27]. After
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the removal or the main Earth field using the IGRF and applying aircraft field com-
pensation, the temporal variations are the largest remaining error. If unaccounted
for, temporal variations can affect navigation performance. The effect of temporal
variations can be mitigated, however. In [14], the observability of real-world tem-
poral variations by a magnetic anomaly navigation filter was shown in a simulation
environment. When the filter estimated the temporal variations, the strength of the
magnetic storm conditions did not have a large effect on navigation performance.
Transmitting the temporal variations from a nearby base station is a feasible but
potentially undesirable way to remove the temporal variations.
Measurement Equation.
In light of the given error sources, we can present the full measurement equation
for magnetic anomaly navigation. First, we present the errors in the 3D map function
to be used by the navigation system:
M3(lat, lon, h) = f
3
I (fU(Mh0 + δMh0) + δU), (48)
where:
Mh0 is the two dimensional grid of magnetic intensity values at height h0
δMh0 are the errors in the original map grid
fU is the upward continuation function which transforms Mh0 to several discrete in-
creasing altitudes, giving a three dimensional grid of values from the original two
dimensional grid
δU is the error in the upward continuation transform
f 3I is an operation which returns a three dimensional interpolation function given a
three dimensional grid of values
lat, lon, h are the latitude, longitude, and height, respectively, at which the magnetic
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intensity is being evaluated
M3(lat, lon, h) is a 3D interpolation function which returns expected magnetic inten-
sity at a given latitude, longitude, and altitude
The magnetic anomaly measurement equation for a post-compensated measure-
ment can be given by
Zt = M3(lat, lon, h) + I(lat, lon, alt, t) + δI(lat, lon, alt, t)+
δC(θ, φ, ψ) + V (lat, lon, h, t) +H + b+ w
(49)
where
Zt is the raw measurement from the magnetometer at time t
M3(lat, lon, h) is the pre-computed 3D interpolation function which returns expected
magnetic intensity
I is the IGRF model, which depends on both position and time
δI is the error in the IGRF model, which depends on both position and time
θ, φ, ψ are aircraft Euler angles
δC is the residual aircraft field after compensation as a function of attitude (given by
Euler angles)
V is the temporal variation, which is a function of both position and time
H(θ, φ, ψ) is the magnetometer heading error, which is a function of aircraft attitude
[11]
b is the time-correlated magnetometer bias
w is the magnetometer white noise
This measurement equation is intentionally as general as possible—simplifications
can likely be made depending on the specific circumstances of the flight. We will
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end this section by presenting the ideal situation for a magnetic anomaly navigation
system. Assume a high-quality magnetic anomaly map exists over the area in which
we want to fly. Assume we wish to navigate over this map at the survey altitude h0.
These two assumptions allow us to avoid using upward continuation. We therefore
create an interpolation function directly out of the two dimensional grid and call
it M2. Furthermore, assume we are flying in an aircraft ideally suited for magnetic
anomaly navigation, such as a geo-survey aircraft. The compensation systems of these
aircraft routinely remove the aircraft field to a fraction of a nano-Tesla, so we will
drop the δC term. The δI term, which represents the errors in the IGRF field, will
be assumed constant, and will be grouped in with the temporal variations, V . This
is a reasonable assumption, as the core field is a long wave-length model. Finally,
assume we group the heading error H, sensor bias b, and white noise w, into a single
white noise source wˆ with a noise strength of q. Under the ideal case presented, our
measurement equation simplifies to
Zt = M2(lat, lon) + I(lat, lon, alt, t) + V (lat, lon, h, t) + wˆ (50)
We wish to relate the measurement to an aircraft’s latitude and longitude. Re-
moving the I term is trivial—the IGRF model is simply evaluated at the estimated
position. As stated previously, this is a long wave length model and an approximate
location will suffice (any errors will likely be constant offsets). This leaves the V term
as the only remaining non-white error in the measurement equation. We could make
another assumption that we have a base station transmitting the temporal variations
to the aircraft, but this may be impractical from an operational standpoint. We could
also group the temporal variations (V term) in with the white noise term, although
this would greatly increase the noise strength of wˆ, and calling the resulting noise
source Gaussian is a poor assumption. In [14], an alternative method to handle V was
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presented—it is added as a observable filter state. With the simplifications made, the
measurement relates to an aircraft’s latitude and longitude primarily through a highly
non-linear function M2(lat, lon) plus a linear term V . We will apply a marginalized
particle filter in the next section to estimate the aircraft’s latitude and longitude.
3.4 Filter Design
We will now present our filter design for magnetic anomaly navigation. Map based
navigation systems are highly non-linear. We chose to use a particle filter to han-
dle these non-linearities. Specifically, we are applying a marginalized particle filter
(MPF), also known as a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter [57]. We wish to model an
INS, which will require a high number of filter states. Particle filters are known to
handle high dimensional problems poorly [57]. The MPF uses particles to represent
only the non-linear states. Each particle has an associated Kalman filter to estimate
the linear states. For our purposes, the only non-linear states are the latitude and
longitude states. Our filter will consist of a 9-state Pinson INS error model from
[65] which contains estimates of the INS position, velocity, and tilt errors, as well as
two barometer states, a temporal variation state as described in [14], and a constant
offset state. An inertial navigation system is unstable in the vertical channel and
will quickly diverge without altitude aiding. We apply altitude aiding directly to the
mechanization equations to constrain the vertical channel. This barometer aiding
in the mechanization equations is modeled with the two barometer states. For the
constant offset state c, recall that part of forming the measurement equation involves
subtracting the IGRF—if an accurate location is not known when the magnetic nav-
igation system is initialized, subtracting the IGRF with an approximate location will
lead to a bias. The IGRF is a long-wavelength model so we can assume this bias is
constant. It is important to distinguish this constant bias from the temporal variation
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bias. The temporal variation bias is designed to capture small drifts in the field of
around 10–20 nano-Teslas. If the errors in subtracting the IGRF field led to a 50
nano-Tesla offset, the temporal variation state would not model this well. This gives
a total of 13 states which are given as
x = [δlat δlon δalt δvn δve δvd x y z δha δaˆ V c]
T , (51)
where:
δlat, δlon and δalt are the INS position errors
δvn, δve, and δvd are the INS velocity errors
x, y, and z are the INS tilt errors
δha is the aiding altitude error
δaˆ is the vertical acceleration error
V is the filter estimated temporal variation
c is the filter estimated constant bias error
To implement a MPF, we next have to partition the states into non-linear and
linear components. See [57] for a complete description of the MPF. The two horizontal
position states are non-linear and the remaining states are linear:
xt =
 xnt
xlt
 . (52)
Eq. 51 is already partitioned correctly. We now express the linear and non-linear
states as a sum of a non-linear part as well as a linear part, as shown in [57]. These
are given by
xnt+1 = f
n
t (x
n
t ) + A
n
t (x
n
t )x
l
t + w
n,
xlt+1 = f
l
t(x
n
t ) + A
l
t(x
n
t )x
l
t + w
l.
(53)
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The horizontal position states are considered non-linear states because their poste-
rior distributions (distributions after a map-matching update) are potentially multi-
modal, non-Gaussian distributions. The horizontal position state dynamics, however,
are still linear. This means there are no non-linear functions in Eq. 53. We can there-
fore simplify Eq. 53 by replacing the non-linear functions fn and f l with matrices:
xnt+1 = A
n
n,t(x
n
t ) + A
n
l,t(x
n
t )x
l
t + w
n,
xlt+1 = A
l
n,t(x
n
t ) + A
l
l,t(x
n
t )x
l
t + w
l.
(54)
It is helpful to think of these matrices as follows.
Ann represents how the non-linear states propagate with respect to themselves
Anl represents how the non-linear states propagate with respect to the linear states
Aln represents how the linear states propagate with respect to the non-linear states
All represents how the linear states propagate with respect to themselves
Each of these four matrices is needed in the equations for the marginalized particle
filter. These four matrices are simply the INS Pinson error model (see [65]) parti-
tioned into four components, with the addition of the barometer, temporal variation,
and constant offset states. These four matrices are given by
Ann =
 0 0
ve tanL
re cosL
0

2×2
, (55)
Anl =
 −vnr2e 1re 0 01x8
−ve
r2e cosL
0 1
re cosL
01x8

2×11
, (56)
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Aln =

0 0
−ve
(
2ω cosL+ ve
re cosL2
)
0
2ω (vn cosL− vd sinL) + vnvere cosL2 0
2ωve sinL 0
−ω sinL 0
0 0
−ω cosL− ve
re cosL2
0
04x1 04x1

11×2
, (57)
All =

Nl7×7 D7×2 07×2
02×7 B2×2 02×2
02×7 02×2 C2×2

11×11
, (58)
where
Nl =

0 0 0
v2e tanL−vnvd
r2e
vd
re
−2
(
ω sinL+ ve tanL
re
)
−ve vn tanL+vdr2e 2ω sinL+
ve tanL
re
vn tanL+vd
re
v2n+v
2
e
r2e
−2vn
re
−2
(
ω cosL− ve
re
)
−v2e
r2e
0 1
re
vn
r2e
−1
re
0
ve tanL
r2e
0 − tanL
re
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−1 0 0 0
vn
re
0 −fd fe
2ω cosL+ ve
re
fd 0 −fn
0 −fe fn 0
0 0 −ω sinL− ve tanL
re
vn
re
0 ω sinL+ ve tanL
re
0 ω cosL+ ve
re
0 −vn
re
−ω cosL− ve
re
0

7×7
, (59)
where
L is latitude in radians
re is the Earth’s radius equal to 6378135 meters
ω is the Earth’s rotation rate equal to 7.2921151467x10−5 rad/sec
fn, fe, and fd are the north, east, and down specific forces
vn, ve, vd are the north, east, and down velocities
and
B =
 −1τb 0
−k3 0

2×2
, (60)
where
τb is the barometer error time constant
k3 is a barometer aiding constant used in the third order altitude aiding feedback
loop
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Additionally,
D =

k1 0
02×1 02×1
−k2 1
03×1 03×1

7×2
, (61)
where k1, and k2 are barometer aiding constants used in the third order altitude aid-
ing feedback loop
and
C =
 −1τTV 0
0 0

2×2
, (62)
where
τTV is the temporal variation bias time constant
We now address the measurement equation for magnetic anomaly navigation. We
will use the simplified measurement equation given by Eq. 50. We wish to put this
measurement equation into a valid form for the marginalized particle filter. From [57],
the general form for the measurement equation of a marginalized particle filter ex-
presses the measurement as a sum of a non-linear function of the non-linear states, a
linear function of the linear states, and a measurement noise w:
yt = ht(x
n
t ) + Ctx
l
t + w. (63)
We slightly rearrange the measurement equation from Eq. 50 by bringing the IGRF
term to the left side of the equation. Our measurement is therefore the raw magne-
tometer measurement minus the predicted IGRF field. We also break the measure-
ment equation into a non-linear part represented by the map interpolation function,
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and a linear portion which captures the temporal variation and constant bias states.
The measurement equation is now
Zmt − I( ˆlat, ˆlon, aˆlt) = M2(latins + δlat, lonins + δlon) + Cxlt + w, (64)
where
Zmt is the magnetometer raw measurement at time t
I is the IGRF intensity computed with an approximate position
M2 is the non-linear 2D interpolation function created from the 2D map grid.
C is the matrix representing the linear portion of the measurement equation
w is the measurement noise
The C matrix shows that the measurement is also the sum of the temporal vari-
ation and constant bias states:
C =
[
01×9 1 1
]
1×11
. (65)
Finally, we must define the measurement noise matrix and the system noise matrix.
The measurement noise is modeled a zero-mean Gaussian with a variance σ2mag:
R = E[w2] = σ2mag, (66)
where σ2mag is the measurement accuracy for measuring the magnetic anomaly field.
This is not the same thing as the magnetometer absolute accuracy, which is accurate
to less than 1 nano-Tesla. While the magnetometer can measure the total field to a
very high accuracy, this measurement noise captures the accuracy of measuring the
magnetic anomaly field, which is a single component of the total field, and therefore
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has a higher noise variance due to the various errors presented in the measurement
equation section. The non-linear states do not have any dynamic noise terms:
E[wn
2] = Qn =
 0 0
0 0

2×2
. (67)
The linear-state dynamics noise captures the velocity and angular random walk of
the IMU and the driving noise for the temporal variation bias:
E[wl
2] = Ql = diag
([
0 VRW1×3 ARW1×3 B 0 T 0
])
11×11
, (68)
B =
2σ2b
τb
, (69)
T =
2σ2tv
τtv
, (70)
where
VRW is the zero-mean Gaussian noise covariance of the velocity random walk
ARW is the zero-mean Gaussian noise covariance of the angular random walk
B and T are the driving noise strengths for the barometer and temporal variation
moving biases
σ2b is the barometer error variance
τb is the barometer error time constant
σ2tv is the temporal variation variance
τtv is the temporal variation time constant
The filter approach can now be implemented in the MPF algorithm given in [57].
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3.5 Magnetic Navigation Algorithm
In this section we present the filter algorithm which is needed to implement the
previously described magnetic anomaly navigation system. This algorithm follows
closely from the MPF algorithm given in [57], with added detail on the map pre-
computation steps as well as how the INS reference trajectory is used. Recall that
each particle has an associated Kalman filter. Because there are only non-linearities
in the measurement equation, and not in the state dynamics, many of the Kalman
filter equations can be evaluated once for all particles [57].
Algorithm Input: Magnetic anomaly map, raw magnetometer measurements, INS
∆V ′s and ∆Θ ’s, barometer-derived altitude, IGRF model
Algorithm Output: Errors in an INS navigation solution including position errors,
velocity errors, and tilt errors
Notation: (i) denotes an individual particle, bold denotes vectors and matrices,
superscripts l and n denote the linear and non-linear states respectively, and t denotes
current time step, and t−∆t denotes the previous time step.
1. Initialization:
(a) Create interpolation function M2 = f(lat, lon) from magnetic anomaly
grid. Choose number of particles equal to N .
(b) For i = 1, ...N initialize the non-linear particles by drawing from a Gaus-
sian distribution with mean µn0 and covariance P
n
0 : x
n,(i)
0 ∼ N (µn0 , P n0 ).
Next, initialize all the linear state particles with the same initial condi-
tions: x
l,(i)
0 = x¯
l
0. Finally, initialize the linear particle covariance, which is
a single common matrix for all of the linear particles, as P0 = P¯0
2. INS Mechanization: Use the new ∆V ′s and ∆Θ measurements to compute the
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INS solution at time t. Barometer aiding occurs at this step.
3. Compute Dynamics Matrix: Use the INS solution to compute Ann, A
l
n, A
n
l , and
All at time t.
4. Evaluate IGRF Model: Use the filter estimated position, given as INS + xˆ,
to evaluate the IGRF model for the filter estimated latitude, longitude, and
altitude.
5. Particle Filter Measurement Update: For i = 1, ...N
(a) Evaluate the expected magnetic intensity for each particle hypothesis. The
expected intensity is based on both the particle’s location hypothesis (non-
linear states 1 and 2) and the temporal variation hypothesis (linear state
8).
I
(i)
t = M2(lat
ins
t + x
n,(i)
t (1), lon
ins
t + x
n,(i)
t (2)) + x
l,(i)
t (8) (71)
Using the raw magnetometer measurement yt, denote the residual particle
intensity by e
(i)
t = yt − (I(i)t − IGRF ).
(b) The measurements are assumed Gaussian with mean e
(i)
t and covariance
Vt = CPt|t−∆tCT + R. C is the linear measurement matrix, in this case[
01×9, 1, 1
]
1×11
, and Pt|t−∆t is the linear state’s Kalman filter covari-
ance. We can evaluate the probability for each particle from a Gaussian
distribution given by
q
(i)
t = exp
(
−1
2
(e
(i)
t V
−1
t e
(i)
t
T
)
)
(72)
The weights then must be normalized according to
q˜
(i)
t =
q
(i)
t∑N
j=1 q
(i)
t
(73)
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6. Resampling: Resample particles with a chosen resampling strategy. We resam-
pled at each step with sequential importance sampling [36].
7. Kalman Filter Measurement Update: The next step is to update the linear
states of the Kalman Filter with the measurement. We first define the Kalman
gain matrix and covariance matrix, which are the same for all particles:
Kt = Pt|t−∆tCTV −1t , (74)
Pt|t = Pt|t−∆t −KtVtKTt . (75)
We next calculate a measurement residual J
(i)
t and apply the Kalman gain for
each individual particle to determine the Kalman filter updated linear state.
For i = 1, ...N
J
(i)
t = M2(lat
ins
t + x
n,(i)
t (1), lon
ins
t + x
n,(i)
t (2)) + x
l,(i)
t (8), (76)
xˆ
l,(i)
t|t = xˆ
l,(i)
t|t−∆t + Kt
(
yt − J (i)t
)
. (77)
8. Particle Filter Time Update: The particles are propagated in time according the
system dynamics model. First, compute the Cholesky decomposition qchol =
chol
(
Anl Pt|t (A
n
l )
T + Qn
)
. Random noise must be added to the non-linear
states, which is denoted by a function randn to represent adding white Gaussian
noise. The particles are then propagated according to
x
n,(i)
t+1 = A
n
nx
n,(i)
t|t + A
n
l x
l,(i)
t|t + qchol · randn()2×1. (78)
9. Kalman filter Time Update: Define two intermediate matrices, Nt and Lt, which
are the same for each particle, and compute the propagated Kalman filter co-
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variance, which is also the same for each particle:
Nt = A
n
l Pt|t (A
n
l )
T + Qn, (79)
Lt = A
l
lPt|tA
n
l N
−1
t , (80)
Pt+1|t = AllPt|t
(
All
)T
+ Ql − LtNtLTt . (81)
Finally, define a time update residual for each particle and calculate the time
update. For i = 1, ...N
z
(i)
t = x
n,(i)
t+1|t −Annxn,(i)t|t , (82)
x
l,(i)
t+1|t = A
l
lx
l,(i)
t|t + A
l
nx
n,(i)
t|t + Lt(z
(i)
t −Anl xl,(i)t|t ). (83)
10. Determine the expected means and covariances of the non-linear and linear
states. The covariance of the linear states is already computed as Pt+1|t
xˆlt|t =
N∑
i=1
qˆ
(i)
t xˆ
l,(i)
t|t , (84)
xˆnt|t =
N∑
i=1
qˆ
(i)
t xˆ
n,(i)
t|t , (85)
Pˆnt|t =
N∑
i=1
qˆ
(i)
t
(
(xˆ
n,(i)
t|t − xˆnt|t)(xˆn,(i)t|t − xˆnt|t)T
)
. (86)
11. Move to the next measurement time t and iterate from step 2.
3.6 Filter Design Conclusions
This chapter has provided a detailed explanation of the design of a 13 state Rao-
Blackwellized particle filter which estimates the errors in a navigation grade INS. A
complete measurement equation for magnetic anomaly field navigation is provided.
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This measurement equation is used to design a navigation filter. The filter uses
aircraft field compensated magnetometer measurements which have had the IGRF
field removed. These measurements provide an estimate of both the aircraft’s position
as well as an estimate of the temporal variations. The temporal variation state must
be modeled correctly and a discussion on the observability of this state was provided.
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IV. Flight Test Results
This chapter details the results of the magnetic anomaly navigation flight tests
which were conducted to test the feasibility of magnetic anomaly navigation. The
first flight test involved both a mapping mission as well as a navigation mission. The
mapping mission created a magnetic anomaly map over a previously mapped area
which was created three years ago. The two maps matched up to better than a nano-
Tesla, showing the stability of magnetic anomaly maps. The navigation mission flew
through the previously mapped area recording magnetometer measurements as well
as INS and barometer data, and GPS data for truthing. The filter was implemented
using this recorded data and obtained 13 meters DRMS error. These results were
considered “ideal case” results because the flight occurred at a low altitude over a
high quality map. The obtained results are far more accurate than anything pre-
sented previously in the literature. The second flight test details the results of a
“cross country” flight test. This flight test flew from Virginia to Iowa at an alti-
tude of approximately 3000 meters. Unlike the previous flight test over a regional
high quality magnetic anomaly map, no high quality map was available over such a
large region. This necessitated the use of the North American Magnetic Anomaly
Database (NAMAD). This map is of poor quality compared to the high accuracy
regional map used over Louisa, VA. The navigation accuracy obtained with this flight
test was not nearly as good as the ideal-case results achieved in the first flight test.
The decrease in accuracy is explained by two factors—flying at a higher altitude and
using a much lower quality map. Using the low quality map a tactical grade INS
achieved a DRMS error of approximately 3 kilometers over a 5 hour flight. This was
a significant improvement over the unaided tactical grade INS, which drifted over
50 kilometers. When using a high quality simulated map, navigation accuracy was
shown to be approximately 150 meters DRMS over a 5 hour flight at 3000 meters
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altitude. This is still less than the accuracy obtained in the first flight test due to the
much higher altitude of the cross-country flight. Finally, Cramer-Rao Lower Bound
(CRLB) analysis is used to provide an altitude vs. accuracy trade-space analysis.
4.1 Ideal-Case Results
Flight Test Data.
We contracted out a flight test in 2015 to a geo-survey company called Sander
Geophysics to test the accuracy of the developed navigation system. Fig. 56 shows
the geo-survey aircraft taking off. The magnetometer used to generate the results
in this chapter is located in the lower tail boom. A magnetic anomaly map was
created by Sander Geophysics over Louisa, VA in 2012. We re-mapped a subset of
this previously mapped area to evaluate map stability. We flew over the mapped area
collecting data with a Geometrics 823A optically pumped cesium magnetometer, a
barometer, and a navigation-grade inertial navigation system. We input this collected
data and the 2012 magnetic anomaly map into our navigation filter. The magnetic
anomaly map as well as the flight path is shown in Fig. 63. The flight begins with a U
shaped trajectory covering a large area of the 2012 map followed by figure eights over
the area we re-mapped in 2015. The gradients in the magnetic field at this altitude
Figure 56. Geo-Survey Aircraft Taking Off for Test Flight - Magnetometers Located
on Tail Boom
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Figure 57. 2012 Magnetic Anomaly Map Over Louisa VA and 2015 Flight Profile Over
Mapped Area
and at this location can be considered on the moderate to high end of what generally
exists around the United Sates at similar altitudes.
The magnetic anomaly map can be used to create an interpolation function. The
expected measurement for the flight can be obtained by passing the true GPS flight
position through the interpolation function. This expected measurement is not used
by the filter, as it requires the use of GPS, but is only used to gain insight into how
well the actual raw measurements match the magnetic anomaly map. We validate our
measurement equation in Table 3. Each row of the table removes an additional source
of error from the raw measurements. The standard deviation of the difference between
the expected measurements and the actual measurements is then given. The standard
deviation decreases sharply with the removal of the IGRF field. The temporal vari-
ations are removed by subtracting the measured variations of a nearby base station.
This base station data is not assumed available while flying, but is shown here to help
validate the measurement equation. A slight decrease in the standard deviation of
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Table 3. Measurment Equation Validation
Error Term
STD of Difference Between
Pred. and Meas. Magnetic Field (nT)
No Corrections 21.21 nT
IGRF Correction 3.35 nT
Plus Temporal Variation Correction 2.09 nT
Plus Aircraft Field Correction 1.55 nT
the expected and actual measurements is observed when the temporal variations are
removed. Finally, the effects of the aircraft field are removed with an aircraft-field
compensation system. These compensated measurements were provided by Sander
Geophysics and are computed by applying compensation coefficients obtained during
a calibration flight to the remaining flight data. The lowest standard deviation of
the difference between the expected measurements and the actual measurements is
obtained after applying this final correction. The final standard deviation of the er-
ror between the expected and actual measurements is 1.55 nano-Teslas, roughly 1%
of the total variation seen in the magnetic intensity along the flight profile. This is
analogous to a high signal to noise ratio, and provides valuable insight into expected
navigation performance. Fig. 58 shows a six minute segment of the errors between
the expected measurement and the raw magnetometer measurements with all of the
previously described errors removed. As can be seen in the figure, the errors are
time correlated with a time constant on the order of less than a minute. We believe
these remaining errors are the result of using an under-sampled map, although a test
flight using a fully sampled map would be necessary to determine if this is truly the
case. If this is the case, then using a fully sampled map should lead to higher navi-
gation accuracy, as we believe these errors are the dominant errors remaining in the
measurements.
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Figure 58. Difference Between the Expected Measurements From Interpolation Func-
tion (Using True GPS Positions) and the Raw Measurements (made zero-mean)
Map Stability.
In addition to collecting data to test the navigation system, we flew a magnetic
survey over a subset of the original 2012 survey area. The resulting map was almost
identical to the previous map. We computed the difference between the two maps, as
shown in Fig. 59. Both maps, with the exception of the edges, have a max difference
of around 2 nano-Teslas. The errors on the edges of the map are an artifact of how
the maps were processed—a larger map would push these errors out farther. When
ignoring the edge effects, the standard deviation of the error between the two maps
is 1.2 nano-Teslas. This gives further evidence that the magnetic anomaly maps are
stable over time, or at least will not be a driving error term in a navigation filter.
These errors would appear as slowly varying biases on the order of a single nano-
Tesla—the previously shown errors vary much quicker than this, and by a larger
amount, so map stability does not appear to be a driving error term for navigation
accuracy.
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Figure 59. Difference Between the 2012 Magnetic Anomaly Map and the 2015 Magnetic
Anomaly Map
Navigation Results.
We ran the designed navigation filter using the collected flight data combined
with the 2012 survey map. The INS mechanization was run independently of the
rest of the filter, with barometer aiding occurring in the mechanization equations.
No feedback was provided by the filter, although feedback may be required with a
less accurate INS. The INS provided the reference trajectory for the filter, which
estimated the errors in the INS. The INS solution is used while evaluating the map
interpolation function, as shown in Eq. 64, as well as when computing the dynamics
matrix, which depends on latitude, velocity, and specific forces. We ran the filter
against an hour long segment of the flight profile using only INS, barometer, and
magnetometer measurements. We then used the true GPS solution to evaluate the
performance of the filter. Fig. 60 shows the north and east errors over the hour long
flight as well as the predicted filter standard deviations. The statistics for the flight
are given in Table 13. Overall, the system obtained a DRMS error of 13 meters.
The filter clearly constrained the drift of the INS. Furthermore, the filter’s covariance
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Table 4. “Best Case” Flight Test Navigation Accuracy Results
North Channel East Channel
Mean -2.2 meters 2.7 meters
Standard Deviation 9.0 meters 8.9 meters
DRMS 13.1 meters
Unaided INS Error After 1 Hour 344 meters
bounds appear reasonable. It is important to note that the filter’s covariance bounds
are strongly correlated with the gradient of the magnetic field at a given location.
Steeper magnetic gradients lead to a more accurate position estimate, and shallower
gradients lead to a degraded position estimate. The navigation-grade INS provides
an excellent short term solution to help the navigation solution pass through these
areas of low magnetic gradient without losing too much accuracy. A high quality
(navigation grade) INS is essential to achieving the accuracies demonstrated here. It
is also apparent that the filter standard deviation has reached a steady-state that
varies around 10–20 meters. The mean error in the north and east channels are
both less than 3 meters, and the plots indicate it is reasonable to consider the errors
zero-mean, with no clear bias existing in the north or east channels. The standard
deviations of the north and east channels are very similar. This is expected due to the
fact that the steep gradients which exist in the map are in a north-east to south-west
direction. Flying over a different area may have better or worse errors in one channel
due to consistently steeper north or east gradients. Due to the accurate modeling of
the INS, the corrected latitude and longitude errors also lead to corrected velocity
errors of approximately 0.1 meters/second.
The filter also estimated the temporal variations. The temporal variations were
rather calm on the day of the flight, so in order to better determine the filter ob-
servability of these variations we further artificially corrupted the measurements with
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Figure 60. North and East Error Over 1-Hour Segment of Flight Profile
actual recorded data from a different magnetically stormy day in a second filter run.
Previously shown in Fig. 58, even with the temporal variations removed, the measure-
ments have remaining high frequency errors with a standard deviation of around 2
nano-Teslas. Consequently, the filter is only able to estimate the larger, longer wave-
length (therefore, lower frequency) components of the temporal variations. Fig. 61
shows the filter’s estimation of the temporal variations on the stormy day. When
the magnetometer measurements were corrupted to simulate the stormy day, the fil-
ter achieved a DRMS error of 15 meters—only a mild increase in errors compared
to a DRMS of 13.1 meters on the quiet day. It is important to note that the filter
temporal variation state is estimating any residual error in the measurements, so it
will not match the actual temporal variations exactly. The temporal variation state
is also capturing any residual aircraft fields, variations from the map altitude, or
un-captured high frequency crustal components (the 2012 map was not quite fully
sampled). The apparent lag in the estimation of the temporal variations is caused by
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the tuning parameters related to the temporal variation state. Better filter perfor-
mance was achieved when using a long time constant for the temporal variation state.
Restricting the temporal variation state to slow changes increases filter stability. If a
short time constant was used for the temporal variations, the filter began to assume
most of the changes in the measurements were due to changing temporal variations,
which degraded filter performance. A bad magnetic storm in the context of magnetic
anomaly navigation does not so much correspond to large temporal variations as it
does to large higher frequency variations. A magnetic storm could cause a large rise in
the magnetic field, but if this change is slow relative to how the crustal field is chang-
ing throughout the flight, the filter will likely retain observability of the temporal
variations. Temporal variations or aircraft fields with frequencies which overlap with
the crustal field frequencies are much more problematic for a navigation filter than
slowly varying errors. Conversely, temporal variations and aircraft field frequencies
which are much higher than the crustal field frequencies tend to average out, and do
not greatly degrade navigation performance.
Ideal-Case Conclusions.
The presented navigation filter achieved DRMS errors of around 13 meters un-
der favorable conditions with actual flight test data. These conditions included a
relatively low altitude, a high quality magnetic anomaly map, and a clean sensor
environment. The availability of high quality magnetic anomaly maps is a large ob-
stacle for magnetic anomaly navigation at the accuracies demonstrated here. Older
less accurate maps are certainly useable; however, they would likely not obtain the
accuracies demonstrated here. Finally, a clean sensor environment such as the one
located on the geo-survey aircraft may not be feasible for all applications. Using a
magnetometer inside the aircraft will also lead to decreased performance, and further
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Figure 61. Filter Estimation of Temporal Variations
experimentation with real data is likely necessary to characterize performance for
this case. The accuracies demonstrated using only passive sensors demonstrate that
navigation using the Earth’s magnetic anomaly field may be a viable approach for
future GPS backup and alternative systems for aircraft in flight.
4.2 Cross Country Results
NAMAD Map Errors.
Map accuracy is a large concern for magnetic anomaly navigation. Magnetic
mapping is costly and time-consuming. Because the Earth’s magnetic anomaly field
changes in three dimensions, with decreasing frequency content at higher altitudes,
high resolution maps cannot be made from space. High resolution magnetic anomaly
maps must be made with aerial surveys, which can be expensive in the context of
continental or world-sized maps. The North American Magnetic Anomaly Database
(NAMAD) is a large-scale compilation map of North America at 305 meters above
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Figure 62. North American Magnetic Anomaly Database [3]
ground level. The NAMAD is shown in Fig. 62. It was created by merging hun-
dreds of smaller magnetic surveys into one continuous map. To navigate using the
NAMAD, it is important to understand the types of errors present in the map. The
first major error in the NAMAD results from poorly geo-located data. Many of the
magnetic surveys used to make the NAMAD were created before the use of GPS. The
magnetic measurements from these surveys were often geo-located using crude meth-
ods with potentially kilometer level errors. A correctly geo-located map is clearly a
basic requirement for a successful map-based navigation system. The second major
type of error in the NAMAD results from under-sampling the magnetic field. The
surveys used in the NAMAD have varying resolutions, with some grid spacing as large
as 8 kilometers [3]. To fully sample a magnetic anomaly field, grid spacing must be
approximately equal to height [53]. This indicates that there will be high frequency
errors when flying over these low-resolution maps. It is important to note, however,
that these under-sampled maps become fully sampled when upward continuing the
data. For example, a magnetic survey flown at 300 meters with 1 kilometer grid spac-
ing will be under-sampled at 300 meters but fully sampled when the map is upward
continued to 1 kilometer altitude. This is due to the fact that the upward continuation
operation is a low-pass filter. In practice the accuracy of this upward continuation
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depends on many factors such as the original under-sampled map not having aliased
components and the mitigation of edge effects. While accurate upward continua-
tion depends on many factors, it is important to note that the high frequency errors
present at low map altitudes will be mostly eliminated when flying at higher altitudes.
There are several other common errors in NAMAD. NAMAD is a patchwork of
small magnetic surveys. Consequently, it is unable to capture long-wavelength mag-
netic anomalies. Furthermore, many magnetic surveys were leveled to an arbitrary
constant value. We previously demonstrated the observability of temporal variations
in a magnetic anomaly navigation system. These variations were observable due to
their long-wavelengths compared to the short-wavelength magnetic anomalies. The
long-wavelength errors in the NAMAD will likely also be observable when sufficient
variation exists in the magnetic anomaly map. The final type of error in the NAMAD
pertains to some older surveys used to make the map. Many older magnetic anomaly
maps were hand contoured. In the creation of the NAMAD these hand-drawn maps
were digitized. These types of errors are difficult to categorize but clearly digitizing
older hand-countered maps will yield less accurate results than a modern magnetic
survey.
Map Gradient vs. Altitude.
Altitude is a major variable which affects the performance of a magnetic anomaly
navigation system. The lower an aircraft flies, the more spatial variation will exist in
the magnetic anomaly map. As stated previously, the shortest horizontal wavelength
in a magnetic anomaly map is approximately equal to the height above ground level.
It is important to note, however, that spatial variation is an indirect contributor
to navigation accuracy. Fundamentally, it is the map gradient which determines
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navigation accuracy when using the proposed navigation system. For real magnetic
anomaly data, high spatial variation and steep gradients are closely correlated. The
steepness of magnetic gradients decreases quickly with altitude. We used the NAMAD
map to evaluate how magnetic anomaly gradients change with altitude. We upward
continued the NAMAD map to several altitudes and examined the map gradients.
Table 5 shows the means and standard deviations of the NAMAD gradients at various
altitudes, along with a predicted navigation accuracy assuming the ability to measure
the magnetic anomaly field to an accuracy of 1 nano-Tesla. The predicted navigation
accuracies are obtained by multiplying measurement accuracy by the inverse of the
magnetic gradient. Note that this method of predicted navigation accuracy is simply
a first order approximation. The predicted accuracy at 300 meters matches well with
our actual flight test data in [15]. In this chapter we will use real and simulated
data to verify the predicted performance at higher altitudes. It is important to note
that while we have no control over the steepness of the magnetic anomaly gradients,
this is only one of two related variables, the other being sensor accuracy. If future
magnetic sensors allow for more accurate measurement of the magnetic anomaly field,
the accuracies at all altitudes will be increased. Finally, it is important to stress
the difference between sensor accuracy and measurement accuracy. Measurement
accuracy is the ability to measure the magnetic anomaly field while sensor accuracy
is the ability to measure the total field. Measuring the magnetic anomaly field requires
accurate removal of aircraft effects, temporal variations, and the core field. A more
accurate sensor alone does not increase measurement accuracy without addressing
these other issues.
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Table 5. Magnetic Anomaly Gradients of NAMAD Map at Various Altitudes and
Predicted Navigation Accuracy
Mean (nT/km) STD (nT/km) Pred. Nav. Accuracy (m)
300m AGL 34.0 76.0 29
1km AGL 19.1 29.3 52
10km AGL 3.9 3.4 256
Figure 63. Cross-country flight path
Cross-Country Flight Test Data.
The cross-country flight path from the flight test data is shown in Fig. 63. The
flight originated in Louisa, VA and ended in Iowa. The flight took a total of 5 hours
and was around 1500 kilometers long. The aircraft flew with a navigation grade
INS, a Geometrics 823 optically pumped cesium magnetometer, a barometer, and a
GPS to collect truth data. The magnetometer was out on a boom at the back of
the aircraft to minimize aircraft interference. Using the GPS solution from the flight
test, we can obtain the expected measurement profile along the flight path. This
expected measurement is not used by the filter, but is shown here to give intuition
as to how well the true measurements match the expected measurements from the
map. Fig. 64 shows the actual recorded measurements from the flight as well as the
expected measurements from the NAMAD map using GPS. It is clear from Fig. 64
that the actual measurement is tracking the expected measurement throughout the 5
hour flight. The same data is shown in Fig. 65a as an error plot. Included in Fig. 65a
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Figure 64. Actual Recorded Measurement and Expected Measurement From NAMAD
Map
is the standard deviation of the observed measurement errors from the previous re-
gional results when using a high quality magnetic anomaly map. When using a high
quality magnetic anomaly map the standard deviation of the difference between the
actual and expected measurements was only 1.3 nano-Teslas. In this case, the stan-
dard deviation of the difference between the actual and expected measurements is 40
nano-Teslas. It is apparent that one of the driving variables for navigation accuracy
when using the NAMAD will be the map accuracy. Fig. 65b shows the magnetic
gradient along the flight profile in nano-Teslas/kilometer. The map gradient can give
insight into the approximate accuracy of the navigation system. If flying over an area
of the map with a map gradient of 40 nano-Teslas/kilometer, a 40 nano-Tesla error
in the measurements will cause approximately kilometer level errors. With the errors
shown between the expected magnetic measurements and the NAMAD map, as well
as the computed gradient, we would expect navigation accuracies of a few kilometers.
This is much worse than what was previously demonstrated with the regional results,
but we can confidently state map errors lead to most of this decreased accuracy.
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(a) Error Between Actual Recorded Mea-
surement and Expected Measurement From
NAMAD Map
(b) Magnetic Gradient Along Flight Profile
Figure 65. Measurement Errors and Map Gradient
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Finally, we wish to show the INS data from the flight. On-board the aircraft we
used a navigation-grade INS to compute an estimated position solution. As we will
show shortly, this navigation-grade INS solution, which only drifted a few kilometers
throughout the 5 hour flight, was accurate enough that no apparent benefit is gained
by the magnetic anomaly navigation system. To estimate the actual navigation po-
tential of the NAMAD map, we needed to further degrade the INS measurements.
Degraded INS measurements allowed the INS solution to drift far enough that a no-
ticeable benefit from using the NAMAD map was observed. The navigation grade
INS measurements were corrupted by adding a moving bias term into the accelerom-
eter measurements. Fig. 66 shows the drifts of the real navigation grade INS as well
as the tactical grade INS, which was simulated by corrupting the navigation grade
INS measurements.
Cross-Country Results.
We first ran the navigation filter using all real data from our test flight. Fig. 67
shows the errors in the filter computed solution, as well as the errors in the INS. As
can be seen in the figure, the INS out-performs the filter. In this particular case noth-
ing was gained by bringing magnetometer measurements into the filter. This was an
expected result. As we stated earlier, the expected accuracy using the NAMAD map
is on the order of several kilometers. Because the INS only drifts several kilometers,
we would not expect the filter solution to be much better than the INS.
Because of the high accuracy of the navigation-grade INS we were using, we were
not able to demonstrate the navigation potential of using the NAMAD map. To
estimate this expected accuracy, we instead use tactical-grade INS measurements.
These tactical-grade measurements were made by corrupting the real accelerome-
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Figure 66. Navigation Grade INS Drifts and Tactical Grade INS Drifts Over Full Flight
ter measurements with moving bias terms. We ran the filter using these degraded
tactical-grade INS measurements and observed a noticeable increase in filter perfor-
mance over the unaided tactical-grade INS. Fig. 68 shows the north and east errors
of the filter solution. Table 6 shows the statistics for the filter run. The filter solu-
tion had a DRMS error of 3.2 kilometers while the tactical grade INS drifted over 50
kilometers. This demonstrates that using the NAMAD map to navigate does have
navigation potential, just not at a very accurate level. Furthermore, a large portion
of the navigation error can be attributed to NAMAD map error. We would expect
far better results with a more accurate map. This indicates that better magnetic
anomaly navigation accuracy is a very solvable problem, in the sense that it has a
known solution (not in the sense of cost, time etc.). While the accuracy results of
this navigation system are less than impressive, we successfully demonstrated con-
straining a tactical grade INS to a few kilometers over a five hour flight using only
a freely available continental-sized magnetic anomaly map and all real flight test data.
As previously stated, a large majority of the positioning errors when using the
real magnetometer measurements and the NAMAD map arise from poor map qual-
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Figure 67. Filter Results Using Navigation Grade INS, Real Magnetometer Measure-
ments, and NAMAD Map
Figure 68. Filter Results Using Simulated Tactical Grade INS, Real Magnetometer
Measurements, and NAMAD Map
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ity. Using a high quality magnetic anomaly map we were able to match expected
measurements using the true GPS solution to actual measurements to within a few
nano-Teslas. With the NAMAD map, the expected measurements and actual mea-
surements were much worse, with a standard deviation of 40 nano-Teslas. We wish
to predict navigation accuracy on this higher altitude cross country flight if a more
accurate magnetic anomaly map were to become available. To simulate this more
accurate map, we decided to call the NAMAD map “truth” and generated magne-
tometer measurements by corrupting the expected measurements from the NAMAD
map with errors similar to what we observed with the regional high accuracy map.
We did this by corrupting the expected measurements with a FOGM random process
with a variance of 4 nano-Teslas and a time constant of 30 seconds. This random
process creates errors which are statistically similar to what we observed with real
data. It is important to note that it should have actually been the magnetic map
which was corrected, not the measurements, but correcting the map wasn’t a feasible
approach. We then ran the filter using these more accurate measurements, the nav-
igation grade INS, and the NAMAD map. Fig. 69 shows the north and east errors
using a hypothetical improved-quality map. Table 7 shows the statistics of the posi-
tioning errors over the flight. With a more accurate magnetic anomaly map the filter
achieved DRMS errors of about 160 meters – a large improvement over the navigation
grade INS. Previously, we showed DRMS errors of 13 meters over a 1-hour flight using
a high-accuracy magnetic anomaly map. The large difference in accuracy is caused
by the cross-country flight flying at an altitude nearly 10 times higher than the flight
test over the regional high accuracy map. As described previously, altitude is a ma-
jor driving variable in magnetic anomaly navigation accuracy. Higher altitudes have
shallower magnetic anomaly gradients than lower altitudes. The cross-country flight
held an altitude of around 2.5–2.7 kilometers while the previous test flight flew at 300
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Table 6. Navigation Accuracy Results with Tactical-Grade INS
North Channel East Channel
Mean 1.3 km 0.8 km
Standard Deviation 2.5 km 1.4 km
DRMS 3.2 km
Unaided INS DRMS 34.3 km
Table 7. Navigation Accuracy Results with Hypothetical Improved Map
North Channel East Channel
Mean 23.5 meters -0.5 meters
Standard Deviation 128.9 meters 91.1 meters
DRMS 159.6 meters
Unaided INS DRMS 1534.7 meters
meters.
Cramer-Rao Lower Bound Analysis.
The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is the minimum theoretical error covariance
of an unbiased estimator [7], given by
Pt ≤ E
[
(xt − xˆt|t−1)(xt − xˆt|t−1)T
]
. (87)
For a derivation of the CRLB, see [6]. In the context of navigation filters, the CRLB
is a useful tool to evaluate the performance of a navigation filter, and to further
predict navigation accuracy under various conditions. In [6], the CRLB was derived
for terrain aided navigation – a very useful result due to the similarities in magnetic
anomaly navigation. The derived CRLB applied to the following system model:
xk+1 = xk + µk + vk,
yk = h(xk) + ek,
(88)
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where:
xk is the position state of an aircraft
µk represents the dynamics of the aircraft as measured by an INS
vk is dynamic noise
yk is a terrain-height measurement
hk represents interpolation of a grid of terrain height measurements using the filter’s
estimated position state
ek is measurement noise
Starting with the definition of the CRLB, [6] derived the final CRLB for this specific
navigation filtering problem as simply equal to the familiar Kalman filter covariance
propagate and update equations, with the Kalman filter measurement matrix H equal
to the gradient of h(xk) evaluated at its true state:
Pk+1 = Pk −PkHk(HTkPkHk + Rk)−1HTkPk + Qk,
Hk =
δhT (xk)
δxk
.
(89)
It is simple to extend this result to the magnetic anomaly navigation system presented
in [15]. Both navigation systems have linear dynamics based on an INS model and a
non-linear measurement update based on a spatial grid of values. The only difference
is the addition of the linear temporal variation state to the measurement, which in
this context can just be brought inside the non-linear function h.
We evaluated the CRLB for magnetic anomaly navigation using the test flight data
previously discussed. This required the gradient of the NAMAD map, which we com-
puted using finite differencing. A navigation grade INS model was used along with
the previously described model for the magnetic measurement error—a first order
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Guass Markov process with σ = 4 nano-Teslas and τ = 30 seconds. Fig. 70 shows the
CRLB covariance along the flight path compared to the simulated filter covariance.
The CRLB clearly follows the trend of the filter simulation, and is slightly better, as
expected. This indicates that the filter is near ideal. It is clear that the CRLB is
a useful tool for analyzing the accuracy of magnetic anomaly navigation. We used
the CRLB to examine the trade-space that exists between accuracy and altitude. We
computed the CRLB along the same flight path at 10 different altitudes ranging from
the NAMAD map altitude of 305 meters to a max altitude of 9 kilometers. Fig. 71
shows the CRLB at these 10 different altitudes along the cross-country flight path.
Accuracy decreases with altitude as expected. The CRLB also validates the accuracy
of the first order accuracy approximation we gave previously of simply taking the
measurement accuracy and dividing it by the map gradient. This simple accuracy
approximation can be used to suggest how performance changes with respect to lo-
cation over the United States. Fig. 72 shows the magnetic anomaly gradient over the
United States at 1 kilometer altitude. There is no color scale on the plot because the
contrast was stretched to provide a better illustration of the gradient. The bright-
est areas on the map would correspond with sub-kilometer level accuracy while the
darkest areas on the plot would correspond with accuracies of several kilometers.
Cross-Country Navigation Conclusions.
In this section we successfully used real magnetometer data, as well as a widely
available magnetic anomaly map of North America, to constrain the drift of a tactical
grade INS to a few kilometers over a five hour flight. Furthermore, we showed that
the majority of position errors in the magnetic anomaly navigation system can be
attributed to poor map quality. We showed that with high quality maps navigation
accuracies of around 150 meters DRMS are possible at altitudes of 3 kilometers,
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Figure 69. Navigation Accuracy Using Hypothetical Improved-Quality Magnetic
Anomaly Map
with accuracy increasing to as good as 10 meters DRMS when flying a few hundred
meters above ground level. Our results motivate that practical implementation of high
accuracy magnetic anomaly navigation can be made possible by a modern magnetic
survey of the United States. Finally, we presented the Cramer-Rao lower bound for
magnetic anomaly navigation and used it to predict navigation accuracy at a wide
range of altitudes.
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Figure 70. Comparison of CRLB and Filter Predicted Standard Deviations
Figure 71. CRLB Predicted Standard Deviation at 10 altitudes
Figure 72. Magnetic Anomaly Gradient Over United States at 1km (Contrast
Stretched)
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V. Continental Simulation Results
This chapter details the results of a continental simulation on magnetic anomaly
navigation. Having conducted successful flight tests using magnetic anomaly navi-
gation techniques, we now wish to predict performance in other areas we have not
yet flown. To accomplish this we need to create a realistic simulation environment.
The simulation is validated by comparing the predicted simulation performance to
the actual flight test performance. The simulation environment works be generating
a realistic INS solution as well as realistic magnetometer measurements and passing
these measurements into the previously developed navigation filter. The only inputs
required to run the simulation are a magnetic anomaly map over the area an aircraft
will be flying as well as a trajectory. We first compared flight test performance to
simulation predicted performance over Louisa, VA and Texas. Once the simulation
environment was validated we created a grid of flight lines across the continental
United States to test navigation accuracy with respect to location. We also ran sev-
eral simulations at varying altitudes and velocity to explore these other key variables.
We first look at the performance over the state of California, as this is one of the
few areas of the country with widespread accurate magnetic anomaly maps which are
fully sampled and publically available. We end by presenting performance over the
United States as a whole. These results are likely limited by under-sampled maps over
large portions of the country which lack high spatial frequency magnetic features.
5.1 Magnetometer Errors
There are many variables which affect the accuracy of magnetic anomaly naviga-
tion. Thus far, flight test performance has only been shown over limited cases—at
low altitudes over a area with high spatial variability, and at high altitudes over an
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area of low spatial variability. To assist in predicting magnetic anomaly navigation
anywhere in the world, the authors have developed an accurate simulation model in
which magnetic anomaly navigation performance can be predicted anywhere in which
a magnetic anomaly map exists. This simulation model takes into consideration all
of the major variables which affect magnetic anomaly navigation accuracy. These
variables include:
1. Altitude
2. Temporal Variations
3. Aircraft Effects
4. Sensor Errors
5. Map Quality
6. INS Quality
7. Magnetic Anomaly Spatial Variation
Each of these errors will be described in more detail below. The simulation model is
tested against real flight test data in order to validate its predictive abilities.
The magnetic anomaly navigation simulation model’s primary purpose is to gener-
ate realistic sensor measurements. Once these measurements are generated, the data
is simply fed into the previously developed navigation system. Generating accurate
magnetic anomaly measurements is not trivial due to the large variety of error sources
which exist in the measurements. In order for the simulation model to have useful
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predictive abilities, the generated measurements must truly match what would be
observed in a real flight test. Although generating magnetic anomaly measurements
is the focus of this chapter, we also generate an accurate INS solution which reflects
the quality of the INS being utilized.
5.2 Generating Magnetometer Measurements
The simulation model developed in this paper primarily generates realistic mag-
netometer and INS measurements. These measurements are fed into the magnetic
anomaly navigation system described in Chapter 3. The simulation requires two ma-
jor inputs—a magnetic anomaly map over which the aircraft will be flying and a
given trajectory. The magnetometer measurement simply starts out as the expected
magnetometer measurement from the given trajectory over the magnetic anomaly
map. This is achieved by a three dimensional interpolation over a stack of gridded
map tiles. As explained below, this stack of map tiles can be created by a single map
tile at a lower altitude through upward continuation. It is important to note that the
physical properties of a magnetic anomaly field make this interpolation very accurate.
Magnetic anomaly fields are continuous fields, and if fully sampled according to the
Nyquist rate, the field between grid points on a map can be accurately reconstructed
[10]. This is a subtle but important difference between similar navigation techniques
such as terrain following, in which the signal cannot be said with any certainty to
be fully sampled, meaning interpolation can lead to unknown errors. The genera-
tion of the magnetometer measurements starts with this expected magnetic anomaly
from the three dimensional interpolated map tiles, and is further corrupted with the
core field, temporal variations, aircraft effects, and sensor noise. We use the term
“corrupted” in our context to indicate these are fields which we need to remove in
order to achieve the highest navigation accuracies, as our maps are only capturing
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the magnetic anomaly. Taking into account the above described error sources, we
can generate magnetometer measurements using a measurement equation similar to
what was given in Chapter 3. Each of the below terms is used to create artificial
magnetometer measurements along a flight path. The first equation describes how
a two dimensional map tile is turned into a three dimensional interpolation function
which gives expected magnetic anomaly intensity at any location:
ze = fI(fU(map), latt, lont, ht), (90)
where:
latt, lont, ht are the true latitude, longitude, and height of an aircraft
ze is the expected magnetic anomaly at (latt,lont,ht)
map is a two dimensional map tile at height h0
fU is the upward continuation function which creates a vertical stack of map tiles
fI performs a 3D interpolation on a stack of map tiles to return the expected value
at (latt,lont,ht)
The next equation shows how the expected magnetic anomaly intensity measurement
is corrupted with the core field, the aircraft effects, temporal variations, and white
noise. Recall real recorded temporal variations from a base station are used and that
the aircraft effects are modeled by a tunable FOGM process:
zc = ze + C + TV + AC + w, (91)
where:
zm is the measured value at (latt,lont,ht)
ze is the expected magnetic anomaly at (latt,lont,ht)
C is the expected core/main field measurement at (latt,lont,ht)
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TV are the temporal variations
AC are the aircraft effects
w is the sensor noise
The next few sections describe each of the terms from the above equations in detail.
5.3 Altitude
Unlike other map-based navigation systems such as terrain following, the mag-
netic anomaly field changes in three dimensions. Although it is not correct to call
altitude an “error source” failing to account for changing altitudes will lead to er-
rors. Aeromagnetic surveys are almost never completed at more than one altitude.
Fortunately, magnetic anomaly fields can be upward continued [10]. In the context
of the simulation model, the upward continuation process described below is used to
create a three dimensional grid of points to interpolate over. The uncorrupted mea-
surements for the simulation start as the expected values from this three dimensional
interpolation.
The first step in implementing both a magnetic anomaly simulation as well as
the main navigation filter is to create a stack of multiple two dimensional map tiles
from upward continuing a single tile at a lower altitude. This stack of map tiles can
then be interpolated in three dimensions to get an expected magnetic measurement
anywhere over the map at varying altitudes. The vertical spacing for the map tiles
depends on altitude but can generally be much larger than the map’s horizontal spac-
ing. It is important to note that downward continuation appears in the geoscience
literature (e.g.—[10]) but has limited application in the context of magnetic anomaly
navigation because it leads to a non-unique solution [27]. Aeromagnetic surveys are
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normally flown at a low altitude, so the need for downward continuation is limited.
From an algorithmic viewpoint, generating a new map at a higher altitude consists
of four nested for-loops (Every value on the two dimensional grid contributes to a
single value at a higher altitude). Fortunately, a much more computationally efficient
Fourier domain equivalent expression can be derived (see [10]). The upward-continued
altitude in the Fourier domain can be given by
F [Uz+∆z] = F [Uz]F [ψ]. (92)
Where F [ψ] is the upward continuation filter. The upward continuation filter atten-
uates shorter wavelengths more than longer wavelengths and is given by
F [ψ] = e−∆z|k|, (93)
where |k|, in this context, is equal to the absolute value of the wavenumber in the
frequency domain and is simply
|k|=
√
k2x + k
2
y, (94)
where kx and ky are the x and y direction wavenumbers, respectively. A wavenumber
is simply the spatial domain analog of a time frequency.
The upward continuation filter is real valued and therefore does not affect the
phase of the map data. Fig. 73 shows the magnitude of the upward continuation filter
in the Fourier domain for a upward continuation height of both 1 kilometer and 100
meters with spatial frequencies ranging from 0–1 Hertz (cycles/kilometer). Taking the
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Figure 73. Upward Continuation Filter Spectrums for 100x100 km map
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inverse Fourier transform of F [Uz+∆z] is the final step needed to generate a map at a
higher altitude. There are two key assumptions in the upward continuation that are
not ever met in practice. The first is that an infinite horizontal map tile is available.
Obviously, real map tiles will be finite and violate this assumption. The second
assumption which is violated in practice is that all magnetic sources lie below the map
tile. The total magnetic field measured in the vicinity of the Earth is a superposition
of many magnetic sources. While the largest of these sources are internal to the Earth,
there are external sources which will be above a map tile as well. It is important to
note that the upward continuation filter is essentially a low pass filter. This means
that the higher we upward continue data, the more the high frequency features will be
attenuated. This is important from a navigation standpoint, because it is these high
frequency features which contribute to high accuracy navigation. Intuitively, then,
navigation accuracy will decrease at higher altitudes. Fig. 74 shows the NAMAD at
its base altitude of 300 meters above terrain as well as at five kilometers. Due to the
errors in upward continuation, it is important to ensure a map tile is approximately 50
times larger in the horizontal direction than the desired upward continuation height.
This empirically derived ratio will ensure the errors caused by upward continuation
are limited to approximately the outside 10% of the map. In general, the outermost
edges of an upward continued map tile will not be accurate.
5.4 Core Field Effects
Magnetic anomaly maps, by definition, are the deviation from a model of the
Earth’s main magnetic field, also known as the core field. This is the overall approx-
imately dipole magnetic field which makes a compass point north. This magnetic
field has little spatial variation and changes over time, making it a poor candidate
for a map-based navigation system. When generating realistic magnetometer mea-
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Figure 74. Upward Continuation of North American Magnetic Anomaly Database
surements, the core field must be included. Because a magnetic anomaly map shows
the deviation from a core field model, the same core field model used to make the
map should be used by the navigation system. Many magnetic anomaly maps are
made using the International Geomagnetic Reference Field model [63]. This model
is updated every five years by an international team of scientists and includes time
derivative terms to account for how the core field is drifting over time. If the IGRF
was used to make a magnetic anomaly map, the IGRF should either be subtracted
from a magnetometer measurement or added back to the magnetic anomaly map to
allow magnetic measurements to match a magnetic anomaly map. For our simulation
we simply evaluated the most current IGRF model along our trajectories. The inputs
to this model are latitude, longitude, altitude, and time.
5.5 Aircraft Effects
The magnetometer measurements must also be corrupted with aircraft effects.
Currently, there exists many compensation algorithms to remove aircraft magnetic
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Figure 75. Compensation of Aircraft Effects on Geo-Survey Aircraft [23]
fields, such as the Tolles-Lawson model [66] described in Chapter 2. For the results
shown in Chapters 4.1-4.2, the Tolles-Lawson model was used to provide real time
compensation of the magnetometer measurements. We are primarily concerned with
what these algorithms cannot remove, because this is what we will use to corrupt our
measurements. Our corrupted measurements, therefore, represent post-compensated
measurements. The magnitude of the aircraft effects is best derived empirically for a
given aircraft. The flight tests described in Chapter 4 utilized a geo-survey aircraft
which was modified to minimize aircraft effects, including placing the magnetometer
out on a boom. In this type of environment, aircraft effects are quite small. Fig. 75
shows the magnitude of these aircraft effects on a geo-survey aircraft. It can be
seen the aircraft effects were reduced to a fraction of a nano-Tesla from the original
oscillations of nearly 10 nano-Tesla’s. It is important to realize that these errors could
be much larger on a less ideal platform.
We chose a simple model to represent the non-removable components of the air-
craft effects. These errors are modeled as a stochastic first-order Gauss Markov
(FOGM) process. A FOGM process is characterized by an exponential autocorrela-
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Figure 76. Non-removable aircraft effects for simulation measurement corruption
tion. It can be fully described by two parameters - a variance σ and a time constant
τ . The process autocorrelation is then
Rx = σ
2e−β|τ |. (95)
The two parameters σ and τ can be varied to represent the non-removable aircraft
effects for a given platform. For the trade-space simulations conducted below, we
chose a σ value of 1 nano-Tesla and a τ value of 1000 seconds. Fig. 76 shows an
example of generated aircraft effect errors using these specific parameters.
5.6 Temporal Variations
Magnetic fields from the Earth’s ionosphere and magnetosphere, referred to as
temporal variations, will corrupt magnetometer measurements. To create a realistic
simulation, magnetometer measurements must be corrupted with these temporal vari-
ations. Rather than model these errors, we instead corrupt the measurements with
actual recorded temporal variation data. All over the world there exist stationary
magnetometers monitoring these temporal variations. This data is easily accessible
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Figure 77. Temporal Variations From 10 Different Flight Segments, Taken From Real
Temporal Variations
from organizations such as the USGS [1]. We took a year’s worth of temporal varia-
tion data from a Colorado base station and corrupted our measurements with random
segments of this data. This ensures that our measurements are corrupted as realisti-
cally as possible with the temporal variation data. Fig. 77 shows temporal variation
data from 10 different flight segments.
5.7 Sensor Errors
Sensor errors are not currently a dominant error source with magnetic anomaly
navigation. It is important to note the distinction between measurement errors and
sensor errors. Because we are navigating with a subset of the total measured magnetic
field, our ability to remove the unwanted components such as the aircraft fields and
the temporal variations are what drive our measurement errors. Even in an ideal-case
scenario we can only remove these effects to approximately 1 nano-Tesla. The sensor
errors, however, are much smaller than this. The sensitivities of the optically pumped
cesium magnetometers we used are on the order of pico-Teslas. The bias stabilities are
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also well below one nano-Tesla [60]. This indicates that the sensor errors will likely
not be a driving term. Nonetheless, for completeness we corrupt the measurements
with a white noise error source. This white noise w is zero-mean random process
with a variance σ2.
E[w] = 0, (96)
E[w2] = σ2. (97)
We choose a σ of 100 pico-Teslas for our simulations.
5.8 Map Quality
Map quality is a major variable affecting navigation accuracy in a magnetic
anomaly navigation system. Determining the accuracy of a magnetic anomaly map
is a difficult problem. Magnetic anomaly maps have been created all over the world
over the last 70 years. Before the widespread use of GPS around 1990, the magnetic
sensor readings were geo-located using relatively crude aerial photography methods.
Although there have been improvements in actual sensor accuracy over time, the
pre-GPS era maps are almost certain to be filled with inaccuracies due to poor geo-
location. It is difficult to distill the accuracy of these maps down to a simple number,
e.g.. “The maps are accurate to within 10 nano-Teslas”. When reading the description
of old map tiles it is not uncommon to find accuracy claims around 10 nano-Teslas.
It may be helpful to keep a level of skepticism regarding these claims for pre-GPS
era maps especially with regard to the exact positioning of the map. We did not
include the modeling of map geolocation errors in this simulation. These types of
errors are very difficult to characterize and any modern survey would not be subject
to them. A map with large geolocation errors is not appropriate for high accuracy
navigation. This is fairly intuitive—if the map itself is not geo-located to better than
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one kilometer, for example, the 10’s of meter accuracy we have demonstrated with a
high-quality map is likely not possible.
In many of the large trade-space simulations in this chapter we use the North
American Magnetic Anomaly Database map [3] to make navigation accuracy predic-
tions. This is a compilation map made from many separate aeromagnetic surveys. We
use this map to help show regional trends in expected magnetic anomaly navigation
accuracy but it is important to point out that this map itself would not be very useful
for navigation as many of the contributing individual surveys are decades old. The
map is useful for representing the overall spatial variation in a given area but leads
to poor quality navigation results as demonstrated in Chapter 4.2. The geolocation
errors in certain areas are simply too large to achieve high accuracy navigation. Con-
sequently, the simulation model provided will not reflect real navigation performance
if a poor quality map is used.
It is important to note the varying line spacings which contributed to the NAMAD
map. As mentioned previously, this map was used to determine expected navigation
accuracy on a regional level. Fig. 78 shows the individual component surveys which
were used to create the map over the United States, as well as the line spacing of each
survey. It can be seen in Fig. 78 that a large majority of the surveys on the east and
west sides of the country were flown at line spacing of 2 kilometers or less, and the
central part of the country was flown at 4–8 kilometers or less. The map is technically
at an altitude of 305 meters but it very under-sampled at this altitude due to the
large line spacings (see Chapter 2). This indicates that the actual navigation accuracy
will be better than predicted, as the current map used to make the regional accuracy
predictions is missing many of the high frequency wavelengths which contribute to
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Figure 78. Line Spacing of North American Magnetic Anomaly Database
high navigation accuracy.
5.9 Generating INS Measurements
The developed magnetic anomaly navigation system requires the use of an inertial
navigation system. Consequently, the simulation environment must generate realistic
INS measurements. The magnetic anomaly navigation filter is loosely coupled with
the INS. No corrections are ever made to the INS, and only the position of the INS
is used by the filter during map-matching updates—the actual INS mechanization
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happens entirely independently from the filter. Because of this, instead of generating
delta-V and delta-theta measurements to model an INS, we simply directly generate
INS errors using a 15 state INS error model which includes position, velocity, atti-
tude, and accelerometer and gyroscope bias error states. These errors are added to a
true trajectory to obtain the simulated INS trajectory. We can change the quality of
the INS by simply changing the velocity and angular random walks of the INS model
as well as the magnitude of the accelerometer and gyroscope biases. While not truly
simulating an INS, this simple method creates realistic INS trajectories, which are
the only outputs from the INS which are actually needed by the magnetic anomaly
navigation filter.
The INS model used is commonly known as the Pinson error model. A full
derivation of the model is given in [65]. The Pinson error model includes two main
components—a first-order dynamics model describes how INS errors propagate over
time, and a noise model describes how noise enters the system, causing the INS to
drift over time. The continuous model is given by
x = Fx + w, (98)
where F describes the continuous dynamics and w described the platform noise.
The first 9 states of the model describe the errors in INS computed position,
velocity, and attitude. The attitude errors are captured by INS orientation tilt errors.
The final 6 states describe the IMU sensor biases in both the accelerometers and the
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gyroscopes. The full state vector is
x =

∆lat
∆lon
∆alt
∆vn
∆ve
∆vd
∆x
∆y
∆z
biasxa
biasya
biasza
biasxg
biasyg
biaszg

. (99)
Dynamics Model.
The INS dynamics model is given by
F =
 N9×9 A9×6
06×9 B6×6
 (100)
There are 3 major sub-matrices defined. N9×9 describes how the INS errors in posi-
tion, velocity, and attitude propagate. B6×6 describes how the IMU biases propagate.
Finally, A9×6 describes how the accelerometer and gyroscope bias errors propagate
into the velocity and attitude states respectively [65].
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N9×9 =
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
7×7
(101)
where:
L is latitude in radians
re is the Earth’s radius equal to 6378135 meters
ω is the Earth’s rotation rate equal to 7.2921151467x10−5 rad/sec
fn, fe, and fd are the north, east, and down specific forces
vn, ve, vd are the north, east, and down velocities
The sub-matrix B describes the model for the sensor biases. In this case, the sensor
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biases are modeled as first order Gauss Markov processes. The matrix is given by
B =

−1
τa
0 0 0 0 0
0 −1
τa
0 0 0 0
0 0 −1
τa
0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
τg
0 0
0 0 0 0 −1
τg
0
0 0 0 0 0 −1
τg

, (102)
where:
τa is the accelerometer bias time constant
τb is the gyroscope bias time constant
The sub-matrix A is given by
A =

03×3 03×3
Cnb 03×3
03×3 Cnb
 , (103)
where Cnb is the direction cosine matrix which converts from the body frame to the
navigation frame.
Noise Model.
The INS noise model includes four main noise sources. The first two are velocity
and angular random walks. These are white noise terms that are simply added to
the velocity and attitude states and consequently integrated into larger errors. The
second two noise terms are the bias driving noise terms. These are the first order
Gauss Markov white driving noises needed in the sensor bias models. For simplicity
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we will assume that each accelerometer axis and each gyroscope axis has the same
magnitude VRW and ARW terms. The same simplification is made for the sensor
biases—the accelerometer biases in each axis have the same noise strength and the
gyroscope biases in each axis have the same noise strength. The noise model is given
by
E[w(t)wT (t+ τ)]δ(τ) = Q =

03×1
V RW3×1
ARW3×1
abias3×1
gbias3×1

. (104)
Where the driving noise terms are computed from the first order gauss Markov vari-
ance σ and time constant τ according to q = 2σ
2
τ
.
5.10 Simulation Validation
In the following sections we will compare simulation predicted performance with
the actual achieved performance using real collected data. The first flight test oc-
curred over Louisa, VA. The flight test lasted about an hour and consisted of flying
large figure-8’s over a high quality magnetic anomaly map. When running the navi-
gation filter with real magnetometer and INS data the filter achieved DRMS errors of
approximately 10 meters over an hour long flight. As stated before, the only inputs
to the simulation will be the true trajectory the aircraft flew as well as the magnetic
anomaly map. There are two major sets of parameters that need to be defined. The
first set of parameters are the statistics for the FOGM process which describe the
aircraft induced magnetometer measurement errors. The second set of parameters
describe the performance of the inertial navigation system. Recall that the measure-
ments are corrupted with a random segment of real recorded temporal variation data.
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Table 8. Flight Test 1 Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Aircraft Effects Variance 1 nT
Aircraft Effects Time Constant 300 seconds
INS Velocity Random Walk (5× 10−5m/s2√Hz)2
INS Angular Random Walk (6× 10−2deg/h√Hz)2
INS Accelerometer Bias Variance (2× 10−4m/s2)2
INS Gyro Bias Variance (3× 10−3deg/h)2
INS Bias Time Constants 3600 seconds
Table 8 shows the simulation parameters for the first flight test.
As can be seen from Table 8, the aircraft effects are modeled as being around 1
nano-Tesla in magnitude. This is worse than a high quality geo-survey aircraft can
achieve but also helps to capture any un-modeled effects. The INS model represents
a navigation grade INS. The modeled INS will drift a few kilometers on average in an
hour. In this case, the temporal variations dominate the long wavelength errors, and
the aircraft effects dominate the short wavelength errors. Fig. 79 shows a comparison
of the horizontal position DRMS errors for the simulation results and the actual flight
test results. It is clear the results match up very closely. This lends credence to the
simulation model being useful for predicting performance for other trajectories over
different magnetic anomaly maps. It is also worth noting that this results in general
should be considered “best case” for magnetic anomaly navigation. Flying at low al-
titudes is a major contributor to the high accuracy for this flight test. The magnetic
anomaly field has high spatial variation at low altitudes. We will use the exact same
parameters for the second flight test scenario to demonstrate the simulation model is
not being “tuned” to match the actual results.
The second flight test occurred over central Texas. This test flight encompassed
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Figure 79. Comparison of Simulated and Actual Flight Test Error Standard Deviations
over Virginia
three separate flights at various increasing altitudes. It is important to note that the
spatial variation in the magnetic anomaly field over this area of Texas is much smaller
than the spatial variation from the previous test flight over Louisa, VA. This test flight
also flew at altitudes up to three kilometers. This further reduces the spatial variation
in the map. Consequently, lower navigation accuracies are expected for these flight
tests. The same simulation parameters from Table 8 are used to model the aircraft
effects and INS quality. Fig. 80 shows the results of the second flight test at the
various altitudes. As expected, the navigation accuracies are lower than the previous
flight test, but fortunately the simulation accurately predicts this lower performance.
While there are some differences between the simulated and the real data results, the
overall magnitudes and trends appear to be largely correct.
5.11 Simulation Tradespace Predictions
The NAMAD was used to perform several trade-space studies demonstrating mag-
netic anomaly navigation performance over the United States with respect to key
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Figure 80. Comparison of Simulated and Actual Flight Test Error Standard Deviations
over Texas
variables. It is important to understand that this does not mean actually using the
NAMAD map to navigate will achieve these performances. In the simulations we as-
sume the NAMAD map has no map errors. This is far from accurate in certain areas
of the country due to poor geolocation and under-sampling errors. The simulation re-
sults are still useful, however, to show regional trends in expected magnetic anomaly
navigation performance if a good map were to exist. The key variables explored in
the simulation are velocity, altitude, and location. A large simulation was conducted
in which simulated aircraft trajectories create a grid over the United States, as shown
by the red lines in Fig. 81. The DRMS accuracies along the flight path were then
used to calculate navigation error probability distributions for flying over California
and the continental United States. One issue with this type of analysis is the varying
sample spacing of the contributing magnetic anomaly maps to the NAMAD map.
Based on the line spacing map provided in Fig. 78, California has been surveyed with
much better line spacing than the majority of the country. This is beneficial, because
high spatial frequency variations improve navigation performance. Many of the con-
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Table 9. California Navigation Accuracy Tradespace Statistics
Parameters (altitude/velocity) DRMS 95% CDF
300 m / 200 m/s 10 m 54 m
300 m / 100 m/s 16 m 87 m
3 km / 200 m/s 32 m 146 m
3 km / 100 m/s 59 m 289 m
10 km / 200 m/s 250 m 919 m
tributing maps from the Midwest have large sample spacings, indicating these areas
are potentially under-sampled. This indicates that the spatial frequency content of
these maps are fundamentally limited by this large sample spacing. This limited
frequency information will degrade navigation accuracy in these areas, but this is a
function of an under-sampled map, not the true magnetic field which exists in these
areas. Due to this limitation, results are first presented over the state of California,
where line spacing is not a large issue. Given the large size and varying geological
terrain of California, these statistics are likely a better measure of predicted navi-
gation performance than a simulation over the entire US map, which includes large
under-sampled areas. Using our simulation framework we explored navigation ac-
curacy at several different velocities and altitudes. The error statistics from these
simulations are shown in Table 9. This table shows the error statistics for five differ-
ent simulation scenarios. The first two represent flying at 300 meters above terrain at
100 meters/second and 200 meters/second. The second two show flying 3 kilometers
above terrain at 100 meters/second and 200 meters/second. The final scenario repre-
sents flying at 10 kilometers altitude at 200 meters/second. The DRMS of the data
is given as well as a 95% column, which can be read as “95% of errors are less than x”.
In addition to calculating the navigation error statistics over CA, we also wished
to conduct an analysis over the entire United States as well. Again, it is important
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Figure 81. Simulated Trajectories Over the United States
Table 10. US Navigation Accuracy Tradespace Statistics
Parameters (altitude/velocity) DRMS 95% CDF
300 m / 200 m/s 19 m 159 m
300 m / 100 m/s 28 m 243 m
3 km / 200 m/s 52 m 349 m
3 km / 100 m/s 82 m 560 m
10 km / 200 m/s 276 m 1342 m
to mention that many of the large errors encountered are likely a function of low map
spatial frequency information caused by under-sampling. Using the data from the
flight lines over the United States we created navigation accuracy maps which show
navigation errors as a function of position. The navigation accuracy maps are low
pass filtered to better show the regional trends throughout the United States. Fig. 82
shows the simulation scenario which led to the highest accuracies and serves as a
baseline to compare the other scenarios. The simulation scenario used to make this
map had an aircraft fly at a velocity of 200 meters/second ( 450 miles/hour) at an
altitude of 300 meters, using random temporal variations. Generally, this would not
be a practical velocity at such a low altitude but we present it to show the “best-case”
results and as a reference for the other scenarios. Finally, Fig. 84 shows another US
map plot for the simulation scenario of flying at 3 kilometers altitude at 200 meter-
s/second for comparison to the previously shown baseline map in Fig. 82. Note that
the color scale for this map is different between Fig. 82 and 84.
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Figure 82. Expected DRMS Accuracy Over the United States at 200 m/s at 300 m
Altitude
There are several conclusions which can be drawn from the simulation results. The
first is the importance of INS quality. There is a large difference between the DRMS
and 95% values for the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). This indicates that
occasionally the navigation solution drifts much further than the DRMS solution.
This likely happens while flying through areas of low spatial variability. This indicates
that INS quality is a very important variable for this type of navigation system. A
better quality INS allows the navigation system to “coast” through the areas of low
spatial variability until an accurate position fix can be obtained by flying over an
area of high spatial variability. We predict a more accurate INS would reduce the
difference between the median and 95% CDF values. The next observation relates
to the NAMAD map line spacing. It can be seen from the navigation accuracy
maps over the United States that there are clear areas over the country in which
navigation accuracy is degraded. The degraded areas of the map appear correlated
with the line spacings of the individual surveys which contributed to the NAMAD
map, shown in Fig. 78. This indicates that if a better quality map were available
which was fully sampled, the large errors over these areas may diminish. The errors
could also be caused, however, by a true lack of spatial variation in the maps over
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these parts of the United States. If these areas of the map are truly under-sampled,
navigation accuracy would be expected to increase significantly if a fully sampled map
was obtained. It is clear the navigation accuracies are much better over the state of
California. Again, this could be caused by a true increase in overall spatial variability
in CA. The alternative is that it is simply a more fully sampled map, and areas of the
country which are currently under-sampled in the NAMAD map will actually have
higher accuracies than our simulations are currently predicting.
5.12 Conclusions
This chapter presented a simulation tool to predict navigation accuracy anywhere
a magnetic anomaly map is available. The method presented involves generating a
realistic INS solution based on a given trajectory and realistic magnetometer measure-
ments corrupted with temporal variations, aircraft fields, and sensor errors. These
realistic measurements are then provided to the author’s previously designed magnetic
anomaly navigation filter to provide predicted navigation performance along the given
trajectory. The simulation solutions were evaluated by comparing predicted perfor-
mance to actual flight test results which provided real magnetometer measurements
and INS data. After the simulation results were shown to be in agreement with the
test flight results, the simulation was used to perform a trade-space study over the
United States using the North American Magnetic Anomaly Database. Navigation
performance was predicted at various altitudes and velocities over the United States
in order to gain insight into expected magnetic anomaly navigation performance.
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Figure 83. Navigation Error Cumulative Distributions
Figure 84. Expected DRMS Accuracy Over the United States at 200 m/s at 3000 m
Altitude
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VI. Self-Building Magnetic Field World Model
There are several goals for a self-building world magnetic anomaly model. The
first goal pertains to the collection of data for the model. To be “self-building” the
model must be able to incorporate random flight data from aircraft equipped with
magnetometers. Magnetic anomaly maps are normally created by careful survey pro-
cedures, including flying in a grid-pattern at a set altitude to fully sample the field. A
self-building model must be able to incorporate the addition of random flight lines as
they are flown. The second goal pertains to the optimal use of the sparse data being
collected. As a counter-example, consider the trivial approach of simply updating a
large three dimensional grid with data as it is being collected, perhaps using a nearest
neighbors approach to assign the collected data to the three dimensional grid points.
It would take a tremendous number of random flights through this three dimensional
grid to begin to populate it enough for useful interpolation. The reason this approach
is trivial is because it does not take advantage of the properties of the magnetic field.
The final goal of a self-building model is to include an uncertainty term. Consider
an aircraft flying the same route as a previous aircraft, and attempting to navigate
using the magnetic anomaly model. The navigation system in this case should have
a high degree of trust in the model. Alternatively, if flying somewhere for the first
time, the magnetic anomaly map should be trusted to a lesser extent.
There is a great deal of existing literature regarding the modeling of magnetic
fields [34][10]. Specifically, the modeling of magnetic anomaly fields (caused by crustal
sources) is a well understood science in the field of geophysics. Magnetic anomaly
fields are routinely modeled for geological studies as well as for commercial purposes
such as oil and mineral exploration. This type of modeling can be seen as an inverse
problem, in which a set of observations is used to solve for a magnetic source distri-
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bution. There are two separate goals in this type of modeling. The first is to model
the correct distributions of the source materials, and the second is to model the re-
sulting field [72]. The magnetic distributions which can lead to an observed magnetic
anomaly field are not unique—there are an infinite number of source distributions
which can lead to an observed field. Solving for the correct distributions is therefore
a heavily user-involved process in which an experienced modeler uses geological in-
formation from other sources to aid in solving for the distribution [27]. This type of
modeling is clearly not applicable to a self-building model.
The second type of modeling only attempts to model the observed field. In this
case, solving for the correct distribution is not important, as any of the infinite distri-
butions that cause the field are an equally valid representation of the field. This type
of modeling is used when transformations of a magnetic anomaly field are needed,
such as predicting the field at higher altitudes or calculating what the field would look
like with a zero degree inclination inducing field (useful in geological studies). ESDI
techniques are a common way to accomplish this type of modeling [72]. ESDI seeks
to represent the observed field as the combined effect of a set of magnetic dipoles
placed at or below ground level. The ESDI inversion problem solves for the magnetic
susceptibilities of these magnetic dipoles, which are often simply placed on a grid.
Furthermore, due to the superposition principle of these magnetic dipoles, additional
dipoles can always be added to improve the fit of a model, a process called boot-
strapping [74]. At first glance, this process sounds appealing to the problem at hand,
and was in fact the first method the author pursued to solve the problem of a self-
building world model. An ESDI model would be able to incorporate measurements
from any altitude and be computationally efficient when using a bootstrap approach.
In practice however, this turned out to be very difficult. Inversion of potential field
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data is notoriously unstable. Common ways to address this instability involve using
a damping factor with ridge regression techniques [74]. Choosing a damping factor
involves making a tradeoff between stability and how closely the solution matches the
observations. Determining these damping factors can end up being a heavily user-
involved approach. The instability of this type of inverse modeling, which is actually
the best physical representation of the field, was abandoned due the instability issues
encountered.
The existing literature of magnetic anomaly modeling suggests another approach
to the self-building world model, a process called least-squares collocation in geodetic
applications and kriging in mining and geological applications [27]. Least-squares
collocation is often used in the gridding of magnetic anomaly data, in which the
magnetic field value at a given point is the weighted average of nearby observations.
In [73], three dimensional collocation was used to grid magnetic data from various
altitudes to a common altitude, and shown to be much faster and computationally
efficient than ESDI approaches.
More generally, kriging and least-squares collocation can be described as a Gaus-
sian process regression (GPR) technique. GPR is a non-parametric regression ap-
proach useful when there exists no obvious parameter based model (linear, polyno-
mial, etc). GPR was used in [70] to model the two dimensional magnetic vector field
measured inside a building for a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
robot. The authors used a squared exponential covariance model, which guarantees
smoothness, and used pre-computed hyper-parameters to describe the squared ex-
ponential covariance model. The GPR techniques lead to accurate two dimensional
models of the magnetic field in a SLAM based setting. As pointed out in [75], these
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type of models do not take advantage of the physics of magnetic fields, namely that
they are curl-free and divergence free. [75] derives a Gaussian process model which
obeys Maxwell’s equations, and shows the ability for a set of observations to model
both a full magnetic vector field as well as the location of the actual magnetic sources.
This model is appealing because a self-building world model will have sparse measure-
ments, so the more representative the model is of reality, the more information can
be obtained from these sparse measurements. Unfortunately, this model requires ob-
servations of the magnetic vector field, whereas the high accuracy magnetic anomaly
navigation we have previously demonstrated relied on magnetic intensity fields. The
magnetic intensity measurements are used because the instruments are 1–2 orders
of magnitude more accurate than vector sensors. The one property of the magnetic
fields we can capture with a Gaussian process is their guaranteed smoothness, assured
because the magnetization at aircraft altitudes is assumed zero, and consequently the
magnetic field is infinitely continuously differentiable [75].
Based on the proven success of GPR in both magnetic anomaly gridding as well
as indoor SLAM applications, we choose a GPR method as the basis for creating a
self-building world model. Magnetic anomaly mapping has been undertaken all over
the world for decades. There exist several large-scale compilation maps, including
the NAMAD at 300 meters altitude as well as the WMM at 5 kilometers altitude
[3][43]. Because of the sparse nature of the observations available in a self-building
world magnetic anomaly map, we choose to not throw out decades of information
from these surveys, but rather correct the errors in the existing surveys. We demon-
strate the usefulness of this approach in Table 11. The standard deviation of two
high resolution surveys is compared to the standard deviation of the errors between
these same high resolution surveys and their NAMAD counterparts. It appears there
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is less information to capture in the error maps than in the maps themselves, so these
error maps are what we will actually try to model.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Chapter 6.1 we char-
acterize the errors in existing magnetic anomaly maps. In Chapter 6.2 we present
a GPR model which uses the sum of two anisotropic squared-exponential covariance
functions to correct errors in existing magnetic anomaly maps, and discuss the sig-
nificance of the model’s hyper-parameters. In Chapter 6.3 we discuss the selection
of GPR hyper-parameters. In Chapter 6.4 we discuss the challenges of mapping in 3
dimensions and present line-filters for upward and downward continuation. Chapter
6.5 presents the results of using a small series of flight lines to correct errors in the
NAMAD over two areas in which we also have high resolution surveys as truth data.
Chapter 6.6 discusses the practical issues of implementing a self-building world mag-
netic anomaly model. Finally, Chapter 6.7 shows an example of how a cross-country
navigation flight can obtain a more accurate navigation solution using only a small
number of flight lines and the GPR method.
6.1 Characterizing Errors in Existing Magnetic Anomaly Maps
The first step to fitting a Gaussian process regression model to the NAMAD error
is to understand the types of errors present in the NAMAD, and any other large
compilation type magnetic anomaly map. Interestingly, sensor accuracy is one of the
smallest contributors of error in the NAMAD map. Most of the magnetic surveys
in the NAMAD were created after 1960 [3]. Before 1960, flux-gate magnetometers
were primarily used for magnetic surveys. These instruments were indeed much less
accurate than current magnetometers. However, starting in 1960 proton precession
magnetometers started being used for aero-magnetic surveys and were soon replaced
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Table 11. Information Comparison for True High Resolution Maps and Errors Between
High Resolution Maps and NAMAD
STD (nT)
Virginia High Resolution Survey 106.9
Error between HiRes VA map and NAMAD 88.4
Texas High Resolution Survey 121.58
Error between HiRes TX Map and NAMAD 3.2
by cesium vapor magnetometers [27]. Both proton precession and cesium vapor mag-
netometers have absolute errors which are trivial compared to the other errors sources
in older magnetic anomaly maps.
The most dominant error in old magnetic anomaly maps is likely poor geo-location.
Before the GPS came online, aero-magnetic survey data were geo-located using crude
navigation methods. While the magnetic measurements themselves may have been
very accurate, they could be geo-located with errors on the order of a kilometer. It
is easy to see that these types of errors are likely to be spatially correlated. This is
advantageous because GPR models use spatial correlation to help predict values at
locations without observations. The other main type of error seen in the NAMAD
is caused by under sampling, as described in Chapter 2. The NAMAD map exists
at 300 meters above ground level (AGL) but many of the surveys used line spacings
far greater than 300 meters, sometimes up to 5 kilometers or more [3]. This means
there will be many errors in the NAMAD maps which have spatial-correlations ap-
proximately equal to the map altitude. This also indicates that when flying at higher
altitudes, for example 5 kilometers, these type of errors will be mostly filtered out.
At 5 kilometers altitude the original under sampled surveys become fully sampled.
This indicates correcting errors in the NAMAD will be far easier at high altitudes,
where under-sampling errors are not present
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There are two other common errors sources in the NAMAD. Because the NAMAD
is a compilation map made from many smaller maps, there isnt any way to capture
long-wavelength crustal sources. Furthermore, these individual surveys were often
adjusted to some arbitrary constant level. These type of errors will clearly have large
spatial correlations, which means they will be relatively easy to correct. There are
many remaining types of errors in the NAMAD map, but these errors are likely far
outweighed by the poor geolocation and under sampling which is present in the map.
Some of these errors include poor aircraft compensation, poor removal of diurnal
variations, and hand-contouring of magnetic anomaly data from very old maps.
6.2 Gaussian Process Regression Models
We choose to use a Gaussian process regression model for the implementation of
a self-building world magnetic anomaly model. Gaussian processes are a family of
statistical distributions which extend multivariate Gaussian distributions to infinite
dimensionality. A set of N observations, in this case a set of N measurements along
multiple flight lines, can be thought of as a single draw from a N -variate Gaussian
distribution. Formally, the Gaussian process can be described as a distribution over
functions such that
f(x) ∼ GP (µ(x), K(x,x′)) (105)
where the Gaussian process is defined by a mean function µ(x) and by its covariance
function K(x,x′). The variables x and x′ are used to denote different observations,
which are also two different dimensions of the N -variate Gaussian distribution, and
therefore have a correlation described by K. Gaussian processes are well suited to
modeling spatially correlated measurements, because each of the N observations is
related to each other through the covariance matrix K(x,x′). Often Gaussian pro-
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cesses are assumed to be zero mean to simplify calculations. In this case, the Gaussian
process is fully defined by its covariance matrix K. Different choices of the covari-
ance matrix K can be used to model vastly different types of problems. As stated
previously, we wish to take advantage of the guaranteed infinite differentiability (i.e.,
smoothness) of a magnetic anomaly field and therefore use the squared exponential
covariance function
K(x,x′) = σ2f exp
[
− |x− x′|22
2l2
]
, (106)
where:
σf is the expected amplitude of the signal
x is a single pair of points, [x1, x2]
′, which could be the North and East directions in
a local navigation frame
x′ is a second pair of points
|x− x′|2 denotes the L2 norm, or Euclidian distance between two points
l is the length scale parameter which captures the effects of the correlation distance
There are several important properties of the standard squared exponential function.
The first property, already mentioned, is its smoothness. The second is the fact that
it is isotropic. This means that the covariance depends only on the distance between
points, not on the direction. On a two dimensional contour map, this indicates the
covariance function would look like a circle. We wish to modify the covariance func-
tion so that the north and east directions on our map can have different correlation
lengths. We can write the squared exponential in its anisotropic form as
K(x,xT) = σ2fexp
[
−
(
(x1 − xT1 )2
2l21
+
(x2 − xT2 )2
2l22
)]
, (107)
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where:
x = [x1, x2]
T and xT =
[
xT1 , x
T
2
]T
l1 is the x1 length scale parameter (i.e., north direction)
l2 is the x2 length scale parameter (i.e., east direction)
σf is the square root of the variance parameter
Covariance functions may be added together to capture additional behavior of a
modeled process. We know from the analysis of errors in magnetic anomaly maps
that we would expect two major correlation lengths in the data. The first would cap-
ture the effects of having an under sampled map, and would be approximately equal
to the altitude above terrain. The second would capture the long wavelength, poor
geo-location, or constant bias type errors expected in the NAMAD maps. We there-
fore make our final covariance function equal to the sum of two anisotropic squared
exponential functions. Additionally, with a slight abuse of notation for brevity, we
add an additional noise source to capture our measurement uncertainty and stabilize
the covariance function:
K(x,xT) = K1(x,x
T) +K2(x,x
T) + σ2nδ(x, x
T ), (108)
where K1 and K2 are equal to Equation 107 with different σ and length scale param-
eters.
Once a covariance function is chosen, the next step is determining the hyper-
parameters of the Gaussian process. The covariance function we have chosen has 6
hyper-parameters consisting of anisotropic squared exponential functions each with
a sigma parameter and two length scale parameters. The calculation of these hyper-
parameters will be discussed in the following section. We now describe how to actually
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perform the regression given a set of N observations. We wish to predict the mag-
netic anomaly map value at a location x∗. We begin by forming two matrices which
calculate the covariance between all sets of observations, x, and between all predic-
tion points x∗. The matrix K computes the covariance between all combinations of
observations and is given by
K =

k(x1,x1) k(x1,x2) · · · k(x1,xN)
k(x2,x1) k(x2,x2) · · · k(21,xN)
· · · · · · . . . ...
k(xN,x1) k(xN,x2) · · · k(xN,xN)

. (109)
The next matrix, K∗ computes the covariance between each observation and the
prediction point x∗:
K∗ =
[
k(x∗,x1) k(x∗,x2) · · · k(x∗,xN)
]
. (110)
Finally, the scalar K∗∗ is given by
K∗∗ = k(x∗,x∗) = σ2f1 + σ
2
f2 + σ
2
n. (111)
With GPR we seek to determine the conditional probability of observing any y∗ at
location x∗ given the observations y located at x. It can be shown [51] that this
conditional probability is given by
y∗|y ∼ N
(
K∗K−1y,K∗∗ −K∗K−1KT∗
)
. (112)
Since the above distribution is a Gaussian we can directly read off the mean and
covariance of the estimate y∗ as
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y∗ = K∗K
−1y, (113)
var(y∗) = K∗∗ −K∗K−1KT∗ . (114)
6.3 Determining GPR Hyer-parameters
Accurate determination of GPR hyper-parameters is essential to obtaining a useful
prediction. The response of a given covariance function can lead to very different
results with different hyper-parameters. As shown in [51], Bayes theorem tells us
that the hyper-parameters θ can be estimated by maximizing log p(y|x,θ) given by
log p(y|x,θ) = −1
2
yTK−1y − 1
2
log |K| − n
2
log 2pi. (115)
The maximization of the log likelihood equation above can be found using common
conjugate-gradient methods. It does not take many flight lines to solve for useful
hyper-parameters. We used a series of five common flight lines over high resolution
aero-magnetic surveys in Virginia and Texas to estimate the hyper-parameters for
each region. These high resolution surveys were treated as “truth” for our simulations,
and could only be measured along flight lines. Recall our observations are actually
the errors in the NAMAD map. We compute these errors, or residuals, by simply
differencing our measurements along the flight lines with the predicted measurements
from the NAMAD map. The two chosen high-resolution surveys reflect very different
errors in the NAMAD map. The Virginia survey was conducted at an altitude of 300
meters. The NAMAD map in this area is under sampled at 300 meters altitude and
consequently the residuals contain high frequency errors. This indicates we should
have a length scale parameter approximately equal to the altitude. There are likely
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Figure 85. Texas Regional Magnetic Anomaly Map at 900 meters altitude
also long wavelength errors, so there should also be a mid to long range length scale
parameter. The high resolution survey in Texas was conducted at 900 meters altitude.
The NAMAD map, when upward continued to 900 meters is not under sampled. The
dominant errors in the Texas residuals are likely long wavelength errors due to poor
geo-location. We do not expect a short length-scale parameter to be estimated for
the Texas map. The hyper-parameters that are estimated from each of these flights
should be very different, and reflect the discussed spatial correlations. Fig. 85 shows
the true high resolution Texas survey as well as the error in the NAMAD map.
Fig. 86–87 show mesh versions of the Virginia high resolution survey and NAMAD
map, respectively. It is clear that the Virginia NAMAD map is missing many of the
high frequency components in the high resolution survey, and is therefore very under
sampled. The lines on the maps denote the flight lines along which observations were
collected, and are the only information about the true field that are used to estimate
the hyper-parameters. Fig. 88 shows the covariance functions evaluated with the
calculated hyper-parameters for the Virginia survey. It is clear that the search for
optimal hyper-parameters found two distinct length scales for each of the squared
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Figure 86. Virginia Regional Magnetic Anomaly Map at 300 meters altitude
Figure 87. NAMAD Region of Virginia Survey at 300 meters altitude
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Figure 88. Calculated Covariance Function for the VA Survey Area
exponential functions, just as expected. This is due to the high frequency errors
from under sampling which are in the NAMAD map. The shape of the covariance
function is circular for both the short length-scale and long length-scale portions of
the function. This indicates the spatial correlation in one direction was not much
greater than the other direction. Fig. 89 shows the covariance function calculated
for the Texas survey. This function clearly has only one squared exponential term.
Unlike the Virginia function, however, this covariance function detected more spatial
correlation in one direction than the other, leading to an elliptical shaped covariance
function. As demonstrated with these two distinct covariance functions, the chosen
GPR model shows remarkable ability to structure its own model to match the data
being observed.
6.4 Upward and Downward Continuation
So far we have only considered the two dimensional case for the chosen GPR
model. It may seem obvious to extend the two dimensional covariance function into
three dimensions. This is certainly possible, but a better method exists. The process
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Figure 89. Calculated Covariance Function for the TX Survey Area
Table 12. Gaussian Hyper-Parameters Calculated From Observations Along 5 Flight
Lines
Hyper-Parameter Virginia Value Texas Value
σf1 69.2 nT 0 nT
L11 140 m -
L21 125 m -
σf2 72.2 nT 3 nT
L11 5 km 5.72 km
L21 5 km 3.45 km
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of upward and downward continuing magnetic anomaly data is a well understood
concept in geological studies. For upward continuation, under strict enough condi-
tions, there is an exact analytical solution to the magnetic anomaly field at higher
altitudes. These conditions include knowledge of the horizontal field on an infinite
two dimensional plane as well as the requirement that all magnetic sources are located
below the plane (See Chapter 2 for more details). While these conditions obviously
are not met in practice, accurate upward continuation of magnetic anomaly data is
still possible, and is routinely implemented in geological studies. As shown in [10],
the process of upward and downward continuing magnetic anomaly data can be im-
plemented as a simple filtering operation in the Fourier domain. Upward continuation
attenuates high frequencies while leaving low frequencies unchanged while downward
continuation does the reverse, increasing high frequency and leaving low frequencies
unchanged. The accuracy of these filtering operations relates back to the initial as-
sumptions required for upward continuation. Because we do not have an infinite two
dimensional map, our solution will never be perfect. A reasonable approximation
can be obtained, however, and will likely be more accurate than simply using spatial
correlations, as the GPR model uses. The two dimensional filtering operation which
implements upward and downward continuation can also be applied as a line filter.
The upward continuation line filter is given as
F{Lh+∆h} = F{Lh}e−|k|∆h, (116)
and the downward continuation line filter is given as
F{Lh+∆h} = F{Lh}e|k|∆h, (117)
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Figure 90. Upward Continuation Transform at Several Altitudes
where
L denotes magnetic measurements along a flight line
h and ∆h denote altitude and change in altitude
F{} denotes a Fourier transform
k denotes the wavenumber
Fig. 90 and Fig. 91 shows the Fourier domain response of these two filters for a
10 kilometer long flight line with sample spacing equal to 100 meters at several al-
titudes. It is clear that for upward continuation the decaying exponential simply
decays steeper and steeper in a bounded fashion. For downward continuation, how-
ever, the filter is an increasing exponential and grows without bound. This leads
to serious stability issues with downward continuation. Any noise in a flight line
being downward continued will soon begin to completely dominate all other frequen-
cies, and the computed signal at a lower altitude will be completely irrelevant. One
method to address these stability issues is to low-pass filter the data as well, to stop
the noise from blowing up the downward continued signal. This involves a trade-off;
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Figure 91. Downward Continuation Transform at Several Altitudes
however, as applying too much low pass filtering will give a stable, but completely
incorrect solution. The process of selecting the low-pass filter type and cutoff is dis-
cussed extensively in geological studies. We used a classical method called Tikhonov
regularization [64]. The Tikhonov regularization form of the downward continuation
transform is
F{Lh+∆h} = F{Lh} e
|k|∆h
1 + αk2e−k∆h
, (118)
where the new parameter α is the regularization parameter. This parameter provides
the tradeoff between low pass filtering and downward continuation. To determine
the α parameter we used the L-curve approach as described in [64]. The L-curve
approach involves actually performing the full downward continuation on the signal
multiple times over a geometric sequence of alpha values. The sequence of alpha
values should span a large range and have a common ratio of 1.1 [49]. The L∞ norm
of the difference between successive downward continuations (in the spatial domain)
gives a characteristic curve when plotted verse α as shown in Fig. 92. The optimal α
value lies on a local minimum of this curve, and can be found by calculating the point
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Figure 92. Calculation of α Parameter for Downward Continuation
of max curvature on the curve. The top plot of Fig. 93 shows the Tikhonov regular-
ization downward continuation transform as well as the unregularized transform for
a 200 meter downward continuation. The bottom plot shows the two corresponding
downward continued solutions for a random flight line, as well as the original flight
line. The instabilities without using Tikhonov regularization are clear in the plot.
It is important to point out that there are inherent inaccuracies in using both the
upward and downward continuation transforms. We use them because they provide
a better estimate of the signal at varying altitudes than extending the GPR model to
3 dimensions would provide, as the GPR just uses spatial correlations. It seems that
simply using spatial correlations would not be able to predict the increased frequency
content at lower altitudes. In Section VII we discuss how to handle the practical
limitations of these transforms.
6.5 Results
To simulate the process of a self-building world model we used two main sets of
real data. The first was a high resolution survey over Louisa, Virginia at 300 meters
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Figure 93. Comparison of Stabilized and Unstabilized Downward Continuation
altitude. The second data set was a high resolution survey over Texas. For each of
these data sets we also created additional maps by taking a subset of the NAMAD
over the respective survey areas. Recall that we are actually modeling the error in
the NAMAD, not the total field. The NAMAD map was upward continued for the
Texas survey to bring it to a common altitude. The NAMAD and Virginia surveys
were already at similar altitudes. The starting error of the two map tiles is simply the
difference between the true map and the NAMAD map. We wish to use a small set
of flight lines to correct this error. The predicted map is the NAMAD map plus the
predicted NAMAD error, as calculated by the GPR. As a performance metric we used
the mean and standard deviation of the errors between the true and predicted maps.
We used a common set of five and then ten flight lines over the Virginia and Texas
survey areas and measured the performance of the GPR. Fig. 94 shows the absolute
value of the original error in the NAMAD and the error after the GPR model is applied
on five random flight lines over the Texas survey area. Fig. 95 shows the same plot
for ten random flight lines. A large improvement is clearly obtained with just these
few flight lines. This is due to the fact that there were few high frequency errors
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Table 13. Results of Gaussian Process Regression Modeling on 5 and 10 Flight Lines
Over Texas and Virginia Regions
Mean (nT) Standard Deviation (nT)
TX Starting NAMAD Error 1.40 3.28
TX 5 Flight Lines -0.33 1.28
Tx 10 Flight Lines 0.04 0.60
VA Starting NAMAD Error 122.24 88.44
VA 5 Flight Lines 0.73 87.01
VA 10 Flight Lines -4.45 78.14
Figure 94. Original Absolute Value of Error in Texas NAMAD Map and Error After
GPR From 5 Flight Lines
in the Texas NAMAD map, and therefore the errors had longer spatial correlations.
Fig. 96 shows the absolute value of the original error in the NAMAD and the error
after the GPR is applied on five random flight lines over the Virginia survey area.
Fig. 97 shows the same plots after ten flight lines. It is clear that the performance
improvement in this case is smaller. This is due to the high frequency errors in the
Virginia map that exist due to the under sampling of the NAMAD map.
The means and standard deviations of these results are shown in Table 13. It is
clear that the GPR for the Texas map worked very well. The Virginia map shows
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Figure 95. Original Absolute Value of Error in Texas NAMAD Map and Error After
GPR From 10 Flight Lines
less improvement, but the mean of the map is immediately corrected with a few
flight lines, fixing the long wave-length errors that exist in the NAMAD map. It
is clear the GPR is not able to substantially decrease the standard deviation of the
Virginia map. This is not surprising—fundamentally these are high frequency errors
and the only way to detect them is to have observations in the area. Fortunately
this problem would not arise very much in practice. The Virginia map is very low
with an altitude of 300 meters AGL. Most aircraft obviously fly much higher than
this, where errors are likely to be spatially correlated to a much greater extent. It is
worth mentioning again that an under sampled map at a low altitude becomes fully
sampled after a sufficient increase in altitude. Fig. 98 shows the predicted standard
deviation of the Texas map using the ten random flight lines. The black planes in the
figure show the initial uncertainty estimate, which is calculated from the Gaussian
process hyper-parameters. The pinched in areas of the mesh plot reveal where the
flight lines were located. Due to the high spatial correlation in the Texas NAMAD
error, the variance over the entire map area is much smaller than the initial estimated
uncertainty. Finally, Fig. 99 evaluates the performance of the GPR by comparing the
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Figure 96. Original Absolute Value of Error in Virginia NAMAD Map and Error After
GPR From 5 Flight Lines
error in a rectangular flight path over the Texas map before and after the ten flight
line GPR. It is clear that not only is the error greatly reduced from just ten random
flights over a 1000 square kilometer area, but the GPR also “knows” how accurate
the map is, and increases the variance at the beginning and end of the flight path,
which happened to be long distances from any of the previous observations.
6.6 Practical Implementation of the Self-Building World Model
The examples we have demonstrated so far consist of correcting the errors in
a limited region of the NAMAD. In practice the corrections that are made to the
NAMAD will always need to be applied to subsets of the full map. GPR has a
complexity of O(N3), where N is the number of observations being input to the
GPR. It would not be feasible to apply the GPR to the entire map at once. These
map tiles can actually be made quite large with the addition of an extra step during
the data collection process. We know that we only have to sample a magnetic anomaly
field at a horizontal distance equal to its height to fully sample the field. If we throw
out oversampled data points we can apply GPR to fairly large tiles. Consider a
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Figure 97. Original Absolute Value of Error in Virginia NAMAD Map and Error After
GPR From 10 Flight Lines
Figure 98. Standard Deviation of GPR Map Prediction
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Figure 99. Validity of GPR Map Prediction Over Rectangular Flight Path
map being constructed at 1 kilometer altitude as a 100 × 100 kilometer grid with
1 kilometer grid spacing. 100 random flights through this map tile would consist
of roughly 100 × 100 = 10, 000 observations when limiting the observations to a
single measurement per square kilometer. Solving this GPR would require inverting
a 10, 000×10, 000 matrix, an operation which takes only several seconds on a modern
computer. Another approach to limit computational complexity would be to perform
a “bootstrapping” approach. Once a given map tile has reached approximately 10,000
observations, or whatever computational limit applies, the result of the GPR may be
used to define a new predicted map, replacing the role of the NAMAD map. Further
observations would then attempt to correct errors in this new map. The downside of
this approach is the loss of optimal behavior for a GPR model and the difficulty of
interpreting the variance of this new map. Table 14 shows a performance comparison
of a bootstrapping approach to the previously given Texas results. For this specific
example, the bootstrapping approach works surprisingly well, although further study
would be required to evaluate its performance in general, as it is certainly not optimal
in any way.
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Table 14. Comparison of Bootstrapping and Standard GPR Approaches
STD (nT) Computation Time (sec)
TX GPR 10 Flights at Once 0.60 171
TX GPR 2x5 Flights 0.70 43
TX GPR 10x1 Flights 0.77 15
To make the presented approach “self-building”, a fair amount of work would need
to be completed to initially process the data. As stated previously, at a minimum the
NAMAD map must be split into tiles, and software would need to correctly discard
data points based on altitude to avoid causing excessive computation time. Each time
a tile receives a new flight line the NAMAD error can be recomputed. Computation
time in this case isn’t terribly important because this would be an oﬄine process. The
map would likely not update itself on the fly, because this would require all partic-
ipating aircraft to be sharing information, which isn’t reasonable. Additionally, the
NAMAD map must be upward continued to a level altitude. This is perfectly feasible
but would likely require the assistance of the scientists who created the map in the
first place. When the NAMAD map claims to be 300 meters above terrain, this is a
general statement. The map is likely defined on a somewhat arbitrary surface which
is draped over the terrain. To upward continue the NAMAD map to level altitude
knowledge of this specific drape surface is required.
The final practical consideration for real implementation of such a system is a deci-
sion on what level or levels to calculate the map. As stated previously, we can upward
and downward continue data, but this process is error prone. Upward continuation is
far more accurate than downward continuation. In practice, computing the map at
several altitudes is likely the best approach. Fig. 100 illustrates this layered approach.
Assume three map layers exist, one at 500 meters, one at 1 kilometer, and one at 10
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kilometers. This corresponds to four zones: below 500 meters, between 500 meters
and 1 kilometer, between 1 kilometer and 10 kilometers, and above 10 kilometers. A
given flight through any of these zones can always be upward continued to the level
directly above it. Upward continuing multiple levels could work, but accuracy would
decrease. In a parallel operation, if (and only if) the aircraft is within a prescribed
vertical height of a layer below it, the flight line can be downward continued to this
map. This is due to the large stability issues encountered with downward continua-
tion. Large downward continuations could potentially introduce huge errors in a map
tile. At this point the multiple map tiles can be used to compute a new map tile
at any altitude with a simple Fourier domain grid filter, called interval continuation,
as described in [27]. Using two map tiles for an upward or downward continuation
adds additional constraints that can greatly improve the accuracy of these operations.
This interval continuation filter is given in matrix notation as
F{Mz} = 1
q
 e+(z−H)k − e−(z−H)k
e−zk − e+zk1

T  F{M0}
F{MH}
 , (119)
q = e−Hk − e+Hk, (120)
where:
z is the altitude above the lower grid
F{Mz} if the Fourier transform of the grid at altitude z
F{M0} if the Fourier transform of the lower altitude grid z
H is the height between the upper and lower grids
F{MH} if the Fourier transform of the higher altitude grid
k is equal to the grid wavenumber k =
√
k2x + k
2
y
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Figure 100. Multiple Map Layers Illustration
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6.7 Navigation Simulation Using GPR
We now wish to test the previously developed GPR method in a full navigation
simulation. In this simulation, navigation accuracy will be examined over mapped
areas which have been sparsely surveyed—the maps are surveyed on a grid but this
grid is very under-sampled. These simulations are not attempting to show the effect
of completely random flight lines in a self-building world model. Instead, they aim
to show the effect which minimal surveying has on the accuracy of a navigation
filter. There are several important goals of this simulation. The first is to develop
a method to incorporate map covariance into the previously developed navigation
filter. The second is to examine the relationship between navigation accuracy and
the number of corrective survey lines through a mapped area. Finally, we wish to
predict realistic navigation performances over a magnetic anomaly map which has
had minimal corrections from a sparse survey.
Incorporating Map Covariance.
The first design decision that must be made when incorporating a GPR-derived
map into the previously designed navigation system is how to incorporate the map
covariance into the navigation filter. We propose including the map covariance into
the filter measurement covariance matrix R. This indicates that as our aircraft moves
about the map, the measurement covariance will be changing with respect to location.
The exact location of the aircraft is not known, however, so a simple covariance lookup
based on location will not suffice. Instead, we propose to make each individual particle
have its own measurement covariance based upon its hypothesized location. In this
way there is never an “incorrect” measurement covariance—even if a particle is in
the wrong location, its covariance is still accurate because it is the covariance of the
particle’s assumed location. To understand why this works consider, the following
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four cases.
1. Large Particle Position Error, Large Particle Covariance: The particle will either
be down-weighted with respect to other particles or share a similar weight
2. Large Particle Position Error, Small Particle Covariance: The particle will
be down-weighted with respect to other particles, possibly eliminated via re-
sampling
3. Small Particle Position Error, Large Particle Covariance: The particle will either
be weighted highwith respect to other particles or share a similar weight
4. Small Particle Position Error, Small Particle Covariance: The particle will be
weighted high with respect to other particles
To further illustrate this idea of particle covariance weighting, consider the one-
dimensional case shown in Fig. 101. Several hundred particles are placed along the
x axis, denoted by blue circles. The solid red line shows the true map value with
respect to position along the x axis. The solid blue line shows the map’s covariance
with respect to position along the x axis. The green line denotes a single measurement.
The red circles denote the calculated particle weight at each location. From Fig. 101,
it is clear that some particles are heavily down-weighted. These particles coincide
with areas of the map with large measurement errors. However, not all particles
with large measurement errors are down-weighted. Areas of the map with large map
uncertainty can still be weighted equal to even the true location particle because we
cannot trust the map at certain locations. In this way the filter acts pessimistically,
only killing off particles which have a relative large measurement error and a small
map covariance.
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Figure 101. One-Dimensional Particle Weighting Using Map-Based Covariances
Simulation Setup.
Using the previously described method to incorporate map covariance into the
navigation filter, we designed several navigation simulations to test the GPR method.
We used the data from the cross-country test flight as the basis for the simulation.
The flight flew from Virginia to Iowa at an altitude of approximately 3000 meters
ASL. The map we used was the NAMAD. In these simulations we assumed NAMAD
was truth, and then further corrupted the map with known errors. Fig. 102 shows
the overall simulation setup, with the red line denoting the airplane flight path over
the NAMAD map. The black lines denote sparse flight line corrections that were
made to the NAMAD map at grid spacing of 100 kilometers. As explained shortly,
the NAMAD map is corrupted with errors and these errors can then be measured
along these flight lines. The flight lines are considered sparse because they are not
sufficient to fully sample the magnetic field.
The first goal of these navigation simulations was to test how grid spacing for these
sparse flight lines affected navigation accuracy. To test grid spacing, several scenarios
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Figure 102. Self Building World Model Navigation Simulation Setup
were created. The first scenario, shown in Fig. 103, shows a flight line spacing of
100 kilometers. To allow the filter time to get an adequate fix, we want the flight
line corrections to have a sufficient width. The width of the flight lines in Fig. 103
is 10 kilometers. This indicates that when performing an actual survey, several flight
lines next to each other may be needed to achieve the specified width—10 kilometers
in this case. Based on the magnetic field sampling discussion in Chapter 2, for the
10 kilometer line width this may be a single flight line at 10 kilometers altitude,
or two flight lines at five kilometers altitude. Note that this is simulating sparse,
but intentional, surveying of the magnetic field. In a truly “self-building” model,
where no intentional surveying is done, the effective width of the flight lines would
be approximately equal to the altitude at which they were flown. Fig. 104 shows an
increased grid spacing of 200 kilometers.
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Figure 103. Sparse Flight Line Spacing: 100 km Line Spacing 10 km Line Width
Figure 104. Sparse Flight Line Spacing: 200 km Line Spacing 10 km Line Width
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Figure 105. Simple Binary Covariance Method (No GPR)
Line Spacing Trade Space Study.
Before we evaluate the GPR model, we wish to test a simpler method in order to
conduct a large trade-space study over grid spacing and line width. For this trade-
space study we develop what we call the binary map correction method. In this case,
map corrections are only made inside the width of flight lines and the map covariance
is simply “large” or “small” depending on if it is over a flight line or not. Fig. 105
shows an example covariance map for this simple binary covariance method. As can
be seen in the figure, most of the time the map covariance has a large and constant
value, but over the flight lines the covariance clamps down to a much smaller value.
Fig. 106 shows a zoomed in view of the map errors used to corrupt the NAMAD
model. As can be seen in the figure, areas over a flight line have no errors because these
errors are assumed to have been corrected. Fig. 107 shows an example run for the
filter computed horizontal standard deviation. The green shading in the figure shows
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Figure 106. Flight Line Masked Map Errors
areas in which the aircraft flew over a flight line. The filter error clearly decreases
sharply when flying over flight line corrections. Between flight line corrections the
filter’s drift is dominated by the drift of the INS.
Using the binary covariance method, a trade space study was performed over the
grid spacing and line width parameters which could be used to sparsely sample a
map. Table 15 shows the results of this trade space study. The overall trends are
obvious and expected—smaller line spacing and larger line width both lead to better
navigation accuracy. We have highlighted two cells of Table 15 to show the two sets
of parameters in which we will test the GPR method. These highlighted cells have
line spacings of 100 kilometers and 200 kilometers at a line width of 10 kilometers. At
10 kilometers altitude, this type of survey would take 10–20 times fewer flight lines
to complete than a survey which fully sampled the map. Interestingly, the navigation
accuracy does not decrease as much as one might expect. At a line spacing of 100
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Figure 107. Horizontal Errors Using Binary Method
Table 15. Line Spacing and Line Width Navigation Accuracy Tradespace
Line Width 5 km 10 km 25 km 50 km
25 km Line Spacing 66 m 60 m - -
50 km Line Spacing 80 m 80 m 57 m -
100 km Line Spacing 148 m 112 m 81 m 55 m
200 km Line Spacing 286 m 256 m 172 m 145 m
kilometers the navigation accuracy was 112 meters DRMS and at 200 kilometers line
spacing the navigation accuracy was 256 meters DRMS.
Full GPR Simulation.
We next tested a full GPR navigation simulation. These simulations consisted
of four main steps. The first was to generate map errors. We tried generating both
long wavelength and short wavelength map errors. These map errors were created by
applying the upward continuing filter described in Chapter 2 to two-dimensional white
noise. The extent of the upward continuation determined the lengths of the spatial
correlations of the map errors. Fig. 108 shows both a long and short wavelength error
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map. Recall that the GPR method will attempt to model this error map, not the
actual magnetic field.
The second step of the simulation consisted of generating regional GPR models.
Recall that we use the observations themselves to determine the hyper-parameters of
the Gaussian process covariance function. The covariance function we have chosen
has six hyper-parameters consisting of anisotropic squared exponential functions each
with a sigma parameter and two length scale parameters. The GPR covariance func-
tion describes how the observations from the survey are correlated with each other,
and is useful for interpolating outside of the flight lines. We do not want to solve
for a single GPR covariance function because the GPR covariance length scales and
sigma parameter are likely different in different regions. It is best to have regional
GPR models based on the observations within that region. For our simulation, we
created a grid of GPR models over the area the aircraft flew. Fig. 109 shows the
covariance function which was solved for at various locations within the grid. When
interpolating outside of a flight line, it is most beneficial to use the GPR model which
is closest to the location at which the data is to be interpolated.
The third step of the simulation consisted of using the GPR model to compute a
corrected NAMAD map as well as to compute a map covariance. The GPR models
shown in Fig. 109 were used to generate the covariance map shown in Fig. 110. The
corrected map and covariance are generated by simply evaluating the GPR model at
the map location, using the closest GPR model. Fig. 111 and 112 show the errors in
both the GPR-corrected NAMAD map as well as the uncorrected NAMAD map for
both the short and long wavelength errors.
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Figure 108. Comparison of Long and Short Wavelength Map Errors
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Figure 109. Grid of Regional GPR Models
Figure 110. GPR Calculated Map Covariance
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Figure 111. GPR Corrected Map Values and STD Along Flight Line (Short Wavelength
Errors)
Figure 112. GPR Corrected Map Values and STD Along Flight Line (Long Wavelength
Error)
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Table 16. Comparison of Corrective Ability of GPR Method for Short and Long Wave-
length Map Errors
Mean Standard Deviation
Map Error: Short Wavelength 2.6 nT 20.6 nT
GPR Corrected Map Error: Short Wavelength 0.6 nT 15.1 nT
Map Error: Long Wavelength -1.7 nT 52.7 nT
GPR Corrected Map Error: Long Wavelength 1.7 nT 15.3 nT
It is clear that the GPR method has a more apparent benefit when the map errors
have long spatial wavelengths. This is fairly intuitive—large spatial correlations in
the map error will allow interpolations outside the flight lines to be more accurate
than when the map error has short spatial correlations. Table 16 shows how well the
GPR method was able to correct the NAMAD map with both the short correlation
map errors as well as the long correlation map errors. As expected, it is clear that
there is a much larger potential correction to the map when the spatial correlations
are large. It is interesting to note that for very short spatial correlations, the GPR
method effectively collapses down to the simple binary method presented previously,
in which map corrections only exist directly on flight lines. When outside of a flight
line the covariance is very large, and no map corrections are possible.
The final step in the simulation is to use the corrected NAMAD map as well as
the associated covariance map within the previously discussed navigation filter. Note
that each of the three previous steps can be completed oﬄine before a flight. The
GPR calculations do not directly interact with the navigation filter at all; they simply
provide a corrected NAMAD map as well as a covariance map. The first scenario we
tested assumed a 100 kilometer grid spacing survey was conducted which could be
used to correct errors in the NAMAD. The flight line width from this survey was
10 kilometers. Again, this indicates that a single line on the grid could actually be
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Table 17. Navigation Results for 100 km Line Spacing and 10 km Line Width Map
Corrections (Short Wavelength Errors)
Scenario: 100x10 DRMS Error
Uncorrupted Map (Base Case) 47 m
INS Only 5400 m
Corrupted Map with No Flight Line Corrections 445 m
Corrupted Map with Binary Method Flight Line Corrections 106 m
Corrupted Map with GPR Method Flight Line Corrections 96 m
several lines depending on altitude. The simulation altitude used was 1 kilometers
so each line on the grid would actually represent ten flight lines to achieve the flight
line width of 10 kilometers. The first scenario also corrupted the NAMAD map with
short wavelength errors. Table 17 shows the DRMS accuracies for the first scenario.
DRMS accuracy is given for five cases. The first is the base case. This case runs
the filter with no map errors at all. This is used to show the navigation potential
for a perfect map, assuming 1 nano-Tesla level measurement errors. The second
case shows the navigation accuracy for the unaided INS. The third case shows the
navigation accuracy when the map is corrupted with errors and no map corrections.
A large constant measurement uncertainty is needed in this case to ensure the filter
does not diverge. This shows that even though the map is corrupted, it still has
potential to correct the drift of the INS. The fourth case shows the binary method
for correcting the NAMAD map. Again, this method corrects the NAMAD map only
within the width of the flight lines. It also uses either a very large covariance outside
the flight lines or a very small covariance when inside the flight line width. Each
particle is weighted according to this binary covariance. Finally, the fifth case shows
the full GPR method results. This case uses the GPR corrected NAMAD map as
well as the computed covariance map.
For the short wavelength errors it is clear there is not a large difference between
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Table 18. Navigation Results for 100 km Line Spacing and 10 km Line Width Map
Corrections (Long Wavelength Errors)
Scenario: 100x10 DRMS Error
Uncorrupted Map (Base Case) 47 m
INS Only 5400 m
Corrupted Map with No Flight Line Corrections 717 m
Corrupted Map with Binary Method Flight Line Corrections 135 m
Corrupted Map with GPR Method Flight Line Corrections 106 m
the binary method and the GPR method. This is expected as the GPR method can-
not interpolate outside of the flight lines very well. There is still a small improvement,
however. This is likely due more to the accurate covariance map than the corrected
map itself. Even with short wavelength errors on a map surveyed at 100 kilometers
line spacing, sub 100 meter DRMS errors were achieved. Sampling a map at 100 kilo-
meters line spacing is far more realistic than sampling the same map at 1 kilometer
line spacing and the sub 100 meter performance shows promise for navigating with
sparse map corrections.
The second scenario used the same 100 kilometer grid spacing and 10 kilometer
line width, but corrupted the map with long spatial correlation errors instead of short
correlation errors. For the long wavelength errors it is clear the GPR method out-
performed the binary method. This was the expected result for the long wavelength
errors. The GPR method was able to make corrections not only inside the width of
the flight lines, but also well outside of the flight lines through the GPR interpola-
tion. The overall accuracy of this scenario is close to the previous scenario. While
the errors are easier to model in this case, the un-modeled errors in the short wave-
length scenario looked far more “white” and therefore did not have as great of an
effect on the navigation solution as the long wavelength errors. With 100 kilometer
grid spacing this scenario still achieved approximately 100 meters DRMS errors while
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Figure 113. East Navigation Error Using GPR Method
utilizing only a small number of flight lines over the survey area. The east and north
errors for scenario two are shown in Fig. 113–114. It is clear that the errors are cor-
rected not only inside the actual flight lines but also before and after the flight lines
as well. This is due to the GPR model accurately interpolating outside of the flight
lines. Finally, Fig. 115 shows the average particle residuals and the average particle
one sigma standard deviation throughout the flight. The calculated particle residuals
appropriately fall inside of the particle standard deviation lines throughout the flight,
indicating stable filter behavior and showing the particle covariance method working
as expected.
The third scenario used 200 kilometer grid spacing with a 10 kilometer line width.
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Figure 114. North Navigation Error Using GPR Method
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Figure 115. Measurement Residuals Using GPR-Derived Particle Covariances
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Table 19. Navigation Results for 200 km Line Spacing and 10 km Line Width Map
Corrections (Long Wavelength Errors)
Scenario: 200x10 DRMS Error
Uncorrupted Map (Base Case) 47 m
INS Only 5400 m
Corrupted Map with No Flight Line Corrections 717 m
Corrupted Map with Binary Method Flight Line Corrections 280 m
Corrupted Map with GPR Method Flight Line Corrections 192 m
This resulted in a map area with far less corrective flight lines than the previous two
scenarios (see Fig. 103-104). This scenario used the NAMAD map corrupted with the
long wavelength errors. The overall error for both the binary method and the GPR
method are worse than the previous two scenarios. This is expected as there were
only half as many corrective flight lines flown over the NAMAD map. The navigation
error for the binary method was 280 meters and the navigation error for the GPR
method was 192 meters. The GPR method clearly outperformed the binary method,
and the usefulness of the GPR method is better shown in the 200 kilometer line
spacing scenario than in the 100 kilometer line spacing scenarios. The GPR method
constrained the drift of the INS from 5400 meters DRMS down to 192 meters DRMS
with a very limited amount of corrective flight lines.
The potential for a self-building world model is made especially clear in this sce-
nario. Flying over even a few corrected map areas can significantly improve navigation
performance. Furthermore, the usefulness of the GPR method is shown by the success
of these simulations. The GPR method does all of the needed model computation
oﬄine and simply provides a navigation filter a corrected map as well as a covariance
map. The navigation filter is then able to use these corrected maps and covariance in-
formation to provide a far better navigation solution than an uncorrected map would
allow.
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6.8 Self Building World Model Conclusions
Aerial magnetic anomaly navigation is a promising new alternative navigation
system. The biggest weakness of this type of map based navigation system is map
availability and quality. A self-building world magnetic anomaly model would allow
the gradual creation of an accurate magnetic anomaly map with covariance bounds.
Multiple-sensor navigation filters could assign the needed level of trust to magnetic
anomaly derived position measurements by using the map covariance estimates. In
this chapter we showed the usefulness of a Gaussian process regression model with a
covariance function equal to the sum of two anisotropic squared exponentials func-
tions. The Gaussian process was able to distinguish between an under sampled map
and a fully sampled map, and interpolate to new map points accordingly. The large
spatial correlations in the NAMAD dataset over a region in Texas were used to correct
nearly the entire map to better than 1 nano-Tesla using only ten flight lines through a
1000 square kilometer area. The flexibility of this model will allow large corrections to
the NAMAD model to be made with sparse measurements, continually increasing the
usefulness of magnetic anomaly navigation. The GPR method was tested in several
simulation scenarios using real flight test data. A trade space over map flight line
spacing showed the navigation potential of sparse surveys with line spacings as great
as 200 kilometers providing significant aiding to an INS. Finally, three navigation
simulations showed how the GPR method can provide navigation errors on the order
of 100 meters using corrective flight lines spaced 100 kilometers apart and navigation
errors on the order of 200 meters using corrective flight lines spaced 200 kilometers
apart. The benefits of the GPR method over simpler methods are made very clear
when large spatial correlation errors exist in a magnetic anomaly map.
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VII. Conclusion
This dissertation has detailed a large volume of research which has been focused
on the topic of airborne magnetic anomaly navigation. The major contributions of
each chapter are listed below.
Chapter 1
Chapter 1 presented the motivation for developing a magnetic anomaly navigation
system. Many current alternative navigation systems suffer from common limitations
such as when and where they can operate. The magnetic anomaly field holds promise
as a global navigation signal available at all times, which is almost impossible to
jam. These traits make it stand out among other alternative navigation techniques.
The main contribution of Chapter 1 was a thorough literature review of magnetic
anomaly navigation systems. The majority of the existing literature on airborne
magnetic anomaly navigation presents simulation-only results. Among actual experi-
mental results, it is clear that the flight test results presented in this research achieved
higher accuracies than anything else found in the literature. The literature review
also helped reveal the major differences between airborne magnetic navigation and
other types of platforms such as indoor, ground, sea, and space. Airborne magnetic
anomaly navigation exists in a “sweet spot” in which a large amount of signal is
available, unlike space platforms, but most man-made sources have diminished, un-
like ground and indoor platforms. The relatively fast velocity of aircraft also give
observability of the temporal variations—this technique would likely not work on
slow moving ships at sea.
Chapter 2
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The main contribution of Chapter 2 was a thorough background on geophysi-
cal principles useful for magnetic anomaly navigation, as well an overview of the
marginalized particle filter. Chapter 2 begins with a detailed description of the com-
ponents of the Earth’s magnetic field, including the core field, crustal field, and space
weather effects. Special attention is given to the Earth’s crustal field (or anomaly
field), which serves as the primary navigation signal. Details on modeling magnetic
anomaly fields are presented, as well as the necessary transforms to upward continue
magnetic anomaly fields and perform time transformations. The creation of magnetic
anomaly maps is discussed, including the removal of aircraft effects using compensa-
tion systems. An overview of large-scale maps is then presented. Next, a discussion
on the various types of magnetic instruments was given, with a focus on their use-
fulness for magnetic anomaly navigation. Finally, the marginalized particle filter was
presented.
Chapter 3
The main contribution of Chapter 3 was the detailed design of a magnetic anomaly
navigation system. This navigation system consisted of an 18 state marginalized
particle filter which used a magnetic anomaly map, a magnetometer, an INS, and
a barometer to perform absolute positioning. This navigation system is far more
detailed than anything found in the literature review of Chapter 1. The naviga-
tion system takes into account the fact that the magnetic anomaly field changes in
three dimensions by upward continuing two dimensional map tiles. It also utilizes a
navigation grade INS and estimates the errors of the INS using the magnetometer
measurements. This allows the navigation system to coast between periods of high
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and low magnetic anomaly variability. The magnetic anomaly navigation system also
presented a proven method to remove measurement-corrupting temporal variations.
An analysis on the observability of temporal variations indicated partial observability
of the temporal variations at aircraft altitudes and velocities. The temporal varia-
tions were then added as a state to the marginalized particle filter. In this way the
filter simultaneously estimated its position and the temporal variations, increasing
navigation accuracy.
Chapter 4
Chapter 4 presented the flight test results in which the navigation system of Chap-
ter 3 was applied to real data. The main contributions are navigation results which
are far more accurate than any other aerial magnetic anomaly navigation systems in
the literature. The “best-case” results used a high quality magnetic anomaly map and
a geo-survey aircraft flying at low altitudes over Louisa, Virginia. Over an hour long
flight test the navigation system achieved horizontal DRMS accuracies of 13 meters.
This accuracy was considered “best-case” from both a phenomenology perspective as
well as an engineering perspective. From a phenomenology perspective, the aircraft
was flying at a low altitude of 300 meters AGL. There are greater variations in the
magnetic anomaly field at low altitudes than there are at high altitudes. Fundamen-
tally, higher navigation accuracies will always be achieved at low altitudes when using
a magnetic anomaly navigation system, and there is no direct way to mitigate this
effect, unlike the following engineering issues. From an engineering perspective, high
map quality and a magnetically quiet aircraft environment were important factors in
achieving the “best-case” results. The magnetic anomaly map which was used was
fully sampled and created with the use of GPS. This type of map is not globally avail-
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able. In areas of poor map quality, navigation accuracy will decrease. The use of a
clean geo-survey aircraft also led to higher navigation accuracies. The magnetometer
was out on a boom far from the aircraft engines. Placing the magnetometer inside
the aircraft creates a more difficult compensation problem. Both of these engineer-
ing perspective issues are likely solvable to some extent. Further mapping can be
conducted to address map quality and availability concerns. More advanced aircraft
effect compensation may also be possible allowing less ideal aircraft environments.
Chapter 4 also presented the results of a cross-country flight test which flew from
Virginia to Iowa. This flight test occurred at 3000 meters AGL, ten times higher
than the previous flight test. There was also no high quality magnetic map avail-
able along the entire flight trajectory. These two factors led to decreased navigation
performance. The navigation errors, which were primarily attributed to poor map
quality, were on the order of several kilometers. A simulation was then conducted
to predict the expected navigation accuracies had a high quality magnetic anomaly
map been available. This simulation predicted navigation accuracies on the order of
150 meters. Another contribution from this flight test was the fact that existing mag-
netic anomaly maps are accurate enough for kilometer level navigation. While this
positioning accuracy is relatively poor, it may be useful in certain applications such
as over the ocean where other alternative navigation systems may fail or be jammed.
Another contribution is the demonstrated need for high accuracy magnetic anomaly
maps.
Chapter 5
Chapter 5 presented the results of a continental magnetic anomaly navigation sim-
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ulation. A simulation framework was presented which can be used to predict magnetic
anomaly navigation along any trajectory over a magnetic anomaly map. The sim-
ulation created magnetometer measurements by corrupting the measurements with
real temporal variations and aircraft effects modeled by a first-order Gauss Markov
random process. Predicted accuracies over the continental United States were created
by running the simulation on a grid of flight paths over the United States using the
North American Magnetic Anomaly Database. A strong correlation was observed
between areas of poor map line-spacing and navigation errors. This indicated the
simulation results over the United States are likely more accurate over areas of the
country which are fully sampled in the North American Magnetic Anomaly Database.
The state of California was one such area and the navigation results at several alti-
tudes and velocities are presented here. Navigation accuracies over CA range from
tens of meters when flying low and fast to hundreds of meters when flying high and
slow. The main contribution of this Chapter was a tool which can be used to accu-
rately predict magnetic anomaly navigation anywhere a magnetic anomaly map exists.
Chapter 6
Chapter 6 presented the results of a self-building world model method for mag-
netic anomaly maps. This self-building world model attempted to incrementally build
a magnetic anomaly map as individual flight lines were collected by magnetometer-
equipped aircraft. The main contribution of this section was the observation that
correcting existing magnetic anomaly maps is a better strategy than creating the
maps with no prior information. This is due to the large spatial correlations of the
errors which exist in many magnetic anomaly maps. These errors are due to the poor
data geolocation of maps made prior to the use of GPS. Real data was used to show
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how even a few flight lines were able to correct large areas of the North American
Magnetic Anomaly Database. Map under-sampling was shown to be a more difficult
error to correct, however this type of error diminishes with increasing altitude.
7.1 Future Work
Future work which can follow on this dissertation will focus primarily on aircraft
field calibration and modeling, as well as navigation using gradient, vector, and ten-
sor measurements. Research into these areas will help overcome current obstacles
preventing more accurate magnetic anomaly navigation. Measurement accuracy in
the context of magnetic anomaly navigation describes how well the magnetic anomaly
field can be measured, as opposed to the total field. To measure the magnetic anomaly
field the other corrupting sources must be removed. These corrupting sources include
aircraft effects, temporal variations, and core field effects. We wish to further study
each of these three corrupting sources in the hopes of improving magnetic anomaly
navigation. Measurement type, which includes scalar, gradient, vector, and tensor
measurements, plays an important role in these studies. The various measurement
types each bring different advantages and disadvantages to goal of increasing mea-
surement accuracy.
Aircraft Field Modeling.
The removal of the aircraft field is an existing obstacle in achieving higher accu-
racy magnetic anomaly navigation. The removal of aircraft fields may require a more
robust calibration procedure than what is currently implemented for survey aircraft.
Development of new calibration procedures would benefit greatly from a specific air-
craft magnetic field model. We hope to model an aircraft’s magnetic field as it flies
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through an external field. We will primarily accomplish this by simulation, but may
also take actual measurements of an aircraft’s magnetic field while on the ground. An
aircraft-specific model may lead to insights into better aircraft effects removal while
in flight. We hope to research the benefit of placing multiple magnetometers through-
out an aircraft as well as the benefits of more accurate vector magnetometers. We
will focus specifically on the removal of the aircraft’s magnetic gradient, as gradient
based approaches for magnetic anomaly navigation are likely necessary to improve
accuracy, as explained below.
Measurement Types.
While there seems to be potential for more robust aircraft calibration routines,
there is little possibility to better remove temporal variations when using scalar mea-
surements. Currently we can estimate the long-wavelength components of the tempo-
ral variations. The overlapping frequencies cannot be removed and corrupt measure-
ments. These un-removable frequencies can be as high as a nano-Tesla. Considering
magnetic anomaly gradients at high altitudes are only several nano-Teslas/kilometer,
this equates to hundreds of meters of error. Switching to magnetic anomaly gradient
measurements has the potential to remove these temporal variations. The spatial
gradient of the temporal variations is very small relative to the magnetic anomaly
gradients. Base stations hundreds of kilometers apart often record temporal varia-
tions that agree to a few nano-Teslas, indicating the spatial gradients of the temporal
variations are 1-2 orders of magnitude less than the spatial gradients of the magnetic
anomaly field at high altitudes.
Current state of the art magnetometers are not accurate enough to form usable
gradient measurements. The absolute errors of the individual magnetometers drift
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too much relative to each other to provide better performance than scalar inten-
sity measurements. Although the temporal variations are removed, new errors are
introduced that have a larger negative impact than the temporal variations. More
accurate magnetometers, however, are likely to become a reality in the near future.
A more accurate magnetometer would allow the use of gradient measurements, which
could potentially increase navigation accuracy by allowing removal of the temporal
variations. We hope to research how the current approach for magnetic anomaly nav-
igation using scalar measurements translates to gradient measurements. Expanding
on this idea, we also hope to research how vector and tensor measurements, which are
currently very inaccurate, could potentially increase navigation accuracy with future
improved sensors.
Attitude Determination.
Spacecraft routinely determine coarse attitude using two vector measurements
known in a both a world and body frame. We wish to research how future high
accuracy vector and gradient measurements could be used for attitude determination
of aircraft flying with vector and gradient maps. This opens up interesting possibilities
of tightly-coupled navigation filters which determine both position and attitude. This
type of navigation may be especially promising in indoor environments.
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Achieving worldwide alternatives to GPS is a challenging engineering problem. Current GPS alternatives often suffer
from limitations such as where and when the systems can operate. Navigation using the Earth’s magnetic anomaly field,
which is globally available at all times, shows promise to overcome many of these limitations. We present a navigation
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